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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) present potential for various applications such as gas sorption, 
gas storage, sensing, drug delivery, and catalysis. This attracts researchers to design and synthesize 
MOFs that can respond to a specific application. In this thesis, mixed ligands 34pba and 44pba 
ligands (34pba = 3-(4-pyridyl)benzoate, and 44pba = 4-(4-pyridyl)benzoate) and Co2+ metal salts 
were used to synthesize porous MOFs {[Co(34pba)(44pba)]·DMF}n (1) and 
{[Co(34pba)(44pba)]·(C3H6O)}n (2), with DMF = N,N’-dimethylformamide and C3H6O = acetone 
through solvothermal reaction. These two relate to each other through hinge-like expansion or 
contraction of the guest-accessible void. The use of Zn2+ as a metal ion led to an isostructural 
MOFs [Zn(34pba)(44pba)]·DMF}n (3)  of 1. Using 34pba as a single ligand and Cu
2+ as the metal 
ion led to the formation of a 2D [(Cu(34pba)2]·DMF) (4) while a little variation of solvent mixture 
resulted in a 3D {[CuCl2(34pba)2]∙solvent}n (7) structures. The functionalized ligands 44paba and 
34paba (34paba = 3-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoate, 44paba = 4-(pyridyn-4-
ylmethyl)aminobenzoate) were used with Cu2+ centre to prepare [Cu(44paba)·(H2O)·(DMF)]n (5) 
and {[Cu3(34paba)5(H2O)2]·(DMF)2}n (6), both of which are 1D structures. The activated MOFs 
1d and 3d from (1 and 2) were used for the adsorption of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and 
gases. In all tested guest molecules, there was higher sorption capacity in 1d which could be 
attributed to some gate opening process occurring which does not occur in 3d. Some effects 
responding to the sorption such as the change of colour in 1d were characterized. This colour 
change may be associated with the d-d, metal to ligand charge transfer, or π to π* transitions in 
coordination complex. Crystal structures and their stability, sorption properties and selectivity 
were characterized by single crystal X-ray diffraction, thermogravimetric analysis, differential 
scanning, hot stage microscopy, powder X-ray diffraction, infrared spectroscopy, and proton 
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nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) analysis. This thesis also reports the effect of methanol on 
discrete complexes of cis-dichloro-bis(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) chloride (Coen) that led to the 
formation of a new crystal structure upon the removal of the water of hydration. The lattice 






















AC: Activated carbon  
BDC: Benzenedicarboxylate  
BET: Brunauer–Emmett–Teller 
BPY: 4,4′-bipyridine  
btc: Benzenetricarboxylic acid 
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HSM: Hot Stage microscopy 
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MIL: Materials Institute Lavoisier 
MOFs: Metal-organic frameworks  
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PXRD: Powder X-ray diffraction 
Qst: Heat of adsorption  
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This chapter describes the properties and applications of solid adsorbents such as metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs), activated carbon, zeolites, and mesoporous silica. MOFs are discussed in 
detail as they are considered to be more advantageous among other solid adsorbents while 
activated carbon, zeolites, and mesoporous silica are discussed briefly. MOFs have become more 
attractive as their porous structures, higher stability, higher surface area, tunability, and 
functionalization allow various application. On the other hand, the presence of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) in the environment, as well as their effects are also discussed. The negative 
effects among the reported VOCs suggest that their removal from the environment is important. 
Therefore, this work aimed to synthesize MOFs for sorption of VOCs and gases.  
1.2. VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
1.2.1. Origin of volatile organic compounds 
VOCs are organic compounds with an appreciable vapour pressure at ambient temperature. They 
include naturally-occurring and synthetic compounds and range in effect from harmless to toxic. 
Some naturally-occurring VOCs emanate from plants, especially fruits,1 and others from the 
ocean.2 The aroma in fruits is made up of molecules such as aldehydes, esters, and ketones,1 while 
the contribution from the ocean is mainly halogenated VOCs.2 In addition, in certain food products 
during storage and processing, some amine VOCs can be produced via biogenic processes.3,4  





1.2.2. Use and environmental effect of VOCs 
VOCs show poor solubility, however, they are important in different applications. They are used 
as ingredients to produce aromas,1 and medically apply VOCs such as iodoform as an antiseptic. 
Some industrial manufacturing uses VOCs as solvents, as reagents, or raw materials to produce 
the final products.5 In addition, they are used in degreasing and cleaning metals, as pesticides, and 
as refrigerants. Thus, they are produced on a large scale as commercial products.5 However, they 
constitute a large part of the contaminants present in the environment.2,5 Some VOCs have been 
shown to have malodorous, mutagenic or carcinogenic properties3,6–8  and some have been 
implicated in causing air pollution, particularly in developing countries9 and are partly responsible 
for the generation of photochemical ozone and smog precursors. They are released into the 
environment during manufacturing, improper storage, and disposal methods. They contaminate 
water, soil and air2,5 and they are strongly resistant to biodegradation.5 It follows that human 
exposure is via inhalation, water drinking, and swimming.5 They are thus considered as harmful 
pollutants.6,7 Some governments have banned the use of some chlorinated VOCs to prevent the 
impact on human or environment.5 
As a consequence, the development of effective technologies to mitigate the emission of VOCs 
has received increasing attention.10 Some reports have shown promising removal and recovery 
methods of VOCs from air and water through adsorption processes.11–13 Solid adsorbents are 
superior compared to other techniques of decontamination of air or water, owing to their relatively 
low cost, a wide range of applications, simplicity of design, easy operation, low harmful secondary 





1.3. SOLID SORBENTS 
1.3.1. Activated carbon 
Activated carbons (AC) are made from raw materials such as wood, coal, peat, lignite, coconut 
shells pyrolized with steam, carbon dioxide, and acids at high temperature in a process known as 
carbonisation.15,16 These compounds have been used for different applications including removal 
of toxic substances such as carbon dioxide,17 toxic metal ions,18 and volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs).16,18,19 Srivastava et al. explained the ability of AC being influenced by their mesoporous 
pores structures.18 The effects of variation of porosities and the content of oxygen in AC were 
investigated for the adsorption of both benzene and toluene VOCs.19 The AC adsorbents activated 
by hydroxide while lowering oxygen content in surface had improved adsorption capacity. 
Besides, their high microporous volume contributed to high adsorption of VOCs.19 The 
documented adsorbents showed a good regeneration ready for reuse.20 However, many factors 
negatively impact VOC adsorption by AC such as the presence of moisture in the system, 
compounds with a large number of π electrons,21,22 and the pH value.18 Their preparations also 
require high temperature15 like 700 oC which is not usually readily available in most research 
laboratories.  
1.3.2. Zeolites 
Zeolites are usually synthesized from silica, alumina and organic bases.23 In 2011, Chen et al.23 
reported synthetic methods to achieve the micro and mesoporosity of zeolites for the application 
of interest. They are used in different applications23–25 such as catalytic activities,23 adsorption and 
separation.23,24,26 However, some disadvantages have been observed. For example, the use of 
zeolite 13X in the presence of moisture resulted in the hindrance of VOCs adsorption.27 To 
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improve the effectiveness of zeolite, surfactants were used to produce surfactant-modified zeolite 
(SMZ) and investigated the adsorption of VOCs from water. Findings showed that water did not 
affect their adsorption but there was particle attrition, limiting the lifetime of the zeolites and the 
surfactants also deteriorated.22,28  
1.3.3. Mesoporous silica 
Mesoporous silica are solid adsorbents made from silicate or aluminium silicate often with 
structure directing agents to achieve the required porosity. Calcination at high temperature is 
involved in their synthesis.29,30 They are used in applications such as adsorption of volatile organic 
compounds,31 CO2 and heavy metal adsorption.
29,30 Some mesoporous silica are not stable in 
hydrothermal conditions. In addition, their synthesis requires high temperature (more than 500 °C) 
during calcination.29 Moreover, mesoporous silicas show low surface areas ranging between 300 
and 1200 m2 g−1.29 These characteristics including their low adsorption capacity32 make them less 
suitable for application compared to ones identified from MOFs solid adsorbents as detailed in 
section below.  
1.3.4. Metal-organic frameworks 
1.3.4.1. Introduction 
The coordination of metal nodes or clusters and organic ligands forms extended networks of 
crystalline porous materials. These porous materials are referred to as metal-organic frameworks 
(MOFs).33,34 A number of these structures with defined networks have been achieved through a 
variety of reaction conditions between metal ions and organic linkers in solution.34–36 Some solid 
reactions were used as alternative where grinding reactions may produce the same compounds as 
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from solution. This method can also produce compounds not-achievable by solvothermal 
synthesis.37,38 The syntheses of MOFs attract much attention due to their versatility in synthesis,39 
low density,40,41 robustness, high porosity, high surface area41 and crystallinity,33,40,42,43 as well as 
their high thermal and chemical stability.44 These features are achieved due to the controlled 
synthetic conditions and can then contribute to a number of diverse applications.45–48 Yaghi et 
al49,50 were among the first researchers that reported the potential applications of these porous 
materials. Among many different applications, MOFs showed potential for gas separation32,43,51 
and storage,52 catalysis,53 drug delivery,54 as sensors,55–58 luminescence,59 and photocatalytic 
activity.60 
1.3.4.2. MOF nomenclature 
There are many porous coordination polymer materials made by metal ions and organic linkers 
which form different classes. Terms used for these polymers include coordination polymers, metal-
organic polymers, hybrid organic-inorganic materials, organic zeolite analogues, and metal-
organic frameworks.61 They are named according to their specific polymer structure and their 
connectivity. The term coordination polymer (CP) is globally referred as the polymers made from 
the extended connection of metal and ligand linker coordinated via bonds without considering their 
final structure and or morphology.62 Cheetham et al63 classified hybrid organic-inorganic materials 
as CPs that present different structural dimensions according to the sum of connectivity between 
metal-organic-metal and inorganic connectivity. The structural dimension is taken as the total 
dimensionality from the metal-ligand-metal and inorganic connectivity. Table 1.1 summarizes the 
effect of both the metal-ligand-metal and inorganic connectivity on the resulting hybrid. The 
system of ImOn was established where Im and On stand for inorganic and organic connectivity while 
the overall summation of m and n is the dimensionality.  
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Table 1.1: Proposed dimensional structures formed from both inorganic (Im) and organic (On) connectivity63 
 
Inorganic hybrids may have connectivity to form dimensions from 1D up to 3D. MOF-5 is an 
example of 3D hybrids that results from a system of I0O3.63 A system structure of I1O2 was 
classified from [CrIII(OH)(OOC–C6H4–COO)] (MIL-53) where octahedral corner-sharing of CrO6 
make a parallel 1D chains (I1) that are crosslinked by the benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate groups to 
form 3D structure.63,64 Another system of I2O1 can be schematically represented in Figure 1.1(a) 
and (b) corresponding to dimensional structures 1D and 2D CPs, respectively. Then Figure 1.1(c) 
is 3D where two-dimensional inorganic connectivities are in turn connected in third dimension by 




Figure 1.1: Representation of (a) and (b) show 1-D and 2-D coordination polymers, respectively, and (c) extended 
inorganic connectivity in two dimension connected in three dimension by organic linker.63 
Figure 1.1 has FeIII(H2O)(HO3P(CH2)2PO3)
65 as an example where inorganic layers perpendicular 
to the c-axis of FeO6P2(H2O) are linked by the alkyl part of the diphosphonate group resulting in 
a 3D structure. Organic zeolite analogues MOFs or zeolitic imidazolate frameworks show the 
topology of zeolites.62 In their crystal structures, the metal ions such as Co (II), Cu(II), In(II), 
Zn(II), etc are coordinated by imidazolate linkers similar to tetrahedral Si(Al) bridged by O in 
zeolites.66  
Porous MOFs make a sub class of CPs characterized by strong coordination bonding which offers 
robustness. The organic linkers bridge the metal units providing the open porous structures that 
allow a geometrically well-defined structure and the exchange of guest molecules.67,68 As per 
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Cheetham classification,63 these compounds are commonly known in I0O3 and I1O2  system 
structures.44,63,64 The system of I1O1 have also been synthesized.43,69,70 The versatility in these 
compounds allows the replacement of linking units in the synthesis keeping the same topology of 
the framework.62 This property also allows the variation of the functionality in pores through 
designed structures.68 As a result, these extended MOFs can be termed as isoreticular metal-
organic frameworks (IRMOFs). A series of sixteen IRMOFs (IRMOF-1 to IRMOF-16) from a 
prototype MOF-5 was synthesized with increased pore size for gas adsorption.68 MOFs can also 
be named according to their place of discovery, Table 1.2. For example, MOFs based on zirconium 
metal and 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (BDC) ligands termed as UiO-n were synthesized at the 
Universitetet i Oslo.44 MIL-n were synthesized at the Materials Institute Lavoisier.71 HKUST-1 
was synthesized at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.72 
Table 1.2: Name of MOFs associated with their place of synthesis 
Name of MOF Reason for name Reference 
IRMOF-n Synthesized through isoreticular synthesis 68 
UiO-n Synthesized at the University of i Oslo 44 
MIL-n Synthesized based on Materials Institute Lavoisier 71 
CAU-1 Synthesized at Christian-Albrechts-University  73 
HKUST-1 Synthesized at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology  72 
MOF-LIC-1 Synthesized at Leiden Institute of Chemistry  74 
DUT Synthesized at Dresden University of Technology 40 
MTAF Named for the TriAzolate used to synthesize the framework 75 
UTSA-n Synthesized at the University of Texas at San Antonio 76 
n: number from 1 to 16.  
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MOFs are commonly known as CPs with structural dimensions of 2D or 3D43,44,69,70,77–79 as one of 
their characteristics. However, Stock and Biswas proposed a restricted classification for MOFs as 
a class of 3D structures.35 
1.3.4.3. Structural dimension in MOFs 
The structural frameworks formation of MOFs depends on both the functionality of the ligand and 
metal ion.50,62 The interesting key factor in these materials is their versatility offered by the 
coordination mode.50,80 The coordination mode made by metal nodes or clusters and ligands gives 
the direction to the dimensional structure for these compounds. The functional unit or the donor 
group of ligand has bonding sites (dentate) to link to the metal cluster in order to form one, two, 
or three structural dimensions (1D, 2D, or 3D)36,50,67 as illustrated in Fig 1.2. In this regard, metal-
ligand connectivity known in metal-BPY (4,4′-bipyridine),81 can lead to a linear or one 
dimensional structure (1D)59,63,82,83 where the donor atom offers only one terminal coordination.67 
Different linear forms such as helix, zigzag chain, and molecular ladder can be expected.84 This 
1D formation can be a result of the incomplete deprotonation of the ligand and or the influence of 
low temperature.83,85 In addition, the metal ion can offer limited coordination sites.86 The formation 
of 2D structures can give different forms such as brick wall, bilayer, herringbone, long-and-short 
brick, basket weave,59,84 honeycomb83 or sheets.87 The final structural dimension in metal 
coordination is the 3D in which the forms such as octahedral, cubic diamondoid, and hexagonal 
diamondoid can be formed.59,84,88 In this latter structure, the ligands bridge the metal clusters to 
form layers or sheets as 2D. In turn, the layers can be pillared by the ligand leading to the formation 




Figure 1.2:Coordination modes and formation of dimensional structures.50 
Papaefstathiou et al. reported that the formation of 1D, 2D, or 3D structures depend on the 
coordination preference of the metal.86 In most cases, this works together with the coordination 
modes of ligand to offer various coordination direction to form 1D, 2D, or 3D structures50,67 as 
noted above. The ability to deprotonate the ligand can also play a role as reported by Li et al.,85 
where incomplete deprotonated multidentate ligand 1,3,5-tri(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene led to 1D 
while complete deprotonation led to 3D structures. On the other hand, other findings showed that 
the temperature can also influence the coordination mode in the framework.83,87 One example is in 
the synthesis of Co(II)-succinate MOFs. The heating of the reaction mixture up to 100 oC generated 
1D, at 150 oC 2D, and above 150 oC 3D structures were formed.87 
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The 3D structure of the frameworks allows the availability of features such as high surface area, 
pores, and channels.36,76,79 On the other hand, the surface and pores structures can also be found 
from 2D frameworks.89 The synthesis of MOFs with features that allow the potential applications 
are of primary importance. For that reason, the control of parameters to achieve 3D structure is 
important.90 
1.3.4.4. Structural features of MOFs 
The nature of metal ion and linker (ligand) are major factors which play a role in self-assembly of 
metal-organic complexes.62 Ligands with nitrogen donors such as (BPY) have been used to 
produce different structures such as square81 and ladder-like (2D) MOFs,91 as well as diamondoid86 
three-dimensional frameworks.92,93 The frameworks from metal and BPY are typically charged, 
and thus require the presence of counter ions in channels, which may be a shortcoming. In addition, 
interpenetration and low thermal stability after the removal of the guest molecules are also 
disadvantages of these MOFs.62 Attempts have been made to increase the thermal stability in these 
compounds, such as using 1,4,5,8,9,12-hexaazatriphenylene as linker. These MOFs showed 
variable adsorption and desorption of guest molecules, however, the modifications in crystal 
symmetry and cell volume were observed.94,95  
As the choice of ligand contributes to the formation of robust porous MOFs, the use of anionic and 
polydentate linkers offered the promise of reticular synthesis.62 Multicarboxylates such as 
benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate96,97 and benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate98,99 could yield neutral, non-
interpenetrated frameworks with retention or regain of crystallinity during adsorption and 
desorption of guest molecules. The results from TGA showed that many of these frameworks  
decompose between 300-500 oC.62 Rowsell and Yaghi62 reported strong coordination in metal-
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carboxylate MOFs. Metal centres also possess high affinity for electrostatic attraction. In addition, 
the size and functionality of carboxylate offer the binding and/or chelation on metal/metal cluster 
leading to a rigid and well defined supramolecular architecture.62 The reticular synthesis allowed 
the use of long linkers such as naphthalene-2,6-dicarboxylate, biphenyl-4,4’-dicarboxylate, 
pyrene-2,7-dicarboxylate, and terphenyl-4,4’’-dicarboxylate instead of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate 
to afford larger pore sizes, ranging from 3.8 to 28.8 Å. Concurrently, the free open space increased 
up to 91.1% of the crystal volume.68 The result is that these frameworks have low densities.  
The use of ligands containing both pyridinyl/triazolyl and carboxylates moieties have also been 
investigated. MOFs containing 4-(4-pyridyl)benzoate (44pba) have been reported with stability up 
to 400 oC.100–102 For example, {[Co(44pba)2]4·(DMF)3·(EtOH)0.25·(H2O)4}n has channels which 
occupy 46.5% of the unit cell volume and can accommodate different solvents with flexible 
exchange in the channels.100 Triazolyl isophthalate linkers with Cu or Zn were also used to 
synthesize frameworks with porosities of 31−53% with high thermal stability.79 Larger open space 
and pore size have been developed as potential features for a number of different 
applications.40,62,68,103,104 This has prompted work to design and synthesize isoreticular MOFs with 
increased surface and pore sizes to enhance their applications such as storage of hydrogen,52,68 CO2 
adsorption,105 sensing,106 and catalysis.104  
The most potent features are the availability of the surface and pores or channels accessible by the 
guest molecules.98,99,107 In addition, a stable framework with permanent porosity and guest-
dependent dynamic behaviour99 with a flexible breathing properties have been reported.78,80,95 
Hence, the control of pore and channel size suitable for the specific application are desirable. The 
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pore size could be adjusted by the reaction conditions,108 the length of ligand as mentioned 
above,68,98 the nature of the solvent,109,110 and through anchoring the pores by functionalization.111 
1.3.4.5. Porous structural dimensionality 
Kitagawa et al.112 classified four types of porous structures based on their spatial dimensionality 
as follows. The first is characterized by isolated cavities or zero dimension. They are identified as 
porous structures inside the solid without windows. In some cases, there may be windows; 
however, these are smaller than the guest molecules. In both cases the guest molecules cannot pass 
out and the cavities do not communicate with each other. The system cavities in Figure 1.3 were 
characterized from [Zn(CN)(NO3)-(tpt)2/3.3/4C2H2Cl4.3/4CH3OH]n (tpt=2,4,6-tri(4-pyridyl)-
1,3,5-triazine).113 They are impenetrable by small molecules with the exception of H2. The 
chambers in this framework are sealed off. The distance between a Zn4 square to the opposite and 
parallel Zn4 square from the inner shell presented a unit cell length of 23.448 Å. This structure 
leaves a chamber which is able to host nine1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane molecules, and nine 
molecules of methanol.  
 







The second type of porous structure systems are 1D channels with several sizes and shapes. For 
example, [Ni(acac)2(L1)]·3CH3CN·6H2O (where acac represents acetylacetonate, and L1 
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represents 1,1-binaphthyl-6,6′-bipyridine) has a chiral channel (Figure 1.4.a) of 1.7 × 1.7 nm in 
dimension which is filled with acetonitrile and water guest molecules.114 These homochiral 
nanotubes are based on helical chains that are built from C2-symmetric bipyridyl ligands and linear 
metal-connecting points.114 Another example, [Zr6O4(OH)8(HCOO)2(CPTTA)2] is synthesized 
from Zirconium and 5′-(4-carboxyphenyl)-[1,1′:3′,1″-terphenyl]-3,4″,5-tricarboxylate (CPTTA)  
ions and has uniform 1D hexagonal channels of 24 Å diameter, Figure 1.4.b.115  
a)     b) 
Figure 1.4: a) Chiral 1D channels in [Ni(acac)2(L1)]·3CH3CN·6H2O, b) interpretation network of Zr-MOF with 
pore in uniform 1D hexagonal channels. 
The third type of porous structures are layered-2D CPs, in which guests can be incorporated to 
link the layers.112 Figure 1.5 shows the layers of dynamically unstable [Cu(ca)(H2O)2] (H2ca: 
chloranilic acid) in which phenazine (phz) and 2,5-dimethylpyrazine (dmpyz) can be incorporated 
having the effect on properties such as flexibility and stability.112,116 The layers of [Cu(ca)(H2O)2]n 
showed the distance of 8.45 Å between copper atoms in different sheets. Once phz is intercalated 
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into layers to make {[Cu(ca)(H2O)2]·phz}n, the framework gains stability. The layers became 
tightly linked resulting in 9.25 Å distance between Cu ∙∙∙ Cu (interlayers).116 When dmpyz is 
incorporated, it forms columnar stacks between the sheets with two phases in the formed 
{[Cu(ca)(H2O)2]·dmpyz}n. The layers are flexible in lengthening the distance of 
{[Cu(ca)(H2O)2]n}m ranging from 8.45 to 11.0 Å. In addition, the stability of these 2-D sheet 
structures was noticed. The intercalation of guests depends on a π-electron structure with which it 







Figure 1.5: 2D space porous made by layers of Cu(ca)(H2O)2.116 
The fourth type of porous systems involve interconnecting 1D channels which run in different 
directions, such as those that frequently occur in zeolites 112 as shown in Figure 1.6. CPs containing 
3D channels are not frequent and possess high porosity which contribute to the framework 
instability.112 The framework of [Ni6(btc)4(bipy)6(CH3OH)3(H2O)9·(guest)] (btc: 
benzenetricarboxilic acid) contains 3D porous networks built from 2D Ni3(btc)2 layers where the 
latter are in turn pillared by 4,4′-bpy ligands.117 It forms hexagonal-shaped channels which run 
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parallel to the stacking direction. Furthermore, there are other 1D channels (8 х 4.4 Å2) running 
both within and between the layers. As a result, these channels run a combination of parallel and 
perpendicular to the (6, 3) layer stacking directions forming the overall 3D channels.  
 
Figure 1.6: Channels parallel and perpendicular to the layers intersect to form a 3D large cavity of 15.6 Å centred 
on the 1c position in [Ni6(btc)4(bipy)6(CH3OH)3(H2O)9·(guest)].117 
Another reported 3D channel structure is [Cu2(BTR)2]·2NO3 (BTR: 4,4’-bis(1,2,4-triazole))
118 
resulting from the connection between copper ions and the BTR linkers to form a 3D framework. 
The 3D channels showed triangle apertures and run along the [1 1 1], [-1 1 1], [1 -1 1], and [1 1 -
1] directions. 
On the other hand, porous structures can be classified into non-porous, microporous, and 
mesoporous structure based on their pore sizes. These porous structures can be identified from CPs 
including MOFs. Jiang et al.108 characterized non-porous Cd(L)(bpy), microporous 
Cd(L)(bpy)·4H2O·2.5DMF, and mesoporous Cd(L)(bpy)·4.5H2O·3DMF frameworks where L is 
2-amino-1,4-benzene-dicarboxylic acid and bpy is bipyridine. The first framework is characterized 
by channels that are filled by interpenetration. The second structure is characterized by the 
coordination of Cd by L and bpy allowing the formation of microporous channels with size of 
1.1 × 1.9 nm2. The third framework of Cd(L)(bpy)·4.5H2O·3DMF is characterized by larger 
triangular and hexagonal open-channel with mesoporous size of 1.8 × 2.3 nm2. Both microporous 
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and mesoporous spaces were also identified in [(Zn4O)9(NH2BDC)6(BTB)5] with dimension of 14 
× 17 Å2 and 27 × 32 Å2 respectively.119 The dimensions of mesoporous structures are estimated to 
be between 2 and 50 nm (20 and 500 Å respectively) while microporous structures contain pores 
of less than 2 nm (20 Å).120,121 The pore sizes play important role for the adsorption capacity, 
kinetic sorption, and selectivity in sorbents.62,122,123 Millward and Yaghi showed that larger pore 
sizes may have higher adsorption capacity.123 This property was reported in MIL-101 known as 
Cr3O(F/OH)(H2O)2[C6H4(CO2)2] with pore size between 1.6 and 2.1 nm and Cr(OH)-
[C6H4(CO2)2]·nH2O known as MIL-53 with pore size less than 1 nm.
122 Their adsorption capacities 
for methyl orange were 114 and 57.9 mg g-1 respectively. 
On the other hand, this trend does not apply for micro and meso-CuBTC.121,124 It was noticed that 
meso-CuBTC has a lower adsorption capacity for CO2/CH4 than micro-CuBTC.
121 The same 
observation was reported from Cu3(BTC)2 where microporous (or small pores) adsorbed 12.01 
mmol g-1 of hydrogen while mesoporous (higher pore size) adsorbed 8.79 mmol g-1.124 However, 
larger pore sizes can allow higher adsorption selectivity in the same compounds. In this regard, 
meso-CuBTC showed a higher CO2/CH4 selectivity over micro-CuBTC.
121 The pore size plays an 
important role in MOFs applications such as adsorption-desorption processes where structural 
transformations and colour changes may occur.58,79,125,126 Even though large pores may present 
low adsorption in some cases, functionalization of the surface can overcome this 
drawback.68,107,111,127 It also worth noting that the variation of concentration and reaction time can 
assist to control pore size.108 
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1.3.4.6. Sorption studies in MOFs 
MOFs are used in different applications including sorption of small molecules.21,43,79 The physico-
chemical properties of MOFs play an important role in the sorption process119 The pore diameter, 
orientation of substituents in pores,79,111 the functional groups in the framework,111,127,128 and the 
available metal sites affect the adsorption process for the guest molecules.128 Thus, pore surface 
allows controlling functionality for the targeted application.111 An and Rosi 129 showed that tuning 
pore sizes and functionalities in MOFs results in suitable adsorption capacity and selectivity. For 
example, a series of MOF-177 were synthesized utilizing the ligands with mixed functionalities to 
result in enhanced adsorption capacity for hydrogen gas compared to unfunctionalized analogs.130  
Figure 1.7 shows the advantage of a MOFs (MIL-101) for its higher adsorption capacity compared 
to other solid adsorbents, due to its high porosity, surface area, and functional groups.32,130 
MIL-101 (estimated surface area of SBET = 3900 m
2 g-1, SLangmuir∼5900 m2 g-1 showed higher 
adsorption capacity compared to solid adsorbents such as mesoporous silica (SBA-15, SBET = 805 
m2 g-1), zeolite (HZSM-5, Zeolyst PQ, SBET = 550 m
2 g-1), and a commercial activated carbon (AC) 
(Darco, SBET =1600 m
2 g-1). The measured sorption capacities for the sorption of benzene at P/P0 
= 0.5  in MIL-101 was 16.7 mmol g-1 while in SBA-15, HZSM-5 , and AC these were 3.0, 1.9, and 





Figure 1.7: Sorption isotherm of benzene at 30 oC on MIL-101 is higher than that of commercial actived carbon, 
HZSM-5 zeolite, and mesoporous silica SBA-15.32 
Sorption of guest molecules in MOFs can be characterized by different behaviours. The reversible, 
irreversible, or absence of changes occur depending on the nature of the framework. These changes 
allow the classification of MOFs such as flexible (breathing) and rigid frameworks.99  
1.3.4.6.1. Flexibility and breathing phenomena in MOFs 
The sorption process in MOFs is sometimes accompanied by the reversible or flexible changes in 
unit cell parameters so that the host can accommodate and release the guest molecules; this is 
sometimes called the “breathing phenomenon”.13,64,79 Figure 1.8 displays the reversible changes 
known as breathing effects observed in the vanadium-based MOF; VO(BPDC) (BPDC = biphenyl-
4,4′-dicarboxylate).79 They are stimulated by external stimuli such as the pressure and temperature 




Figure 1.8: Breathing effect due to the adsorption process from VO(BPDC) showing the changes from narrow to 
large and then back to narrow pores.80 
Once narrow pores (np) are accommodating guest molecules, the framework undergoes 
enlargement of the pore and forms large pores (lp). When the guest molecules are released, lp 
returns to np pores (np’). The phenomenon of breathing effect was also observed in [Zn(34pba)2]n 
(34pba: 3-(4-pyridyl)benzoic acid).43 In this framework, the unit cell volume was observed to 
increase during absorption of guests. It was also noted that, when using alcohols as guest 
molecules, the unit cell volume expands linearly due to the increase in number of carbon atoms of 
the guest molecules. The cell volume changed from 4681.0 Å3 (empty) to 5005.0 Å3 for the 
absorption of 1-propanol and 5086 Å3 for the absorption of 1-butanol. This breathing effect was 




1.3.4.6.2. Rigid MOFs 
Rigid frameworks are characterized by their stable structures without any transformation or change 
in dimension once inclusion occurs during isotherm sorption process.118,131,132 The sorption and 
solvent exchange within DUT-4 (ndc = 2,6-naphthalene dicarboxylate), left intact framework 
confirming the rigidity of DUT-4.132 Some thermal stimuli may cause dynamic responses as was 
observed within [Cu2(BTR)2]·2NO3.
118 The documented rigid or flexible MOFs were found to 
result from the kind of ligand or solvent used during synthesis.132 
1.4. KINETICS OF ADSORPTION/DESORPTION IN THE SOLID STATE 
Kinetic studies in solid state reactions give informative results where the behaviour of a sample 
can be studied over a wide range of experimental conditions.133,134 The similarities and differences 
between samples can be characterized to elicit the factors that influence the reaction. Therefore, it 
may provide information on the reaction rate and the relation with time and temperature during 
the process of occurring reaction.134,135 These factors are determined using different techniques 
such as thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning microscope (DSC), and 
ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometry. The kinetics of single step reactions can be 
expressed in term of mass conversion by equation (1) 
𝑑𝛼
𝑑𝑡
 = 𝐴𝑒−𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇f(𝛼) (1) 
where α is the converted fraction at time t, A the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor, Ea the activation 
energy, R the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and f(𝛼) a function depending 
on the reaction mechanism.134 
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The mass change that results from heating the sample at selected temperature provides information 
on kinetic parameters related to the desorption of the guest. This is an isothermal technique to 
determine the kinetic parameters for absorption or desorption of guest. In isothermal process, the 
sample is heated to a temperature where the complete desorption of guest molecules can be 
measured isothermally. Several temperatures close to one another are used to obtain isothermal 
desorption curves. These curves are then tested using simulated model desorption mechanisms to 
find the best fit between model and experimental data. This allows one to determine the mechanism 
associated with the removal of the guest molecules in solid state.134 Various kinetic models have 
been proposed to characterize the progress of reactions (Table 1.3 lists some of the more common 
models).134 In this regard, a model will suggest whether a reaction corresponds to reaction type 
such as nucleation, geometrical contraction, diffusion, and reaction order. From equation (1), the 






where α is the conversion level, mo, m, and mf are initial mass, mass at temperature t, and residual 
mass respectively. 
In some cases, isothermal techniques do not work well, for example if the process is not a single 
step. In this case, non-isothermal kinetic techniques may be applied. The sample is heated at 
different heating rates to follow the desorption of the guest molecules. The relationship between 
heating rates and temperature allows the determination of the activation energy (Ea) associated 
with the desorption. Following Ozawa‘s model,133 the equation (3) can be integrated to determine 















, Ea can be obtained by equating the slope to 
𝐸𝑎
𝑅
  133,134 This method does 
not require a kinetic model to be fitted to the experimental data.  













1.5. GAS SORPTION STUDIES 
Gas sorption is used as an important tool to characterize the structural features associated with 
sorption in solids adsorbents and fine powders.136 Features such as surface area, pore size, and 
volume are analysed through the sorption process.136,137 The sorption process is the penetration of 
molecules through the external surface of the material and subsequent attachment on its internal 
surfaces.136 The term sorption or adsorption is branched in both physisorption and chemisorption 
depending on the strength of interactions between the adsorbate and adsorbent. Chemisorption is 
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characterized by the adsorbate-adsorbent interaction leading to the formation of chemical bond 
while physisorption is characterized by the contact of the adsorbate gas with the surface of the 
solid adsorbents.136 Adsorbate and adsorbent present particular geometric and electronic properties 
which generate molecular interactions as polarisation, field-dipole, or field gradient quadrupole. 
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) theory utilizes the physisorption for gases such as nitrogen, 
argon, and krypton to access the specific surface area of an adsorbent as they are less reactive. 
Thus, the surface area can be determined. The sorption of gases also allows studying the effect of 
free coordination sites using gases such as CO2 which can interact with the Lewis-acidic metal 
centres.138 In this regard, it was noted that a highly accurate manometric adsorption equipment is 
required for reliability.136  
The physisorption process can be analysed by plotting curves of adsorbed amount against relative 
pressure. These allow classifying physisorption isotherm into six types.136 The characteristic types 
of isotherms are related to particular pore structures and are illustrated in Figure 1.9. (i) Reversible 
type I isotherm characterizes microporous structures of width ≤ 1nm. The curve is concave to the 
p/p0 axis and the amount adsorbed reached the equilibrium quickly. When the materials have pore 
size distribution over a broad range including microporous and possibly narrow mesopores (≤2.5 
nm), this is referred to as type I(b) isotherms. (ii) Reversible type II isotherm characterizes the 
physisorption of nonporous or mesoporous materials. Those materials can be composed of 
multilayers. (iii) Type III isotherm is characterized by relatively weak adsorbate-adsorbent 
interactions. Nonporous or macroporous solid adsorb molecules which are clustered around the 
most favourable sites on the surface area. (iv) Type IV isotherms curves are only observed in 
mesoporous adsorbents. They are characterized by the adsorption on the mesopore walls of 
monolayer-multilayer which is followed by the condensation to liquid-like phase by adsorbate in 
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pores. Type IVa isotherm is characterized by the presence of hysteresis in capillary condensation 
and the pore width surpasses a certain critical width. Type IVb is observed in adsorbents possessing 
mesopores with smaller width. (v) Type V is observed in the adsorption of water on hydrophobic 
microporous and mesoporous adsorbents. In this case, weak adsorbate-adsorbent interaction and 
pore-filling at high p/p0 low p/p0 range are observed. (vi) Reversible stepwise Type VI isotherm is 
characteristic of layer-by-layer adsorption in the uniform nonporous surface.  
If the adsorption and desorption curves do not coincide, this is known as hysteresis. Hysteresis is 
caused by the delayed desorption due to stronger adsorbate-adsorbent interactions.136,137  
 




In crystallography, topology is used to explain the periodic spacial occupation of nodes or vertices 
bridged by edges which does not change under continuous deformation.88,139,140 This explains how 
two different structures can show the same inorganic or organic secondary building units.95 In this 
regards, the topology of MOFs and other coordination polymers (CPs) are described based on the 
application of periodic nets and tilings. MOFs and CPs can be constructed from the atomic nets 
that include all atoms as nodes and all interatomic bonds as edges. On the other hand, in most cases 
nodes are considered as central vertices while the linkers represent the edges.58,140 
Nodes in MOFs can be a result of well-defined molecular clusters (containing metal or organic 
atoms) rather than single atoms, thus forming a simple geometrical shape referred to as a secondary 
building unit (SBU).141 The node in MOFs contains points of extension (to allow the attachment 
of the edge) that allow them to have a particular shape that is periodically repeated in the network. 
Figure 1.10 displays examples of SBUs: triangular, square, and octahedral. A triangular SBU (a) 
possesses three double points of extension (shown in green) to present three binding sites for the 
edges.141 A square SBU (b) is characterized by the presence of two red double points of extension 
and two separate gray points of extension while the octahedral (c in blue) has six points of 
extension.43  
       
Figure 1.10: (a)Triangular secondary building unit with three double points of extension,141 and (b) four extension 




1.5.1.1.1. Simplification and coordination features in metals and ligands 
The MOFs or CP-3D chemical composition influences the underlying net topology indirectly, 
predetermining coordination features of the nodes. Some nodes are the results of SBUs from more 
than one metal atoms which are simply considered as one node.140,141 Figure 1.11 in (a) shows a 
cluster of a SBU from two metals (including oxygen and carbon atoms) that may give rise to either 
tetrahedron or square geometry while in (b) a SBU from four metal ions (including oxygen and 
carbon atoms) may also give rise to either an octahedron or trigonal prism. 
 
 
Figure 1.11: Secondary building units (SBUs) in their possible corresponding arranged vertices 
Similarly, ligands undergo the simplification where a number of atoms represents an edge.58 On 
the other hand, there are multitopic ligands that make both edge and centre as node.141 Figure 1.12 
(a) shows a tetratopic ligand that was simplified into edges and either two or one nodes in the 
middle. There is also the possibility that a ligand can be omitted from the underlying net while a 





Figure 1.12: Simplification of a tetratopic linker that contains edges and nodes in the centre. Edges are in black 
while metal centres are shown as violet.141 
The deconstruction and construction of an underlying net of a MOFs requires this simplification. 
The right attribution of some atoms to nodes and others to edge is most important to achieve a 
corresponding net.58,140 An example is the Co2+ centre coordinated to four pyridylbenzoate (pba) 
ligands which are ended by another Co2+ ion. Figure 1.13a indicates the structure and 
simplification process outlined in green line. Once the nodes and edges are chosen, all Co2+ ions 
and pba ligands become nodes and edges respectively to form an underlying net (Figure 1.13b).  
 
 
Figure 1.13: Simplification of ligand and formation of underlying nets.58 
As explained above, metal or metal cluster in MOFs constitutes a node. The latter plays a key role 
in orienting or influencing the topology of a network (Figure 1.14).58,140 For example, Co2+ was 
tetrahedrally coordinated to form a square planar (sql) topological network.137,142 However, this 
can also be achieved by considering a number of edges through the extension points.101 Similarly, 
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an octahedral SBU leads to pcu underlying net.88 In general, the coordination fashion of triangle, 
square, tetrahedron, octahedron, and cube give rise to srs, nbo, dia, pcu, and bcu respectively 
which are the most frequent nets.140 
 
Figure 1.14: Formation of underlying net from coordination figures (or nodes).140 
1.5.1.1.2. Network topology 
Figure 1.15 in (a) presents a simple 2D net with one type of vertix throughout the whole underlying 
net; such a net is therefore referred to as a uninodal net.88,100 The net can contain types of node 
such as unimodal net, binodal net, and other complicated ones.55,78,100,141 Figure 1.15 (b) and (c) 
shows a binodal net with different types of vertices. The sequence of these shape of the rings 
around a node form point symbol.142,143 The net in (b) shows a vertex (surrounded by a green solid 
line) that is surrounded by a sequence of three triangular and two square rings, thus giving rise to 
33.42 point symbol. The net in (c) also has a vertex surrounded by a sequence of two triangular, 




Figure 1.15: (a) Uninodal net showing vertex and edge, (b) two 2-periodic binodal nets of tilings by triangles and 
squares 33.42 (cem), and (c) 32.4.3.4 (tts).144 
Common terminology and software can be used to examine the architecture of networks with 
correct topology.144 The assignment of a MOF to a particular underlying net and topology is not 
an easy task. Care must be taken during simplification for a correct node or edge. However, 
common regulation to achieve networks with correct topology have been established. The 
computer program, TOPOSPRO, is equipped with an algorithm developed to solve this 
challenge.140,144 
1.5.1.2. Synthesis of MOFs 
The synthesis of porous compounds depends on specific conditions such as temperature, pressure, 
time, concentration, pH, and solvents.44,145,146 These conditions form different synthetic methods 
of MOFs. Among them, traditional syntheses known as solvothermal and non-solvothermal 
methods involve the use of solvent other than water at high temperature.61 Solvothermal synthesis 
is preferable as it produces higher yields and better crystallinity of the product. In this case, the 
mixtures of starting materials are loaded in closed steel autoclaves and heated at high temperature 
to generate the pressure.102,147 This allows the solubility of the reagents which promotes the 
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crystallization. Both solvent and temperature have been reported to influence the diversity of 
MOFs synthesis.102,148 For example, the synthesis of UiO-66 from ZrCl4 and 2-amino-1,4-
benzenedicarboxylic acid (H2N-H2BDC) in DMF at 120 
oC for 24 h resulted in an amorphous 
phase. However, when the same starting materials were first heated at 80 oC for 12 h and then at 
100 oC for 24 h the targeted crystalline compound was  successfully produced.44 The nature of the 
solvent was also found to influence the preparation of MIL-96(Cr) and MIL-100(Cr) which differ 
only in the use of a solvent mixture of water/methanol and water/acetone respectively.109 When 
water and DMF were used as an alternative solvent mixture, no solid phase was produced from 
the same ligand and metal centre.109 In non-solvothermal synthesis, the reagents should reach a 
certain concentration to start nucleation for crystal formation. This can be achieved through the 
slow evaporation of the solution, solvent layering or slow diffusion of one of the reactants. The 
reactions are performed  in open reactors at atmospheric pressure. 
Mechanochemical synthesis is an emerging approach to synthesize MOFs.61,149 This method uses 
mechanical force for chemical transformation such as breaking and formation of new bonds, 
amorphization, and charge separation effects.150 Milling or grinding is the form of 
mechanochemistry most commonly known. The reaction is fast with a high yield and is usually 
solvent-free.149 Sometimes very small amount of solvent may be needed to achieve a better 
crystallinity. Mechanochemical synthesis method is environmentally friendly and can produce 




1.5.1.3. Ligands and metal centres in MOFs 
A number of structural frameworks of porous MOFs containing carboxylates have been studied 
and investigated for their applications.39,52,73,119 Figure 1.16 shows SBUs of Zn4O which are 
extended by terephthalates68 in which carboxylate oxygen atoms coordinate to the metal centres to 




Figure 1.16: (a) Carboxylate ligand with oxygen donor atoms, (b) Secondary Building Unit (SBU) Zn4O, and (c) 
Window formed by SBU (green: Zinc, red: oxygen) and ligand extension (grey: carbon with).6868 
The coordination of MOFs involving nitrogen donor atoms such as {[Cu(4,4'-bpy)2](BF4)}∞, 
[{Ni(4,4’-bpy)2(H2O)2}2Mo8O26]n, {[Ag(2,4’-bpy)]·ClO4}n, and [Cd(4,4’-bpy)2],
112  have also 
been reported. Studies on MOFs which are built using ligands containing both oxygen and nitrogen 
donor atoms are increasing.85,88,126,139 The ligands 3-(4-pyridyl)benzoate (34pba) and 4-(4-
pyridyl)benzoate (44pba) in Figure 1.10 (a) and (b) were used to synthesize different 




ylmethyl)aminobenzoate, 44paba = 4-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoate) which are derivatives 
of 34pba and 44pba (Figure c and d) can also be used in synthsis. They showed free rotational 
movement between the pyridyl and benzene rings along the ligand backbone which can facilitate 
the inclusion of the guest molecules.43 Figure 1.16 (e) shows the coordination of cobalt ions by 
34pba ligand resulting in the framework with channels.43 The latter showed the breathing 
mechanism as proved by a linear increase of unit cell volume with an increase in the number of 
carbon atoms of the alcohol molecule that was adsorbed. This is an important property where the 
channel of the framework can adapt its size depending on the size of incoming guest molecules. 
However, the threshold conformation was noted.43  
            




Figure 1.17: (a and b) Two single ligands 3-(4-pyridyl)benzoate and 4-(4-pyridyl)benzoate, (c) Framework 
[Zn(34pba)2]n showing channels made by Zn (green) coordinated by both oxygen (red sticks) and nitrogen atom 
(blue sticks). The grey sticks are carbon atoms and hydrogen are omitted for clarity.43 
Utilizing pyridylbenzoate as linkers, MOFs without interpenetration could be synthesized.101 In 
these frameworks, high uptake for hydrogen, methane, and carbon dioxide gases, and 
solvatochromic and luminescent sensing properties were reported.55,151 The ability of MOFs to 
change colour in response to the sorption of small guest molecules also make them candidates for 
sensors.58,152  
Concerning metal centres, cobalt (II) ion acts as a Lewis acid in MOFs coordination.103 Cobalt(II) 
is widely used, in MOFs such as {[Co(34pba)2]·DMF}n (where 34pba = 3-(4-pyridyl) benzoate 
and DMF = dimethylformamide). Cobalt-containing MOFs have been reported to form three 
dimensional structural frameworks with interesting channels62 and have been used for sorption 
applications.58 This metal has also been used in the synthesis of Co-MOF-74 using 2,5-dihydroxy 
benzenedicarboxylic acid (H4DHBDC) as ligand for CO2 adsorption and catalytic activity.
103 
Another interesting property of some MOFs formed from this metal centre is the colour change 
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(solvatochromic) associated with recognition of new guest molecules (solvents), which can be 
applied for sensing.58 
Copper(II) has been used in different MOFs.33,76 Its coordination into [Cu3(μ3-
OH)2(H2O)2{(SO3)C6H3(COO)2}(CH3COO)] showed a reversible removal of water molecules 
forming Cu6(μ3-OH)4{(SO3)C6H3(COO)2}2-(CH3COO)2.
77 The synthesis of Cu(BDC-OH)(4,4’-
bipy) H2BDC-OH = 2-hydroxy-benzenedicarboxylic acid, 4,4’-bipy = 4, 4’-bipyridine resulted in 
a framework with a higher affinity for ethylene and carbon dioxide than methane showing high 
selectivity for separation.76 In this regard, copper centres in the synthesis of MOFs may contribute 
to different applications. 
Zinc(II) is a metal centre widely known in MOFs such as (Zn4O[(OOC)2·C6H4]3) and  [Zn(μ2-
ia)(μ2-bpe)]n·nDMF (ia = isophthalate, bpe = 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane)
72,90 Another zinc 
compound, [Zn2(μ2-OH2)(HBTRI)(BTRI)-(H2O)2]·DMA·3H2O, (BTRI = 1,3,5-
benzenetricarboxylate, DMA = dimethylacetamide) showed breathing phenomenon where it loses 
and restores its crystallinity during water sorption.82 [Zn(34pba)2]n where 34pba is 3-(4-
pyridyl)benzoate linker was characterized by a breathing effect and could accommodate 
selectively the alcohols in channels.43 Therefore, zinc can also be seen as an important metal centre 
in the synthesis of MOFs for potential applications.43,97  
1.6. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES 
1.6.1. Motivation 
MOFs have become attractive targets for their potential application in sorption properties.43,59,153 
They often present permanent porosities and can withstand high temperatures. They can be flexible 
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and able to retain their crystallinity after the sorption or removal of guest molecules.139 Many 
MOFs have superior efficiency in their sorption capacity over other traditional solid adsorbents as 
discussed above. Ligands containing both carboxylate and pyridyl linkers are attracting attention 
to construct MOFs for their interesting sorption properties. On the other hand, the synthesis of 
MOFs, such as {[Ni4(44pba)8]·sol}n were reported to have interpenetration of their frameworks.152 
Even though there was interpenetration, solvents could be adsorbed and accompanied by colour 
change. In addition, a system of the mixed ligands of 44pba and 34pba was used to synthesize 
Cd(34pba)(44pba) MOF without interpenetration.139 This MOF was characterized by an 
interesting property of breathing mode responding to the respective size of the guest molecules. 
Therefore, these compounds are attractive for various applications. However, there are limited 
reports on the synthesis of MOFs based on the ligands containing both oxygen and nitrogen donor 
atoms.  
This work intends to extend the synthesis of MOF based on divalent metal centres using mixed 
34pba and 44pba ligands. The functionalized ligands 34paba and 44paba, which are longer than 
34pba and 44pba and incorporate a non-coordinating amine moiety, (34paba = 3-(pyridyn-4-
ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid, and 44paba = 4-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid) were also 
used to generate larger pores with inherent functionality. Considering the stability and robustness, 
synthesized MOFs were tested for their capacity and selectivity for the removal of chlorinated and 
amine VOCs. In an unrelated study, a discrete complex, cis-dichloro-bis(en)cobalt(III) chloride 
(en: ethylediamine) showed the interactions of water guest molecules with chloride as counter ion 






The overall objectives of this study were to: 
• Synthesize of MOFs based on single and mixed 34pba and 44pba ligands with divalent 
metal ions 
• Synthesize of MOFs based on 4-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid (44paba), 3-
(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid (34paba) as functionalized pyridylbenzoate 
ligands 
• Study the structural networks using single crystal X-ray diffraction and characterization 
using powder X-ray diffraction, Fourier-Transform infrared spectroscopy, 
thermogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry, and nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectrometry 
• Investigate the adsorption properties of the synthesized MOFs for a series of chlorinated 
and amine VOCs 
• Investigate the regeneration of the activated MOFs to check their recyclability  
• Consider as a separate study in this thesis, the sorption properties of cis-dichloro-
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All chemicals were obtained from commercial sources and were used without further purification. 
4-(4-pyridyl)benzoic acid and 3-(4-pyridyl)benzoic acid (both with purity 95%) were purchased 
from CGeneTech while 4-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid and 3-(pyridyn-4-
ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid of 95% purity were purchased from Matrix Scientific. Metal salts 
such as cobalt (II) chloride hexahydrate, copper (II) chloride trihydrate, and zinc (II) nitrate 
hexahydrate were 98-99% pure. A 70% solution of ethylene diamine was purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich. Solvents such as dimethylformamide, methanol, ethanol of purity 99, 99.5, 99.9% 
respectively, and deionised water were used as solvents for the synthesis of MOFs. All halogenated 
and amine VOCs were first dried using molecular sieves before sorption tests.  
2.2. GENERAL SYNTHESIS 
MOFs were synthesized using two different methods: solvothermal synthesis using autoclaves 
(Figure 2.1(a)), or slow evaporation at room temperature (r.t) in glass vials (Figure 2.1.(b)). A 
short description is given below and further details are provided in Chapter Three.  
Solvothermal synthesis 
Ligands and metal salts were dissolved in their respective solvent systems. After mixing the 
solutions in a Teflon beaker, they were sealed in an aluminium autoclave and heated in an oven 
for one to three days followed by slow cooling to allow crystallization. Figure 2.2 shows an 






Ligands and metal salts were dissolved in their respective solvents which  were mixed in a glass 
vial and left on the benchtop at room temperature.  Slow evaporation of the solvent allowed MOF 
crystallization.  
The synthesized MOFs were activated under vacuum to remove guest molecules before use in 
















Figure 2.2: Crystals obtained from [Co(34pba)(44pba)]n MOF (1) . 
2.3. THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS (TGA) AND DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING 
CALORIMETRY (DSC) 
Thermal stability concerning the temperature at which the guest molecules are removed from the 
channels of the MOFs was determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) using a TA 
instrument TA-Q500. Samples of mass between 1–2 mg were loaded into an open platinum 
crucible and placed in TA instrument. The samples were then heated within the temperature range 
25–500 oC at a heating rate of 10 oC min−1 under nitrogen gas flow (50 mL min−1). 
The onset temperature for a guest loss was determined using Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC). Samples of mass between mass 1–2 mg were placed in aluminium pans Aluminium lids 
were vented with two holes before covering the pans. After loading the pans in a TA Instrument 
DSC-Q200, the sample was heated at 10 oC min−1 under nitrogen gas flow (50 mL min−1).  
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2.4. HOT STAGE MICROSCOPY (HSM) 
Hot stage microscopy (HSM) was used to monitor the relative temperature at which the sample 
melts, releases guest gases, or decomposes. This can be observed through changes in colour and 
texture of the sample. It also allows to correlate and confirm the events observed during TGA and 
DSC analysis. The temperature corresponding to an event occurrence slightly differs from that in 
TGA and DSC. This is because there is no gas purge used in HSM.  
Crystals were immersed in paratone oil on a slide glass on a Nikon SMZ-10 stereoscopic 
microscope fitted with a Sony Digital Hyper HAD colour video camera. The sample was heated 
by Linkam THMS600 hot stage and the temperature was controlled by a Linkam TP92 unit. The 
heating rate was 10 °C.min-1 and images were captured at every 25 oC increment.  
2.5. FOURIER-TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY (FTIR) 
Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to characterize the functional groups of 
the guest molecules, functionalised ligands, and to give insight into the coordination mode, and 
possible interactions in the framework.1 This method can assist to elucidate the interactions and 
the effect of inclusion in the host.1 Dried and powdered samples were prepared and loaded on 
PerkinElmer Spectrum Two FTIR spectrometer equipped with an ATR Diamond accessory. 
Powders of the samples were then scanned over a range of 400–4000 cm−1.  
2.6. SOLVENT VOCs AND GAS SORPTION 
Stable activated MOFs were used to investigate their sorption capacity for a series of halogenated 
and amine VOCs. Masses between 5-7 mg of the activated samples were loaded in narrow glass 
vials which were placed into larger vials containing the VOCs. The larger vials were then sealed 
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(Figure 2.2) to allow vapour sorption at room temperature (r.t., ca. 25 oC) for between one day and 
two weeks depending on their boiling point. The VOCs selected for study were dichloromethane 
(DCM), chloroform (CHCl3), chlorobenzene (ClBenz), dibromomethane (CH2Br2), bromoform 
(CHBr3), bromobenzene (BrBenz), diiodomethane (CH2I2), iodoform (CHI3), iodobenzene 
(IBenz), water (H2O), ammonia (NH3), methylamine (MeNH2), 1-propylamine (PropNH2), 1-
butylamine (ButNH2), benzylamine (BzNH2), and 1-phenylethylamine (PhEtNH2). Table 2.1 
provides code names for the corresponding phases form the activated [Co(34pba)(44pba)] and 
[Zn(34pba)(44pba)] MOFs named as 1d and 3d respectively. The MOFs adsorbent could be 
recovered on heating under vacuum, using conditions similar to the activation.  
 









Table 2.1: Code names of the phase changes from the adsorbents.  
VOC Code name in              
1d Adsorbent 
Code name in              
3d Adsorbent 
CH2Cl2 1dCH2Cl2 3dCH2Cl2 
CHCl3 1dCHCl3 3dCHCl3 
ClBenz 1dClBenz 3dClBenz 
CH2Br2 1dCH2Br2 3dCH2Br2 
CHBr3 1dCHBr3 3dCHBr3 
BrBenz 1dBrBenz 3dBrBenz 
CH2I2 1dCH2I2 3dCH2I2 
CHI3 1dCHI3 3dCHI3 
IBenz 1dIBenz 3dIBenz 
H2O 1dw 3dw 
NH3 1dNH3 3dNH3 
MeNH2 1dMeNH2 3dMeNH2 
PropNH2 1dPropNH2 3dPropNH2 
ButNH2 1dButNH2 3dButNH2 
BzNH2 1dbzNH2 3dBzNH2 
PhEtNH2 1dPhEtNH2 3dPhEtNH2 
 
Gas sorption capacity of 1d and 3d adsorbents was also investigated for carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
hydrogen (H2) gases using a Micromeritics 3Flex Surface Area Analyzer. Each sample was ground 
to homogenise the surface area contacts and weighed between 130-140 mg. The sample 
preparation includes the removal of some guest molecules or moisture in excess using a 
Micromeritics Flowprep with the flow of nitrogen over the samples for 3 h with continuous heating 
at 60 °C. Thereafter, samples were degassed by heating at 140 °C under vacuum for 2 h prior to 
the analysis. The sorption for CO2 was performed at various temperatures in order to determine 
the heat of adsorption (Qst). The sorption capacity for H2 was only carried out at 77K. Loading of 
gas into the samples was characterized by the pressure change from 0 mmHg to the maximum 
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equilibrium pressure and the latter varied between 600-1000 mmHg. The complete sorption 
corresponded to the equilibrium pressure which was followed by the desorption process.  
The sorption for nitrogen to determine Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface area was not 
successful due to the absence of interaction between these adsorbents and nitrogen. To this end, 
the sorption process has been used to provide information regarding pore size, pore volume, and 
interaction between the surface adsorbent and adsorbate.2  
2.7. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR) 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis was performed to characterize the structures and 
functional groups of a compound. In this thesis, it was used to analyse the guest molecules 
adsorbed into the channels of MOFs. Solid MOFs containing the guest species were soaked into 
DMSO-d6 and heated at 80 
oC for 1h to release the guests into the solution for the NMR analysis. 
1H NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6 solution using a BRUKER 300 MHz spectrometer at 
303 K. Appropriate signals were integrated to determine the ratio of the respective guests in the 
MOFs. 
2.8. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE DETERMINATION 
The determination of crystal structure provides information such as type of atoms, connectivity of 
atoms, interatomic distance and angles, and symmetry operations in crystal. This is obtained from 
a non-destructive single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) technique that requires a crystal with 
good diffraction. The crystal was selected using optical microscopy under plane-polarised light. It 
was then mounted on a nylon loop covered by paratone oil in case of cracking of crystal due to 
guest loss. Intensity data were recorded on a Bruker KAPPA APEX II DUO diffractometer using 
graphite monochromated Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at 100 or 173 K. The intensity data 
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were collected by phi scan and omega scan techniques. Unit cell refinement and data reduction 
were performed using Program SAINT.3 Data were corrected for Lorentz-polarization effects and 
absorption (SADABS).4 The structures were solved by direct methods in SHELXS5 and refined 
by full-matrix least-squares on F2 using SHELXL5 within the XSEED6 interface. The 
non-hydrogen atoms were located in different electron density maps and were refined 
anisotropically while hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions and refined with 
isotropic temperature factors. The refinement could also require the use of Platon package7 
depending on the behaviour of guest solvent in the MOFs. Details of crystal structure refinements 
are provided in Chapter Four. XPREP:7 XPREP software analyzes intensity data from the X-ray 
diffractometer to determine the space group of the crystal structure. It generates input files ready 
for refinement in the SHELX program. Platon:8 Software which is a versatile crystallographic tool 
that calculates the structure molecular parameters such as bonds, angles, torsions, planes, rings, 
coordination, and tests for missing symmetry and voids in the lattice. In this work, it provided a 
SQUEEZE option for handling disordered solvents.  
ConQuest:9 Software for searching and retrieving information about compounds from Cambridge 
Structural Database (CSD). Mercury:10 A program that assists to generate information from the 
existing crystal structure from Conquest or experimental structures refined from SHELX. Mercury 
generates calculated powder patterns and provides an option of overlaying structure for 
comparisons. It allows us to visualise bonding type (such as hydrogen bondings) and to calculate 
their interatomic distance and torsion angles. Mercury also provides a statistical option that allows 
the analysis using a histogram.  
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2.9. CALCULATION OF BONDING ENERGIES 
The interaction force between two molecules was calculated using Density Function Theory (DFT) 
calculations. Energy interaction between water and the channels of cobalt ethylenediamine 
complex against energy interaction between H2O and MeOH in the channels of the complex were 
optimized at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ11–14 level of theory and frequencies to determine a minimum 
energy conformation. Counterpoise corrected single point calculations were then performed at 
both the cc-pVDZ and 6-311++G(d,p)15 levels of theory to calculate the intermolecular interaction 
energies between the H2O and the channels of the complex. The same calculation was applied 
between H2O and three MeOH molecules as H2O has the ability to interact with three MeOH 
molecules. Note (6-311++G(d,p) basis set is slightly larger and provides more accurate results. 
This basis set was used to determine lattice energy in crystal structures.  
2.10. POWDER X-RAY DIFFRACTION (PXRD) 
For each single crystal structure, a SHELX RES or CIF file was treated by Mercury software10 to 
generate calculated PXRD patterns. The same wavelength was used as in the experimental 
measurement, λ = 1.5406 Å. The patterns generated were compared with those from experiment 
to determine whether the single crystal is representative of the bulk material. Furthermore, PXRD 
was used to investigate the host-guest interaction after inclusion as characterized by the phase 
change observed. The experimental PXRDs were performed using two instruments: Bruker D8 
Advance X-ray diffractometer and a Bruker D2 phaser benchtop instrument, details given below. 
Dried samples were powdered and placed on a zero-background sample holder in the path of an 
X-ray beam. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were measured on a Bruker D8 Advance 
X-ray diffractometer equipped with a Lynxeye detector using CuKα-radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). 
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X-rays were generated at 30 kV voltage and 40 mA current. Samples placed on a zero-background 
sample holder were scanned over a range of 4–40◦ in 2θ operating with 0.016° step size per second. 
Some samples were analyzed by Bruker D2 phaser benchtop equipped with 1-dimensional 
Lynxeye detector using CuKα-radiation (λ = 1.54184 Å). The X-rays were generated at 30 kV/10 
mA and samples were scanned as with D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer. The collected data were 
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CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF 










This chapter presents the characterization of the synthesized metal-organic frameworks. The 
linkers used were either pyridylbenzoates or pyridin-4-ylmethyl aminobenzoates, which differ 
from one another in two respects: (i) the connectivity of the pyridine and carboxylate moieties can 
be linear or bent, and (ii) the pyridin-4-ylbenzoates include a methylamino group between the 
pyridyl and benzoic acid rings. Compounds {[Co(34pba)(44pba)]·DMF}n (1), 
{[Co(34pba)(44pba)]·(C3H6O)}n (2), and {[Zn(34pba)(44pba)]·DMF}n (3) are 3D frameworks 
prepared from Co2+ and Zn2+ with the mixed 44pba = 4-(4-pyridyl)benzoate and 34pba = 3-(4-
pyridyl)benzoate ligands. The solvothermal synthesis using Cu2+ with 34pba led to a 2D structure, 
{[Cu(34pba)2]·DMF}n named as 4. By extending the synthesis using functionalized ligands longer 
than 34pba and 44pba, the coordination mode of 3-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoate (34paba) 
and 4-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoate (44paba) ligands to a Cu2+ centre was investigated. No 
3D structures were obtained with these ligands, rather, 1D {[Cu(44paba)2]·2H2O·2DMF}n (5) and 
{[Cu(34paba)2(H2O)]2·[Cu(34paba)]·2DMF}n (6) structures were formed. Little change on the 
experimental conditions of 4 was performed to synthesize a 3D structure, 








3.2. MIXED PYRIDYLBENZOATE METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS 
3.2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of {[M(34pba)(44pba)]·guest}n (1, 2, and 3) 
3.2.1.1. Synthesis 
The summary of the synthesis of 1, 2, and 3 is presented in Table 3.1. The starting materials for 
compound 2 differ from the one in 1 by the use of acetonitrile/water instead of DMF/ethanol 
solvent system. Besides, the synthesis in 3 differs from 1 by the use of Zn2+ rather than Co2+ metal 
centres. Compounds 1, 2, and 3 were activated at 210 oC under vacuum for 6 hours which resulted 
in 1d, 2d, and 3d respectively. 
Table 3.1: Synthetic conditions for 1, 2, and 3 
 Compound Metal salt Ligands Solvent system Conditions 
        1 CoCl2·6H2O  
(6 mg, 0.03 mmol) 
34pba/44pba  
(10 mg, 0.050 mmol each) 
DMF(6 
ml)/Ethanol (2 ml) 
 
 
120 °C for 
3 days  
2 CoCl2·6H2O  
(6 mg, 0.03 mmol) 
34pba/44pba  
(10 mg, 0.050 mmol each) 
Acetonitrile (6 
ml)/water (2 ml) 
3 Zn(NO3)2·6H2O   (30 
mg, 0.13 mmol) 
34pba/44pba (40 mg, 
0.20 mmol each) 
DMF(6 
ml)/Ethanol (2 ml) 
 
3.2.1.2. Structural characterization 
The frameworks in 1, 2, and 3 are identical in terms of connectivity and geometry, with the 
asymmetric unit consisting of a metal ion (Co2+ in 1 and 2, Zn2+ in 3) bound to one 34pba and one 
44pba linker. A centre of inversion generates a dinuclear secondary building unit (SBU) in which 
the two metal ions are connected by two bridging 34pba linkers through carboxylate groups while 
each metal ion is also coordinated to one 34pba and one 44pba through the pyridyl-N and to a 
44pba through a bidentate carboxylate. The metal M-O and M-N bond lengths are 2.013 - 2.230 Å 
and 2.136 - 2.146 Å, respectively and fall in the expected range.1,2 The extension of this SBU 




channels consists of a 34pba and a 44pba linker (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1). Hour-glass shaped 
channels running parallel to [100] contain DMF (1 and 3) or acetone (2) guest molecules. The 
presence of acetone in 2 was unexpected as a mixture of acetonitrile and water had been used to 
prepare this compound. Conversion of acetonitrile to acetone is likely to proceed via hydrolysis to 
acetic acid3 followed by ketonization to form acetone.4 There are weak hydrogen bonds between 
the guest oxygens and the aromatic walls of the MOF. While 1 and 3 are isostructural, the structure 
of 2 is subtly different. Torsion angles indicate that the rings of both linkers are twisted slightly 
more away from coplanar in 2 than in 1 or 3, while the orientation of the carboxylate groups is 
closer to coplanar with the aromatic ring in 2 than in the other compounds (see Figure 3.2 and 
Table 3.3). The effect of these small changes is a lengthening of unit cell axes a and c while axis 
b shortens, but without changing the symmetry or space group. It is likely that the guest influences 
this change through the flexibility of the bent 34pba and linear 44pba linkers which allow a hinge-












Table 3.2: Crystallographic information for compound 1, 2, and 3 
Compound 1 2 3 
Formula C27H23CoN3O5 C27H22CoN2O5 C27H23N3O5Zn 
Mass (g.mol-1) 528.41 513.39 534.85 
Crystal size (mm3) 0.080x 0.10 x 0.11  0.030 x 0.060 x 0.090 0.030 x 0.030 x 0.090 
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 
Space group P21/c P21/c P21/c 
a (Å) 9.203(3) 10.075(6) 9.339(1) 
b (Å) 17.823(6) 15.69(12) 17.678(3) 
c (Å) 14.718(8) 15.429(8) 14.735(2) 
 (°) 92.75(3) 98.588(7) 93.189(5) 
V (Å3) 2411.(3) 2412.(4) 2428.84(7) 
T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 173(2) 
Z 4 4 4 
Dc (g·cm−3) 1.456 1.423 1.463 
μ(Mo−Kα) (mm−1) 0.756 0.757 1.055 
F(000) 1092 1060 1104 
Range scanned, θ (°) 1.80-28.34 1.87-25.09 1.80-27.58 
No. reflections collected 22928 18219 22013 
No. unique reflection 5981 4250 5584 
No. reflections with I ≥ 2σ(I) 4089 2860 3713 
Parameters/restraints 327/0 318/0 327/0 
Goodness of fit, S 1.034 1.024 1.006 
Final R indices (I ≥ 2σ(I)) R1 = 0.0482,  
wR2 = 0.1066,  
R1 = 0.0493   
wR2 = 0.1091 
R1 = 0.0468 
wR2 = 0.0972 
Final R indices (all data)  R1 = 0.0859,  
wR2 = 0.1197 
R1 = 0.0899 
wR2 = 0.1239 
R1 = 0.0867 
wR2 = 0.1108 






Figure 3.1: (a) Coordination geometry and SBU in 1. Only the asymmetric unit atoms are labelled, Packing 
diagrams of 1 (b) and 2 (c) showing the interactions between guest molecules and walls of the metal-organic 
frameworks (MOF). 
Table 3.3: Selected torsion angles  






























Figure 3.2: Overlay of core of framework in 1 (blue), 2 (green), and 3 (purple). 
3.2.1.3. Phase characterization 
The measured PXRD patterns in Figure 3.3 show the similarity of 1, 2, and 3 frameworks which 
matched well to the patterns calculated from single crystal structures. However, compound 2 had 
a small peak at 8.9o instead of 9.4o as for 1. There are subtle differences in the pattern for 2 
compared to those for 1 and 3, for example, the shift in peaks at positions 12o and 21o. This 
dissimilarity could reflect the difference in the crystallographic data explained above. However, 
the activated forms of both 1d and 2d were the same after the removal of guest solvents. All 
activated forms 1d, 2d, and 3d (d: activated) retained their crystallinities with a slight shift of 
peaks (except 3d) to higher 2θ values which corresponds to a small decrease in interplanar spacing 
in the frameworks after guest removal. Hence, these compounds were stable after removal of guest 


























Figure 3.3: PXRD patterns for 1, 2, 3, 1d, 2d, and 3d and their corresponding activated forms compared to their 
calculated patterns.    
Carbonyl stretches in the FTIR spectra (Figure 3.4) confirm the presence of DMF (in 1 and 3) at 
1678 cm−1 and acetone (in 2) at 1713 cm−1. The removal of these guest solvents was confirmed 
by the absence of these bands in the spectra of 1d and 3d. The spectra of the activated compounds 

























Figure 3.4: Infrared spectra of 1, 2, 3, 1d, and 3d showing functional groups of guest molecules and coordination 
modes. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and DSC are shown in Figure 3.5. The weight loss of 14.1% 
between 120 and 216 oC in 1 was assigned to the removal of one DMF molecule (calculated 
13.8%). This was characterized by a broad endothermic peak from 115–280 oC in the DSC. MOF 
2 shows a weight loss of 24.5% (calculated 11.3%). The corresponding DSC trace shows an 
endothermic peak between 110 and 150 oC, followed by a small exothermic and a broad 
endothermic peak between 160 and 250 oC. It is possible that the removal of the acetone guest 
overlaps with the decomposition of the framework. This is contradictory to the PXRD evidence 
that the framework is robust. It is more likely therefore that the bulk sample selected for thermal 
analysis may contain a mixture of crystalline forms, only some of which correspond to the MOF 
characterized by crystal structure elucidation. An observed weight loss of 12.7% for 3 in the range 




corresponding DSC curve shows a broad endothermic process between 130 and 260 oC. The TGA 
traces for 1d, 2d, and 3d show no mass loss before 300 oC, indicating the solvent has been removed 
from the framework. 
































































Figure 3.5: (a) TGA curves for 1, 2, 3, 1d, 2d, and 3d (b) DSC curves showing the process of the removal of guest 




3.3. COPPER-FRAMEWORKS BASED ON SINGLE AND FUNCTIONALIZED   
LIGANDS 
3.3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of {[Cu(34pba)2]·DMF}n (4) 
3.3.1.1. Synthesis 
The synthesis of {[Cu(34pba)2]·DMF}n was a delicate balance (Table 3.4). Small variations in 
solvent mixture formed a new phase that did not crystallize well. Figure 3.6 (a) shows 4 as 
crystallized once 1.5·10-1 ml of HCl measured using a syringe (without needle) were used in the 
solvent mixture. While the 4’ phase was predominantly formed when 0.5 ml measured using 
micropipette were used or when the quantity of HCl was not carefully controlled. The starting 
materials for both 4 and 4’ were heated at 140 oC for three days.  
Table 3.4: Experimental conditions for the synthesis of 4 
Compound Metal salt Ligands Solvent system Conditions 







(14 mg, 0.08 mmol) 
34pba 















(7 mg, 0.04 mmol) 
34pba 






After cooling at room temperature (r.t), the samples were then filtered and kept in vial sealed with 
some holes. Purple thin rhombus-like crystals of 4 were formed within a week while green powder 
precipitated for 4’. Figure 3.6 (b) shows PXRD patterns of the corresponding phases. This solvent 
system is comparable to the reported ones where acidified solutions containing HCl influence the 
topology, crystallization, crystallinity, and reproducibility of MOFs.7–9 We were able to get a 
















3.3.1.2. Structural Characterization 
The asymmetric unit of 4 shows that Cu2+ is coordinated to two pyridyl nitrogens and two 
carboxylate oxygens in a 4-coordinate square-planar fashion (Figure 3.7a). The Cu–O and Cu–N 
bond lengths are 1.9390(19) Å and 2.037(2) Å respectively, which are within the expected range. 
The compound crystallizes in monoclinic space group C2/c where the Cu2+ centre has a site 
occupancy of 0.5. The guest molecule, DMF is disordered over a centre of inversion with a site 
occupancy of 0.5. The remaining atoms were assigned with full site occupancy. The coordination 
gives rise to a 2D layered structure with a square lattice (Figure 3.7b). These layers pack parallel 
to the a and c axes, and guest-DMF molecules are located between the parallel MOF layers with 
no observable host-guest interactions. The disordered DMF is positioned with its nitrogen atom on 
the centre of inversion at (0.25, 0.25, 0.50). The layered structure of alternating MOF and DMF 
molecules is evident in the packing diagram viewed along the c axis in Figure 3.7c. Also evident 
in this Figure is that 4 is an interwoven framework (one layer colour green). The coordination and 
space group are similar to these in QEYYIE with a formula of [Cu(3,4-pybz)2]n (3,4-pybz = 
34pba).5 However, the unit cell of 4 has a shorter b axis but with longer a and c axes (Table 3.5). 
The volume was slightly higher probably due to the presence of guest molecules which are absent 
in QEYYIE. Compound 4 was activated to remove DMF guest molecules using two different 
methods: heating under vacuum gave 4d1 (for which single crystals were not obtained) while 
soaking in methanol directly gave 4d2. As a desolvated phase, 4d2 might be expected to be similar 
to QEYYIE, but more closely resembles the unit cell of 4. The comparison with related compounds 


























Compound 4 4d2 QEYYIE 
Formula C27H27N3O5Cl0Cu C24H16N2O4Cu C24H16N2O4Cu 
Mass (g.mol-1) 537.05 459.93 459.93 
Crystal size (mm3) 0.030 x 0.170 x 0.210 0.020 x 0.140 x 0.160 N/A 
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic monoclinic 
Space group C2/c C2/c C2/c 
a (Å) 23.4432(3) 20.2073(12) 21.667(6) 
b (Å) 5.5300(6) 5.5595(3) 6.7668(18) 
c (Å) 18.4872(2) 18.4988(10) 16.745(4) 
 (°) 96.425(2) 110.641(2) 127.264(3) 
V (Å3) 2381.64(2) 1944.80(19) 1953.8(9) 
T (K) 293(2) 293(2)  
Z 4 4  
Dc (g·cm−3) 1.498 1.571  
μ(Mo−Kα) (mm−1) 0.962 1.159  
F(000) 1116 940  
Range scanned, θ (°) 1.748-27.473 2.154-30.513  
No. reflections collected 27054 27869  
No. unique reflection 2720 2968  
No. reflections with I ≥ 2σ(I) 2169 2376  
Parameters/restraints 201/0 142/0  
Goodness of fit, S 1.120 1.149  
Final R indices (I ≥ 2σ(I)) R1 = 0.0420 
wR2 = 0.0975   
R1 = 0.0469 
wR2 = 0.0934 
 
Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0583 
wR2 = 0.1031   
R1 = 0.0647 
wR2 = 0.1010 
 






Figure 3.7: (a) Coordination geometry about Cu2+ in 4; the asymmetric unit is labeled, (b) disordered DMF 
between parallel MOF layers viewed along [010], (c) packing diagram viewed along [001] demonstrates the 
alternating layers (one in green) of MOF and solvent DMF. 
3.3.1.3. Comparison of 4 with structures of the related ligand 
The literature contains a number of reports on the coordination of 34pba with other metals, notably 
Cu2+ and Co2+ which are interesting to compare with compound 4. The resulting structures have 
dissimilarities in coordination around metal centres and conformation. These structures were 




QEYYIE5 with a formula of [Cu(3,4-pybz)2]n (3,4-pybz = 34pba) was synthesized using KOH 
solution rather than DMF, H2O and HCl in the solvent mixture as in 4. The similarity is explained 
by Cu2+ centres bridged by four 34pba linkers and extend in 2D layers which are interpenetrated. 
Furthermore, it crystallizes in monoclinic C2/c and the angle of O–Cu2+–O or N–Cu2+–N is also 
180o. However, there are some distinctions observed in the coordination fashion. QEYYIE 
presents the coordination fashion that involves the chelating of Cu2+ centres by both carboxylates 
while 4 is in monodentate fashion as detailed in FTIR section. Moreover, the 2D layers form π–π 
stacking interactions originating from the pyridyl rings of the adjacent layers to result in 3D 
supramolecular structure. Furthermore, the framework does not contain any guest molecule. 
WORXOS7 is a copper based dinuclear coordination similar to 4 but the extension as a framework 
was closed by the coordination of 1,1-bis(diphenylphosphanyl)ferrocene ligand to Cu2+ and results 
in a discrete complex. It crystallizes in different crystal system and space group (Pī in triclinic 
system) with a square planar geometry. The use of 1,1-bis(diphenylphosphanyl)ferrocene ligand 
different from pba could influence the difference in conformation with 4. 
The carboxylate coordination to the Co2+ centre can also be used in comparison. It is usually 
bidentate, which is different from 4. GEKJUE1 crystallizes in the triclinic system with a space 
group of Pī. Carboxylate moiety coordinates to Co2+ in both chelating and monodentate fashion. 
Weak interactions such as O−H···O and C−H···O hydrogen bonds across the framework were 
reported. XEVXUT referred to as {[Co(34pba)2]·DMF}n formula
2 was synthesized at 75 oC and 
crystallizes in P43212 space group with a tetragonal plane net of sql topology. A change in 
temperature as the reaction condition led to the formation of its structural isomer, XEVXON which 
crystallizes in orthorhombic crystal system and space group Pbca. The carboxylate of 34pba ligand 




[Co(pbc)2(H2O)]n formula with monoclinic system and space group C2/c. The carboxylates are 
coordinated in both monodentate and chelating mode. ZIRYOR9 crystallizes as 
{[Cd(pba)2]·2DMA}n in the orthogonal space group P212121. GEKJOY
1 has the formula of 
{[Co(34pba)2]·2DMA}n and crystallizes in the orthorhombic system, space group C2221. The 
coordination in IDECOL10 structure shows an angle of 180o and space group of C2/c similar to 
compound 4. However, the Co2+ centre is coordinated to other four H2O moieties as a discrete 
complex and forms a 3D supramolecular network due to the formation of multiple hydrogen 
bonding of the coordinated H2O molecules and the uncoordinated carboxylate groups. Figure 3.8, 
indicates the atoms around Cu2+ in red and the corresponding angles measured for comparison. 
Apart from IDECOL, the considered angles around Cu2+ or Co2+ are with O–M–N sequence (M: 
metal centre) of atoms. Table 3.6 indicates that the angles of bonds around metal centres in these 
structures vary notably from 90 or 180°. 
 
 



















4 1.9390 2.037 180o N-Cu-O 
QEYYIE 1.92 2.43 90.4 N-Cu-O 
WORXOS 2.02 2.10 91.50 N-Cu-O 
GEKJUE 2.034 2.104 108 N-Co-O 
XEVXUT 2.171 or 2.224 2.140 90.7 and 96.2 N-Co-O 
XEVXON 2.109 or 2.076 2.103 94.3 and 96.3 N-Co-O 
FUMJAZ 2.167 or 2.018 2.124 94.9 and 108.2 N-Co-O 
ZIRYOR 2.080 or 2.217 2.091 89.70 and 100.5 N-Co-O 
GEKJOY 2.23 or 2.08 2.09 100.7 and 90.0 N-Co-O 
IDECOL 2.148 2.148 180 N-Co-N 
 
The structures were overlaid against 4 in Figure 3.9 for comparison. The rings of some structures 
are remarkably twisted away from the coplanar rings in 4 while the others are slightly twisted. In 
addition, the angles between two ligands through O–M–N coordination are different in one 
another. The origin of the variations in these conformations might be due to the difference in the 
size of guest molecules,11 metal ion radius,9 and stimuli such as temperature and solvent system 
used during the synthesis.9,11 These factors might also cause the single bond between pyridyl and 
benzoate rings to undergo a free rotation which affects the conformation, torsion angle, and O–M–
N or N–M–N angles in the asymmetric unit. Hence, corresponding torsion angles between the two 









• Overlay of 4 with Cu2+ structures 
 
 









Figure 3.9: Overlaid structures in comparison with compound 4 (4 is coloured red in each overlay). 
 









          Torsion angle            
Compounds 
C3-C4-C8-C12 O1-C1-C2-C7 
4 -144.25 -178.06 
QEYYIE 140.2 175.2 
WORXOS 150.6 171.7 
GEKJUE -150.92 -175.59 
XEVXUT 151.26 -152.43 
XEVXON 168.59 -174.08 
FUMJAZ 167.59 -174.08 
ZIRYOR 137.13 178.26 
GEKJOY -138.48 178.60 




3.3.1.4. Activation of 4 and characterization 
Compound 4 was activated by removing DMF guest molecules using two different techniques 
which led to two new phases. Heating 4 at 160 oC under vacuum formed 4d1 while soaking into 
methanol for five days formed 4d2. Methanol was refreshed once after the first two days. Single 
crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were only obtained from 4d2 and characterized. The unit 
cells of 4d2 are different from those in 4 and QEYYIE (Table 3.5). Cell volume of 4d2 and 
QEYYIE  are close but hydrogen bonding is only found in the latter. The distance between layers 
viewed parallel to c in 4d2 is shorter and the layers become nested into one another compared to 
4 (Figure 3.10a and b). The shortened unit cell a can also be explained by the layers having slid 
relative to one another and becoming nested and thus closer to one another as shown in Figure 







Figure 3.10: Viewed parallel to c (a) Layers in 4 are far apart, (b) layers in 4d2 are closer to one another and 
viewed parallel to b (c) Layer in 4, (d) slided and nested layers in 4d2.   
 
Figure 3.11 presents the PXRD patterns of the synthesized 4 and corresponding phases after 
activation. The experimental PXRD measured for 4 matches the calculated pattern. On the other 
hand, the activated 4d1 shows a new pattern compared to that of 4, this more closely resembles 
the PXRD of QEYYIE. The PXRD of 4d2 is different from those of both 4 and 4d1. This shows 
that apart from the removal of DMF, the two activation techniques have different effects on 

























Figure 3.11:  PXRD patterns for 4 and the activated phases. 
Figure 3.12 illustrates the presence of some functional groups in 4 and the activated forms. The 
bands at 1614 cm-1 and 1366 correspond to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching respectively 
of the carboxylate group. The extent of separation between symmetric and asymmetric carboxylate 
stretches Δ = 245 cm-1 corresponds to the coordination in the monodentate fashion.2 This confirms 
the difference in coordination fashion between 4 and QEYYIE as the latter has Δ = 132 cm-1 
showing bidentate mode of  coordination. The absorption of the bands at 1674 cm-1 indicated the 
presence of DMF as illustrated in SCXRD in 4 while the absence of band at 1674 confirms the 





















Figure 3.12: FTIR spectra of 4 and its two activated forms. 
Figure 3.13 (a) shows the TGA traces of compound 4 with a weight loss of 11.1% at 225 oC 
corresponding to the removal of the 0.8 DMF molecule (calculated 13.7%). The removal of the 
guest solvent was confirmed by the absence of the weight loss of the TGA traces of the activated 
form (4d1 and 4d2). It can be seen that the temperature of the decomposition of 4d1 and 4d2 
differs from 27 oC. This difference can explain the dissimilarities in the activated phases. DSC for 
4 in Figure 3.13 (b) shows a narrow endothermic peak at 210 oC for the removal of DMF. The 





          Figure 3.13: (a) TGA for 4 and its activated forms (4d1 and 4d2), (b) DSC curves of 4.      
3.3.2. Synthesis and Characterization of {[Cu(44paba)2]·2H2O·2DMF]n (5) and 
{[Cu(34paba)2(H2O)]2.[Cu(34paba)]·2DMF}n (6) 
3.3.2.1. Synthesis 
The synthesis using solutions of copper salt and 44paba, or 34paba ligands afforded compound 5 
and 6 respectively after some days. Figures 3.14 (a) show the amount of CuCl2·H2O metal salt, 
ligand solvent system used to crystallize 5 and 6 at r.t (Table 3.8). On the other hand, using a 
different solvent system or higher concentrations resulted in the formation of 5’ rather than 5. 
Figure 3.14 (b) shows the corresponding PXRD patterns of 5, 5’, and 6.  
Table 3. 8: Experimental conditions for the synthesis of 5 and 6 
Compound Metal salt Ligands Solvent system 
(ml) 
Conditions 





(14 mg, 0.08 mmol) 
44pba 
















(28 mg, 0.16 mmol) 
44pba 











(14 mg, 0.08 mmol) 
34pba 









It can be seen that the PXRD patterns in 5 and 5’ do not match. Also, there are major peaks present 
in 5 but not present in 6 and vice-versa. In this regard, the two structures differ from their respective 
ligands and possibly the coordination geometry. It was possible to crystallize single crystals for 
both compound 5 and 6, however, only a green powder precipitated for compound 5’. The 








Table 3.9: Crystal data for compound 5 and 6. 
Compound 5 6 
Formula C16H20N3O4Cu0.5 C71H73Cu2.50N12 O14 
Mass (g.mol-1) 350.13 1477.26 
Crystal size (mm3) 0.130 x 0.170 x 0.200 0.040 x 0.040 x 0.300 
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic 
Space group P21/n P-1 
a (Å) 7.9667(8) 10.3559 (4) 
b (Å) 11.9365(11) 16.5278(8) 
c (Å) 17.9077(17) 21.9540(10) 
β (°) 96.678(2) 78.4900(10) 
V (Å3) 1691.37(0) 3380.9(4) 
T (K) 293(2) 293(2) 
Z 4 2 
Dc (g·cm−3) 1.373 1.451 
μ(Mo−Kα) (mm−1) 0.703 0.858 
F(000) 734 1535 
Range scanned, θ (°) 2.055-28.406 2.182-28.301 
No. reflections collected 27672 100761 
No. unique reflection 4236 16767 
No. reflections with I ≥ 2σ(I) 3241 14524 
Parameters/restraints 294/0 957/0 
Goodness of fit, S 1.034 1.082 
Final R indices (I ≥ 2σ(I)) R1 = 0.0381 
wR2 = 0.0865 
R1 = 0.0521 
wR2 = 0.1122 
Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0558 
wR2 = 0.0953 
R1 = 0.0620 
wR2 = 0.1170 
Min, max e- density (e Å-3) 0.351, -0.430 3.229, -1.608 
 
3.3.2.2. Structure characterization 
Compound 5 in Figure 3.15a displays the coordination of Cu2+ by 44paba in a 4-coordinate square-
planar fashion. Two 44paba linkers are coordinated to the Cu2+ centre through two monodentate 
carboxylates and two nitrogen atoms from pyridyl rings. The bond lengths, Cu–O and Cu–N, were 




published bond lengths. The system crystallizes in monoclinic system in the P21/n space group. 
One H2O and one DMF guest molecules are present in the asymmetric unit. Figure 3.15b shows 
that the frameworks form 1D chains where two 44paba linkers bridge adjacent Cu2+ ions. A view 
of the packing along [100] shows that these chains form 2D layers via hydrogen bonding between 
the unbonded carboxylate oxygen of one chain and the amino hydrogen from the next chain and 
vice-versa. The same carboxylate oxygen forms a hydrogen bond with H2O and the latter is also 
hydrogen bonded to the guest DMF. The distance measured between H2O and Cu
2+ is 2.532 Å. 
The view along [010], (Figure 3.15c) shows the separated layers (highlighted in green) hosting 
H2O and DMF guest molecules between them. Note that the two guest molecules do not 















    
 
Figure 3.15: (a) coordination environmental of copper in 5, (b) hydrogen bond and layers in 5 (c), location of guest 
molecules between layers in 5. 
Compound 6, shown in Figure 3.16a crystallizes in the triclinic P-1 space group. The asymmetric 
unit contains three Cu2+ centres, featuring two different coordination geometries. Two Cu2+ ions 
have identical coordination, forming 1D chains in which the Cu2+ ion is coordinated in a 
monodentate fashion to two carboxylate groups, and two pyridyl nitrogens. Even though the 




are included in the asymmetric unit. In addition, H2O also coordinates the two metal centres to 
exhibit a square pyramidal coordination geometry in each Cu2+ centre. The third unique Cu(3)2+ 
ion is only coordinated by one carboxylate in the asymmetric unit. It is coordinated by four 34paba 
as is in the first two. However, it does not have a coordinated H2O and thus has a square planar 
coordination.  
The bond lengths around the a metal centres such as Cu(1)–O(paba): 1.9458(17) Å, Cu(1)–
N(paba): 2.023(2) Å, and Cu(1)–O(H2O): 2.328(2) Å, Cu(2)–O(paba): 1.9677(19) Å, Cu(2)–
N(paba): 2.005(2) Å, and Cu(2)–O(H2O): 2.379(2) Å, Cu(3)–O(paba): 1.9901(17) Å, and Cu(3)–
N(paba): 2.020(2) Å fall in the expected ranges. Two DMF guest molecules were each located 
along a direction close to H2O molecule in the asymmetric unit. This allowed hydrogen bonding 
between the coordinated H2O and DMF (Figure 3.16b). In addition, there is an intra-hydrogen 
bond between each coordinated H2O and uncoordinated carboxylate oxygen atom in the same Cu
2+ 
centre. The uncoordinated carboxylate oxygen atom of the Cu(3)2+ chain shows hydrogen bonding 
with the amino group from Cu(2)2+ chain, while, the chain formed by Cu(1)2+ stands alone. Figure 
3.16c displays the structure viewed along a where the layers of Cu(1)2+ centres reside in between 
the two layers of Cu(2)2+ and Cu(3)2+ centres. The same view direction shows that Cu(1)2+ chains 







Figure 3.16: (a) Coordination environment in 6, (b) hydrogen bonding interactions between the chains containing 
Cu(2)2+ and Cu(3)2+ (c) packing of 6 showing layers formed by the three independent copper ions. 
The bond length between two elements in the synthesized compounds should be in acceptable and 
known range in coordination chemistry. Figure 3.17 corresponds to a histogram that shows the 
possible bond lengths of Cu–O that are possible in Cu bonded to 2N and 3O atoms. Many Cu–O 
coordination compounds have bonds length in the range of 1.850 - 2.050 Å. There are also some 
Cu–O coordination compounds in the range between 2.050 and 2.550 Å. Therefore, it could be 




other hand, the coordination of H2O to Cu
2+ in 5 where the contact distance is 2.532 Å seems less 
probable. 
 
Figure 3.17: Bond length in Cu-O coordination. 
3.3.2.3. Comparison of coordination in 5, 6, and structures of similar ligands 
The length of the 44paba ligand in 5 is longer than that of 34paba ligand in 6 due to the position 
of the methylaminopyridinyl group relative to the benzoate ring. The distance between two bridged 
Cu2+ centres in 5 and 6 are 11.933 and 10.536 Å respectively. Hence, the charge-donating ability 
(polarity) of the 44paba ligand in 5 might be stronger to favour square planar coordination while 
34paba in 6 maybe weaker to favour a square pyramidal coordination.12  
The structures with ligands similar to those in 5 and 6 were extracted from CSD for comparison. 
The ligands in HEJCIL,13 WOJZOK,14 UVARUF,15 UVAROZ,15 and AMUXAI16 contain a vinyl 
group rather than the methylamino present in 44paba and 34paba. 4-(2-(pyridin-4-yl)vinyl)benzoic 
acid ligand was used to coordinated Cu2+ in HEJCIL. The compound crystallizes in tetragonal 
crystal system space group I41/a. When the reaction temperature is reduced, a new structure of 




HEJCIL was used to coordinate Zn2+ in WOJZOK. This framework is constructed by dinuclear 
Zn2+ centres that crystallizes in chiral space group C2. The same ligand was used in isomorphous 
structures, UVARUF and UVAROZ coordinate to Zn2+ and crystallize in monoclinic space group 
Cc. AMUXAI is characterized by the coordination of Cu2+ by (E)-4-(2-(pyridin-4-yl)vinyl)benzoic 
acid ligand. However, the same metal centre is coordinated by pyridine-2,3,5,6-tetracarboxylic 
acid and H2O ligand to crystallize in triclinic Pī space group. In this regard, the crystal systems of 
these structures are not the same. The reaction conditions have influenced the diversity of the 
crystallization. 
The structures of 5 (red) and 6 (green) were overlaid for comparison in Figure 3.17 (a). The right 
hand side shows the conformation of benzoate ring of 34paba relative to 44paba. The selected 
torsion angle O1-C1-C2-C7 in 6, 173o shows a noticeable difference from 165o of 5. In addition, 
the benzoate ring in 34paba is twisted away from the horizontal plane in 44paba. Other structures 
were overlaid against 5 or 6 (Figure 3.18b and c) for further comparison. The angles around the 
metal centre in Figure 3.18a marked in blue were recorded. Table 3.10 shows that the angle in 
HEJCIL is similar to that in 5 and 6, while the angles in other structures vary. The observed 
conformation in the ligands in the asymmetric unit is facilitated by the single bonds between 
pyridyl and benzoate rings. The variation of conformation and building unit in these compounds 








Table 3.10: Bond lengths in N-M-O or O-M-O and the resulting angle. 
Compounds M−O 
(Å) 






5 1.9768 2.010 O-Cu-O 180 
6 1.9458 2.023 O-Cu-O 180 
HEJCIL 1.9522 2.020 O-Cu-O 180 
WOJZOK 2.09 2.09 O-Zn-O 97.7 and 104 
UVARUF 1.959 2.24 O-Zn-O 91.8 and 105 
UVAROZ 1.970 2.11 N-Zn-O 99.8 
AMUXAI 2.04 1.98 N-Cu-O 161 
 
• (a) overlay of 5 (in red) and 6 structures in (green) 
 
 










         
 




• (c) Overlay of structures in 6  
 
 
           







Figure 3.18: Overlay of structures with 5 (red) and 6 (green). 
3.3.2.4. Activation and characterization 
Figure 3.19(a) presents the PXRD patterns of 5 matching with its corresponding calculated 
patterns. The compound was activated by removing guest molecules on heating at 60 oC for two 
hours under vacuum and formed new phase 5d. The synthesized 5 is highly unstable as once left 
in a new solvent or out of its mother solvent, it loses its guest molecules to form the activated form 
5d even at r.t. Single crystal suitable for X-ray diffraction could not be obtained from the activated 
forms. 5d is characterized by the absence and shift of some peaks compared to the original 
compounds. The phase change is attributed to the loss of H2O and DMF guest molecules. In 
addition, it could be the result of the collapse of the framework due to the breaking of hydrogen 
bondings after the activation. Therefore, guest molecules and hydrogen bonding play a role in 
maintaining this structure. 
Figure 3.19(b) presents the PXRD pattern of 6 which matches its corresponding calculated pattern. 
The compounds were activated on heating at 165 oC under vacuum and the change to a new phase 
6d suggest the removal of guest molecules. This is also characterized by the disappearance, the 




noted the PXRD patterns in 5d and 6d are close. It is possible that after the removal of both guest 







Figure 3.19: PXRD patterns for 5 (a) and 6 (b) and related phases. 
         
FTIR spectra in Figure 3.20 shows the stretching band at 3295 cm-1 which indicates the presence 
of N-H bond of the amino group in the framework. The presence of guest molecules in 5 as well 
as in 6 were also confirmed by FTIR bands at 3446 and 1671 cm-1 of H2O and DMF respectively. 
The extent of the difference between asymmetric and symmetric stretch Δ = 240 cm-1 is an 
indicator of monodentate coordination of the carboxylate in 5 and 6. The absence of these bands 






















Figure 3.20:  FTIR showing functional groups in 5, 5d, and 6. 
TGA and DSC analysis in Figure 3.21 shows the corresponding weight loss and thermal behaviour 
in 5 and 6. Compound 5 showed 23.9% weight loss between 45 and 84 oC while the calculated 
total weight loss for both guest molecules corresponds to 25.9%. Therefore, there was overlap in 
the removal of both H2O and DMF molecules. DSC analysis confirmed the presence of two 
endothermic peaks for H2O and DMF at 92 
oC and 110 oC respectively. At 230, oC 5 shows an 
endothermic peak which could be a structural rearrangement before the decomposition. TGA trace 
for 6 shows two steps for desorption. The temperature ranges between 75-162 oC corresponds to 
3% (calc: 2.4%) weight loss and between 162-179 oC corresponds to 8% (calc: 9.9%) weight loss. 
The first desorption could be attributed to the removal of two coordinated H2O molecules while 
the second could be attributed to two DMF molecules. This was further characterized by DSC (b) 




The removal of these guest solvents was confirmed by the absence of the weight loss TGA traces 
of these activated forms (5d and 6d). All these phases collapsed around 250 oC. 
    
Figure 3.21: (a) Weight loss in 5 and 6, (b) DSC curves of corresponding 5 and 6 compounds. 
 
3.3.3. Synthesis and Characterization of {[CuCl2(34pba)2]∙solvent}n (7) 
Compound 7 was synthesized in similar conditions to 4 except that more volume of HCl (0.05 ml 
compared to 1.5x10-1 ml in 4) was used in the solvent mixture. 7 crystallizes in trigonal system 
P-31c space group (Table 3.11). The Cu2+ centre is coordinated to two carboxylate oxygens and 
two pyridyl nitrogens as well as a chloride ion, making it square pyramidal. A further chloride ion 
(required for charge balance) is located on a 3-fold rotoinversion rotation axis at (1/3, 2/3, 1/4). The 
bond lengths Cu–O and Cu–N are 2.0405(19) and 2.004(2) Å respectively. The bond length Cu–
Cl 2.573(2) is a bit longer but still in the range of similar published values. Figure 3.22a displays 
the coordination environment of Cu2+ in the framework. This generates a 3D MOF containing a 




3D structure (Figure 3.22b). The structure was refined using the SQUEEZE routine in PLATON,19 
and refined to an R1 value of 0.0468 (0.1058 before SQUEEZE). The squeezed void volume was 
5102 A3, equivalent to 46.9% of the unit cell. Unfortunately, we could not get enough material for 
further characterization. Thus, we were not able to estimate the solvent content, so we opted to the 
SQUEEZE routine in this case. 
Table 3.11: Crystallographic data for compound 7 
Compound 7 
Formula C24H16N2O4CuCl2 
Mass (g.mol-1) 530.85 
Crystal size (mm3) 0.200 x 0.280 x 0.300 
Crystal system Monoclinic 
Space group P-31c 
a (Å) 17.7559(10) 
b (Å) 17.7559(10) 
c (Å) 18.689(2) 
β (°) 120 
V (Å3) 5102.8(8) 
T (K) 293(2) 
Z 6 
Dc (g·cm−3) 1.036 
μ(Mo−Kα) (mm−1) 0.822 
F(000) 1614 
Range scanned, θ (°) 1.715-26.367 
No. reflections collected 28910 
No. unique reflection 3495 
No. reflections with I ≥ 2σ(I) 2500 
Parameters/restraints 148/0 
Goodness of fit, S 1.070 
Final R indices (I ≥ 2σ(I)) R1 = 0.0468 
wR2 = 0.1295 
Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0726  
wR2 = 0.1418 






      
Figure 3.22: Coordination environment of Cu2+ (a) and packing (b) showing the location of chloride in the smaller 
channel and the remaining larger solvent-filled in 7. 
3.4. SUMMARY 
Mixed ligands were used in solvothermal synthesis of isostructural {[Co(34pba)(44pba)]·DMF}n 
(1) and {[Zn(34pba)(44pba)]·DMF}n (3) compounds from cobalt(II) and zinc(II) metal centres 
respectively. Using an acetonitrile/water instead of a DMF/ethanol solvent system led to a 
framework isomorphous to 1, {[Co(34pba)(44pba)]·(C3H6O)}n (2). The acetonitrile had 
undergone hydrolysis and ketonization to produce the guest acetone (C3H6O) in 2. Comparing the 
unit cell of 1 and 2 shows that there is expansion and contraction due to the solvent stimulus during 
the reaction. Single crystal characterization showed that the compounds are 3D structures with a 
double-walled network of bcu topology. The activation of these frameworks at high temperature 
under vacuum showed stable and retained structures, 1d, 2d, and 3d. They contain 1D channels 




A single ligand, 34pba was used to coordinate Cu2+ centre in a square planar fashion to form 
compound 4 where its extension results in a 2D structure. This framework transforms into new 
phases once activated by heating under vacuum (4d1) or soaking into methanol (4d2). The two 
activated forms are different. The single crystal structure analyzes of 4d2 and 4 indicate that the 
activation causes contraction of layers at different extent. This allows us to conclude that structures 
4, 4d1, and 4d2 differ in the spacing of their respective layers. On the other hand, the PXRD 
patterns of 4d1 are similar to those of the reported structure, QIYYIE. In this case, the layers in 
both structures are similar but the latter forms a 3D structure via hydrogen bonding. Structure 4 
was also compared to other compounds with similar ligand including QIYYIE. The ligands in 
these structures show conformations which differ because of stimuli such as solvent, temperature, 
and the dentition of the ligand bind to the metal centre. On the other hand, little change in the 
experimental conditions of 4 led to the crystallization of compound 7. The Cu2+ centre is 
coordinated by 34pba and chloride ion favoring a 3D structure. This means that the coordinated 
34pba ligands in 7 are oriented differently from 4 to accommodate a large void volume.  
The linkers 44paba and 34paba are similar to 44pba and 34pba but have a methylamine linker 
between the pyridyl and benzoic acid rings. These functionalized linkers were combined with Cu2+ 
salts to form 1D structural chains in 5 and 6 respectively. However, hydrogen bonds serve as 
bridges between the chains to form layers. PXRD patterns show that their activated forms resulted 
in a new 5d and 6d phases. These collapsed on the removal of guest molecules due to the breaking 
of the hydrogen bonds.  
The activated compounds 4d, 5d, and 6d are not porous and do not adsorb new guest molecules. 
We have not yet managed to synthesize MOFs from mixed 34paba and 44paba linkers. Even 




channels in the stable framework,11 the ligands such as 44paba and 34paba used in this work did 
not follow the same pattern. Thus, the structure of the ligand may play an important role to form a 
stable framework. However, different approaches of the synthesis of metal-organic frameworks 
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CHAPTER 4. SORPTION OF VOLATILE ORGANIC 









This chapter reports the sorption behaviour of two activated MOFs, 1d and 3d with respect to 
several volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and gases. It presents the adsorption capacity of the 
MOFs for several gases, dried halogenated solvents, volatile amines, and iodine. Selective sorption 
experiments were used to elucidate the factors that govern the selectivity seen in the two activated 
MOFs. Some sorption processes performed here were characterized by the visible colour changes 
or solvatochromism. Kinetic activation energies associated with the removal some guest molecules 
were also determined. MOFs 4, 5, and 6 collapsed after activation and formed new phases that we 
were not able to characterize. Thus, no sorption testing was carried out on these. 
4.2. SORPTION OF VOCs BY ACTIVATED MOFS 1d AND 3d 
To test the potential of these MOFs to serve as sorbents for pollutants, we carried out vapour 
sorption experiments using a series of chlorinated volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and another 
series of volatile amines. Sorption of water and ammonia were also studied. Sorption experiments 
were carried out using activated samples. In this regard, the activated MOFs such as 
[Co(34pba)(44pba)]n (1d) and [Zn(34pba)(44pba)]n (3d) were used. Note that 2d was not used as 
this was isostructural to 1d.  
4.2.1. Sorption of halogenated VOCs 
Different halogenated VOCs such as dichloromethane (CH2Cl2), chloroform (CHCl3), 
chlorobenzene (ClBenz), dibromomethane (CH2Br2), bromoform (CHBr3), bromobenzene 
(BrBenz), diiodomethane (CH2I2), iodoform (CHI3), and iodobenzene (IBenz) were investigated. 




influence a particular sorption property. The sorption of water (H2O) was also carried out for 
comparison. Note that the new forms were named as 1dCH2Cl2 or 3dCH2Cl2, 1dCH2Br2, or 
3dCH2Br2 and so on. This is described in detail in the experimental section.  
Sorption of chlorinated VOCs (CH2Cl2, CHCl3, and ClBenz) were achieved in a single crystal to 
single crystal manner, which allowed the elucidation of these crystal structures (Table 4.1 and 
Figure 4.1). The crystallographic data show few differences from the original activated framework. 
These compounds crystallize in the same crystal system and space group with very similar unit 
cells and little difference in their volumes. The whole molecule of CH2Cl2 (1dCH2Cl2) was 
disordered while one chlorine atom in CHCl3 (1dCHCl3) was disordered. The guests are stabilized 
in place by a number of weak interactions, including C−H···π interactions, in the case of 
chlorobenzene, through C−H···π, C−H···C−H, and π···C−H interactions with the walls of the 
MOF. Comparable interactions have been observed in similar systems.1–3 The unit cells volume of 
1dCH2Cl2 and 1dCHCl3 were slightly lower than that of 1d, while, the unit cell volume in 
1dClBenz was 2.9% higher than that in 1d. Therefore, the presence of ClBenz in the channels 
could cause the framework to expand with the influence of C−H···C−H repulsion. A similar 
sorption process was applied on other halogenated solvents such as CH2Br2, CHBr3, BrBenz, 
CH2I2, CHI3, and IBenz on 1d and 3d. However, we could not obtain suitable single crystals for 
their structural elucidation. Their PXRD characterization showed some differences explained by 







Table 4.1: Cell parameter of crystal from sorption of chlorinated solvents.   
Compound 1d 1dCH2Cl2 1dCHCl3 1dClBenz 
Formula C24H16N2O4Co1 C25H18Cl2CoN2O4 C25H16.83Cl3CoN2O4 C30H21ClCoN2O4 
Mass (g.mol-1) 455.34 540.24 574.52 567.89 
Crystal size (mm) 0.080 x 0.090 x 0.140 0.16 x 0.20 x 0.34 0.11 x 0.21 x 0.33 0.10 x 0.13 x 0.20 
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 
Space group P21/c P21/c P21/c P21/c 
a/(Å) 10.3931(14) 10.5973(11) 10.0048(16) 10.2944(16) 
b/(Å) 16.027(2) 15.3082(15) 16.371(3) 16.272(3) 
c/(Å) 14.996(2) 14.8848(15) 15.036(3) 15.248(3) 
/(°) 98.243(2) 99.964(2) 97.402(3) 95.232(4) 
V/(Å3) 2472.2(6) 2378.3(4) 2442.3(7) 2543.6(7) 
Z 4 4 4 4 
T/(K) 100 100 173 173 
D (g·cm−3) 1.223 1.509 1.562 1.483 
μ(Mo−Kα) (mm−1) 0.722 0.981 1.066 0.820 
F(000) 932 1100 1163 1164 
range scanned, θ (deg) 1.870-27.963 1.923-28.14 1.847-28.31 1.834-28.26 
no. reflections collected  22935 42669 42591 51772 
no. unique reflection 5896 5821 6062 6296 
no. reflections with I ≥ 2σ(I) 3900 4338 4504 4493 
parameters/restraints 336/0 335/0 326/0 343/0 
goodness of fit, S 1.079 1.015 1.019 1.038 
final R indices (I ≥ 2σ(I))        R1 = 0.0638 
       wR2 = 0.1506 
     R1 = 0.0454 
   wR2 = 0.0987 
     R1 = 0.0479  
wR2 = 0.1155 
     R1 = 0.0550   
  wR2 = 0.1386 
final wR2 (all data)        R1 = 0.1080 
       wR2 = 0.1689 
     R1 = 0.0696 
     wR2 = 0.1092 
     R1 = 0.0741 
wR2 = 0.1293 
     R1 = 0.0857  
   wR2 = 0.1571 






Figure 4.1: Inclusion of dichloromethane (a), chloroform (c) and chlorobenzene (c) into MOF 1d. 
PXRD patterns (Figure 4.2a and b) of the phases obtained by vapour sorption of all tested 
chlorinated VOCs into 1d or 3d are unchanged from the starting activated phases. Comparably, 
PXRD of the halogenated compound containing bromine or iodine atoms in only 3d (Figure 4.2d) 
were slightly changed, thus confirming the robustness of the retained framework structure.4 On the 
other hand, Figure 4.2c shows greater variation in the patterns obtained for 1d with bromine and 
iodine derivatives. Iodinated compounds showed more changes than VOCs containing bromine. 
Halogenated compounds containing a benzene ring showed little change in patterns from the 
original ones. The phase change in 1d is probably caused by the interactions of the guest solvents 
which is likely to be influenced by the presence of halogen substitute. Apart from the halogen 
interaction, the uptake of H2O also formed new crystalline phases in both 1d and 3d. Thus, 

































































































1d and 3d show similar sorption trends for halogenated VOCs in terms of adsorption capacity and 
desorption temperature, (Figure 4.3). The loading values were calculated from TGA analysis and 
compared to the theoretical maximum loading capacities. The VOCs with a lower boiling point 
show a lower starting temperature of the desorption as displayed in Table 4.2. The desorption 
process took place over a broad range of temperatures which might be affected by the guest-host 
interactions or kinetic process taken by the guest molecules to vacate from the channels. It was 
noted that halogenated VOCs of aliphatic compounds resulted in a one-step TGA traces. On the 
other hand, halogenated VOCs containing aromatic ring showed a two-step desorption process. 
This was attributed to the fact that guest molecules containing aromatic rings can occupy the 
channels of MOFs by aromatic stacking between the guest and host to allow additional interaction 
with specific desorption and causes a large range of desorption.5 Corresponding DSC traces in 
Figure S3 also show the broad endothermic processes for halogen VOCs desorption.  









































































































Figure 4.3: TGA curves showing the desorption of corresponding halogenated VOCs from 1d and 3d. 
Table 4.2 lists the VOC sorption results for 1d and 3d. The loading capacity (Lc) is calculated 
from the crystallographically derived void volume and the liquid density of the respective solvents. 
The maximum loading capacity (MLc) for the empty networks was estimated from 
MLc = (solvent accessible void volume)/(Z × molecular volume) (1)   
To determine the solvent-accessible void volume, the coordinates of solvent guest molecules were 
deleted first from the host structures. Then, the void volumes in 1d and 3d were estimated using 
Mercury with a probe radius of 1.2 Å and a grid step of 0.2 Å and were found to be 549.0 Å3 
(22.8%) and 571.4 Å3 (23.5%) per unit cell respectively.6 The molecular volumes of solvents were 
calulcated depending on their respective liquid density as in formula (NA: Avogadro number): 









Table 4.2: Uptake of selected solvents by the activated phases 1d and 3d. 
VOC Experimental 
mass loss, TGA 
(%) 
Temperature 
range of mass 
loss (°C) 
Loading capacity, Lc  






1d      
CH2Cl2 14.0 60-154 0.9 1.3 69 
CH2Br2 23.1 70-200 0.8 1.2 67 
CH2I2 33.3 70-260 0.8 1.0 80 
CHCl3 17.1 118-285 0.8 1.0 80 
CHBr3 19.2 91-236 0.4 0.9 44 
CHI3 26.0 125-278 0.4 0.8 50 
ClBenz 13.0 87-264 0.6 0.8 75 
BrBenz 19.2 38-235 0.7 0.8 88 
IBenz 19.1 40-277 0.5 0.8 63 
H2O 15.4 60-155 4.6 4.6 100 
3d      
CH2Cl2 11.0 88-220 0.7 1.4 50 
CH2Br2 23.0 78-266 0.8 1.2 67 
CH2I2 10.0 87-290 0.2 1.0 20 
CHCl3 13.3 110-232 0.6 1.1 55 
CHBr3 12.7 109-233 0.3 1 30 
CHI3 10.0 105-248 0.1 0.9 11 
ClBenz 11.0 61-252 0.5 0.8 63 
BrBenz 14.0 58-278 0.5 0.8 63 
IBenz 10.6 58-270 0.3 0.8 38 
H2O 12.9 60-134 3.8 4.8 79 
 
For the halogenated solvents, the loading capacity (Lc) in the proposed formula 
{[M(34pba)(44pba)]·x solvent}n for both systems is lower than the maximum loading capacity. 
The aliphatic VOCs containing two halogen atoms showed higher loading capacity than those 




pressure (Table S1) in VOCs. The aromatic halogenated VOCs have lower vapour pressure but 
their loading capacity was higher. It is assumed that the aromatic ring increased the interaction 
host-guest which favours the loading capacity.5 Note that the iodobenzene made an exception 
possibly due to the size effect. For each individual solvent, the sorption is higher for 1d than for 
3d. Water is taken up to near full capacity by both 1d and 3d, but results in the formation of new 
crystalline phases. Selective sorption was only investigated on chlorinated VOCs.  
The extent of selectivity in 1d and 3d was investigated from binary mixtures of the chlorinated 
VOCs. Equal volumes (2 cm3) of two different chlorinated solvents were mixed into a large vial. 
The activated solid adsorbents (20-25 mg) were loaded into a small vial. The small vial was then 
placed inside the large one which was then sealed for two days and kept at r.t. (ca. 22 C). The 
ideal was the rise of the vapour of both VOCs out of the large vial to reach the adsorbent for the 
sorption to take place at r.t. The adsorbent was then poured into DMSO-d6 (DMSO-d6: deuterated 
dimethylsulfoxide) and heated at 80 oC for 1h to release the chlorinated VOCs into the DMSOd 
solvent. After filtering, the liquid sample was analyzed by 1H NMR spectrometry. The 1H NMR 
analysis provided the relative proportions of each of the solvents in the binary mixture. Table 4.3 
presents the solvent ratios obtained from the integration of relevant NMR peaks (Figures S4 in 
appendix) from the competition studies. For 1d, a mixture of CH2Cl2 and chloroform were taken 
up without selectivity, while 3d exposed to the same mixture selectivity absorbed CH2Cl2 
preferentially. Both MOFs selected CH2Cl2 and chloroform over chlorobenzene from these 
respective binary mixtures. On the other hand, CH2Cl2 was selectively sorbed 8.3 times over 
chlorobenzene in 1d. It should be noted that no attempt was made to compensate for differences 
in vapour pressure and that the more volatile solvent was absorbed in each case, in contrast to a 




Table 4.3: Selectivity of 1d and 3d for chlorinated VOCs  
 
1d 




CH2Cl2/CHCl3  1:1 none 
CH2Cl2/ClBenz 8.3:1 CH2Cl2 
CHCl3/ClBenz 10:1 CHCl3 
 
3d 




CH2Cl2/CHCl3 1.3:1 CH2Cl2 
CH2Cl2/ClBenz 1:0 CH2Cl2 
CHCl3/ClBenz 3:1 CHCl3 
a Determined by NMR (Figures S4 in Appendix) 
 
4.2.2. Sorption of volatile amines 
To test the potential of these compounds as sorbents for amines, the activated MOFs 1d and 3d 
were exposed to the vapours of a series of amines, viz. ammonia (NH3), methylamine (MeNH2), 
propylamine (PropNH2), 1-butylamine (ButNH2), benzylamine (BzNH2), and phenylethylamine 
(PhEtNH2). The crystal quality of the resultant compounds was too poor to allow full structural 
characterization. PXRD patterns show that the sorption of amines VOCs led to new phases. In this 
regard, the complexes in 1d become amorphous, except for PhEtNH2 and NH3 (Figure 4.4a), while, 
those in 3d formed new crystalline phases (Figure 4.4b). To further understand this, we exposed 
1d to benzylamine (BzNH2) and found that the material remained crystalline (Figure 4.4c) until a 
mass loss of 40% was recorded in the TGA. This amount corresponds to 2.8 molecules of BzNH2 
per 549.0 Å3 molecular void volume of the unit cell. Subsequent desorption of the BzNH2 from 
amorphous 1dBzNH2 under vacuum recovered crystalline 1d (Figure 4.5). This can be explained 




framework in form of Co-O···HN. This may undergo partial breakage of Co-O as on the 
subsequent activation, the hydrogen bonding can be broken by restoring the framework to its initial 
crystalline phase. Therefore, there is a self-restoration of the crystalline 1d which indicates a 
breathing phenomenon of the framework. A similar process of the reverse mechanism, however, 
had been observed in MOFs.7  
 































































Figure 4.4: PXRD showing sorption (a) of amine compounds in 1d and 3d, (c) XRD patterns for 1dBzNH2A with 
























Figure 4.5: PXRD showing the regeneration of solid 1d from chlorinated and amine VOCs. Note that the peaks at 
6.6 (2θ) are due to the sample holder used during for these experiments. 
The loading capacity for the amines VOCs was also determined from TGA traces, Figure 4.6 as 
with the chlorinated VOCs. Apart from NH3, amines VOCs have more than one desorption step in 
both adsorbents. It was also noted that except phenylethylamine, the loading capacity of both 1d 
and 3d exceeds the calculated maximum from simple molecular volumes (Table 4.4). This can be 
explained by the fact that the framework expanded to accommodate guest amines VOCs more than 
the expected. Furthermore, some MOFs are reported for their exceptional properties to 
accommodate more guest molecules due to the high degree of hydrogen bonding.7 Besides, studies 
on these frameworks in chapter three have shown that the guest molecules apply the force as a 
hinge-like expansion or contraction on the frameworks8 which can allow accommodating the 
excess of loading capacity. In 3d on the other hand, while the loading values obtained were again 




differences in phase in their PXRD traces. As with the chlorinated solvents, the amount sorbed by 
1d is greater than that for 3d.  
Amines are capable of hydrogen bonding, hence stronger intermolecular interactions, than 
chlorinated VOCs, which may allow them to pack more compactly into the channels, and to 
interact strongly with the internal surfaces of the MOFs, leading to higher loading values2,9 and 
phase changes.10–12 For benzylamine in particular, the MOFs took up a large amount, which could 
be attributed to the aromatic stacking between BzNH2 and the aromatic rings in the MOF walls.
13 
The lower sorption capacity for PhEtNH2 is the result of steric effects and lower polarity. No tests 
for selectivity among amine VOCs were performed. As there was no single crystal suitable for 
characterization, we were unable to definitively establish the intermolecular interactions involved. 
 























































Figure 4.6: TGA curves showing the desorption of corresponding amine VOCs from 1d (a) and 3d (b). 
Table 4.4: Uptake of selected amine VOCs by the activated phases 1d and 3d.   




range of mass 
loss (°C) 
Loading capacity, Lc 







1d       
NH3  12.9 59-127 4.0 3.5 114 
MeNH2  26.1 30-220 5.2 1.9 273 
PropNH2  33.4 30-220 3.9 1.0 390 
ButNH2  31.0 30-220 2.8 0.8 350 
BzNH2  52.0 65-260 4.6 0.8 575 
PhEtNH2  9.7 170-310 0.4 0.7 57 
3d       
NH3  12.5 60-127 3.9 3.6 108 
MeNH2  18.2 30-280 3.3 1.9 174 
PropNH2  18.4 30-263 1.8 1.0 180 
ButNH2  29.2 50-290 2.6 0.9 289 
BzNH2  36.0 88-290 2.4 0.8 300 




4.2.3. Sorption of carbon dioxide and hydrogen gases in 1d and 3d 
Micromeritics 3Flex surface area analyzer was used to perfom gas sorption in 1d and 3d. The 
sample activation was carried out using a Micromeritics Flowprep with a flow of nitrogen over the 
sample which was heated at 60 oC for 2 hrs. The sample was then heated at 150 oC under a vacuum 
for a further 2 hrs before the start of the analysis. 
The activated 1d and 3d from Co(34pba)(44pba)DMF and Zn(34pba)(44pba) respectively were 
used for the sorption of CO2 and H2 at different temperatures. The heat of adsorption of CO2 was 
also determined. Figure 4.7 shows the adsorption traces for both 1d and 3d. At the temperatures 
studied, the sorption behaviour was a type-Ib isotherm. In light of this type of sorption, the 
adsorbent is characterized by small external surfaces having pore size with distributions over a 
broader range and the presence of wider micropores with possibility of narrow mesopores (≤ 2.5 
nm).14 The steep uptake observed at very low p/p0 is due to enhanced adsorbent-gas interactions 
in narrow micropores and some narrow mesopores, thus filling up the pores at very low p/p0. Table 
4.5 recorded the higher adsorption capacity at 195 K and 676 mmHg for both samples. 1d showed 
more than a double 114 cm3 (STP) g−1 (2.35 molecules per ASU) compared to that of 3d with 52 
cm3 (STP) g−1 (1.11 molecules per ASU). Little hysteresis was observed in both isostructural 
frameworks except at the lower temperature (195 K) owing to the lower mobility of gas molecules. 
Stage A (Figure 4.8a) matches with the maximum adsorption in 3d while corresponding to the half 
adsorption capacity in 1d. This may indicate the flexible gate opening in 1d which do not occur in 
3d. Similar flexibility upon sorption of CO2 or CH4 in networks were reported.
15 The lowest 
adsorption recorded at 298 K and 910 mmHg for 1d and 3d was 41.0 cm3 (STP) g−1 (0.84 
molecules per ASU) and 17.7 cm3 (STP) g−1 (0.37 molecules per ASU) respectively. Sample 1d 













Table 4.5: Sorption capacity for CO2 













































































The trend of higher adsorption capacity in 1d compared to 3d could be related again to its higher 
sorption for chlorinated and amines volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as the result of smaller 
void space and flexible gate opening in in 1d than 3d.5,16 However, this attribution of adsorption 
capacity related to the size of pores has been controversial in other reported structures.17 Rather, 
the small size of void accessible volume causes stronger interactions between the guest and the 
framework. This can be attributed to their respective structures and functionalization. The 
determination of isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst) of CO2 showed that the sample 1d adsorbed the 
quantity between 0.8 mmol and 1.38 mmol at a cost between (Qst) 29.8 kJ and (Qst) 30.3 kJ heat 
of adsorption, while sample 3d adsorbed between 0.1 mmol and 0.4 mmol corresponding to the 
range between 28.5 kJ and 28.9 kJ heat of adsorption. It shows that there is a higher interaction in 
1d than in 3d.18 The uptake for hydrogen gas Figure 4.7b in 1d was 120 cm3 (STP) g−1 at 800 
mmHg at 77K corresponding to 2.44 molecules of H2 per ASU. In contrast, 3d did not adsorb H2. 





4.2.4. Chromism behaviour of adsorbent 1d 
While the exposure of 1d to halogenated and amine VOCs did not show visible colour changes, 
the sorption of iodine, H2O, and NH3 were characterized by an easily observed colour change. 
Microscope photographs and PXRD was used to characterize the corresponding phase change.  
4.2.4.1. Iodine sorption and colour change 
Several groups have reported on the use of iodine as a template to achieve structurally stable 
Co-MOFs.19 In most cases, the MOFs showed partial release of iodine in methanol medium which 
could be followed by observing the colour change. In this project, 1d was exposed to iodine 
vapour. The solid adsorbent was loaded into a small vial and this was then placed in a larger vial 
containing solid iodine which was then closed and sealed at 22 oC. The characterization was 
performed on the sample after two hours, two days, and finally two weeks. Each sample taken was 
analyzed by TGA to determine the corresponding weight loss and by PXRD for the corresponding 
phases (1dI2). The maximum weight loss was then used to determine the corresponding guest-host 
ratios. In addition, the desorption of iodine from 1dI2 was performed by soaking crystals of IdI2 
in methanol for three days, to recover the activated form from 1dI2 (1dI2d phase). Crystals of 
sufficient quality for diffraction (1dI2) allowed us to locate an iodine dimer in the channels of the 
MOF (Figure 4.8). The modeled iodine atoms were disordered. As there was not a noticeable 
increase in the unit cell volume, the crystallographic data of 1dI2 are similar to that of the empty 
form of 1d as presented in Table 4.6. Examination of the structure shows host-guest interactions 
which stabilise the iodine molecules in the channels without contracting or expanding the channels 




the desorption, the crystal structure 1dI2d was analyzed and is similar to that of 1d and 1dI2 which 
shows that the iodine interactions in channels did not effect the structure. 
Table 4.6: (a) Crystallographic data for 1dI2 against 1d and 1dI2d. 
Compound 1d 1dI2 1dI2d 
Formula C24H16N2O4Co1 C24H16N2O4I1.6Co15 C24H16N2O4Co1  
Mass (g.mol-1) 455.34 658.36 455.34 
Crystal size (mm3) 0.080 x 0.090 x 0.140 0.030 x 0.060 x 0.090 0.080 x 0.120 x 0.180 
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 
Space group P21/c P21/c P21/c 
a (Å) 10.3931(14) 10.1143 (3) 10.4014(11) 
b (Å) 16.027(2) 16.501(4) 16.1330(17) 
c (Å) 14.996(2) 14.7002(4) 14.6878(15) 
 (°) 98.243(2) 97.159(5) 98.482(2) 
V (Å3) 2472.2(6) 2434.28(18) 2437.7(4) 
T (K) 100 100 293(2) 
Z 4 4 4 
T/(K) 100 293(2) 293(2) 
D (g·cm−3) 1.223 1.796 2.019 
μ(Mo−Kα) (mm−1) 0.722 2.766 3.277 
F(000) 932 1271 1428 
range scanned, θ (deg) 1.870-27.963 1.863-26.425 1.886-25.043 
no. reflections collected  22935 18607 13629 
no. unique reflection 5896 4970 4308 
no. reflections with I ≥ 2σ(I) 3900 3691 3074 
parameters/restraints 336/0 334/3 280/0 
goodness of fit, S 1.079 1.089 1.055 
final R indices (I ≥ 2σ(I)) R1 = 0.0681 
wR2 = 0.1887 
R1 = 0.0685 
wR2 = 0.1786 
R1 = 0.0616 
wR2 = 0.1532 
final wR2 (all data) R1 = 0.1112 
wR2 = 0.2084 
R1 = 0.0932 
wR2 = 0.1903 
R1 = 0.0942 
wR2 = 0.1701 















Figure 4.8: Weak interaction of iodine guest molecule into 1d channels. 
The void space in 1d was 457.9 corresponding to 18.5% of the unit cell. The sorption process was 
characterized using PXRD where gradual changes of patterns up to eight days were observed, 
Figure 4.9 (a). Most notable is a gradual decrease in peak intensity around 8o while there was a 
gradual increase in the peak around 22.5o. The gradual disappearance of the peak around 14.8o was 
also observed. The patterns of 1dI2 after 8 days show the growth of peaks at 9o and 21.5o in addition 
to the shift of peak at ca. 10.5o. There was also the absence of a peak at 14.8o and a new peak at 
Atoms Interaction distance 














25o. This can be attributed to the interaction of iodine molecule and the channels of the 1d 
framework. PXRD (Figure 4.9b) also shows the robustness of 1d, (1dI2d) after the recovery of 




Figure 4.9: (a) Gradual phase changes related to the sorption of iodine in 1d to form 1dI2 phase, (b) PXRD for 




The desorption of iodine from the channels into methanol medium was then monitored using hot 
stage microscopy (HSM) at a constant temperature of ca. 22 C. Figure 4.10 shows a gradual colour 
change indicating the amount of iodine remaining in 1d crystal. This shows the ability of 1d MOFs 
to release iodine in the environment and can be monitored with the naked eye.  
 
Figure 4.10: Photographs showing colour change on the release of iodine from 1dI2 into methanol. 
TGA in Figure 4.11 shows different traces corresponding to a period of iodine absorption. The 
TGA traces allow us to conclude a period corresponding to complete sorption. Up to two weeks, 
the quantity of iodine absorbed in 1d was 31%. Also, the quantity absorbed in eight days was close 
to this value. Thus, we concluded that 31% was the maximum giving a ratio of host:guest of 1:0.8 
(1d:I2). The temperature of desorption ranged between 80 and 220 
oC. One can speculate that the 
broad temperature range of desorption could be due to interactions with the channel walls 



























Figure 4.11: TG of iodine on sorption by 1d at different time intervals. 
4.2.4.2. Solvatochromism in 1d on sorption of H2O and NH3 
Their PXRD patterns (Figure 4.12) show that the sorption of H2O and NH3 by 1d formed new 
phases (1dw and 1dNH3, respectively) with noticeable colour changes from red to khaki (Figure 
4.13). Upon desorption, both 1dw and 1dNH3 resulted in purple powder phases, which are 
amorphous (1dwTG and 1dNH3TG). However, the crystallinity, as well as their khaki colours, 
were restored after reabsorption (1dwTGw and 1dNH3TGNH3). Solvatochromism in MOFs has 
been reported to be the result of the supramolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding and/or 
the coordination of the solvent molecules to the metal centres in the frameworks.11,20,21 These 
























Figure 4.12: PXRD patterns for reversible sorption for ammonia, and H2O by 1d. 
 
 





4.2.5. Kinetics of guest desorption from 1, 3, 1d, and 3d 
The kinetics of desorption of DMF (from 1 and 3) or ammonia or water (from 1d and 3d) were 
studied using TGA. Both non-isothermal and isothermal methods can be used. While the 
isothermal methods are preferred for single processes and can give an indication of the mechanism 
of desorption, non-isothermal methods are of value where the desorption process is more complex 
or contains overlapping steps. The desorption of guest solvent, DMF from the synthesized 
compounds (1 and 3) and H2O and NH3 from activated ones (1d and 3d) were investigated non-
isothermally. On the other hand, desorption of some halogenated VOCs such as CH2Cl2, CH2Br2, 
and iodine (only from 1d) was investigated isothermally. Their overall activation energies (Ea) of 
desorption were compared to those reported for similar systems.  
4.2.5.1. Non-isothermal kinetics 
TGA may be used to determine the activation energy (Ea) of the guest desorption process. We 
used the Ozawa model-free method22 to study the removal of guests DMF, NH3, and H2O for both 
systems reported here. Samples of mass 1–2 mg were heated at different heating rates (5, 10, 20, 
and 30 oC min−1) in order to determine the activation energy associated with the removal of guest 


















































































































































Figure 4.14: TGA at different heating rates for (a) for removal of DMF from 1, (b) for removal of DMF from 3, (c) 
for removal of H2O from 1dw, (d) for removal of NH3 from 1dHN3, (e) removal of H2O from 3dw, and (f) removal of 
NH3 from 3dNH3. 
Percentage mass losses along with the corresponding temperature at each heating rate were used 
to determine the activation energy (Ea) according to the equation: 
 logβα = log(Aα Eaα/g(α)R) − 2.315 − 0.457(Eaα/RTα) (2) 
where βα is the heating rate, Aα is the frequency factor, Eaα is the activation energy, Tα is the 
temperature at each conversion level, and g(α) refers to the kinetic model. Figure 4.15 presents the 
plots of logβα versus reciprocal absolute temperature (in the form of 1000/T K−1). Equating the 









































































































               
Figure 4.15: Logarithm of heating rates versus reciprocal absolute temperature of (a) 1, (b) 3, (c) 1dw, (d) 1dNH3, 





Table 4.8: Activation energy associated with removal of guest molecules 











NH3 from  
1dNH3 
NH3 from  
3dNH3 
20 74.77 68.77 77.3 64.78 65. 10 58.46 
40 75.31 66.50 72.59 57.35 67.8 59.39 
60 72.77 70.57 75.24 65.23 68.61 62.01 
80 77.30 64.08 74.75 68.38 68.77 62.01 
Mean  75.04±1.68 67.48±2.81 74.97±1.93 63.94±4.67 67.57±1.70 60.47±1.82 
 
The activation energies determined for desorption from 1d are higher than the corresponding 
desorption from 3d. This may be attributed to the difference in the metal centre as well as the 
solvent-accessible volume of the channels, viz. 549.0 Å3 in 1d and 571.4 Å3 in 3d, as the size of 
the cavities influences the supramolecular interactions possible between host and guest.17,21 
Activation energies associated with the desorption of DMF and H2O are similar to one another but 
are higher than that of NH3. Higher activation energies are generally associated with stronger 
host-guest interactions. The activation energies for desorption of DMF from 1d and 3d are 
comparable to those reported for the related MOF {[Co(34pba)2]·DMF}n,
21 while the average 
activation energies for the desorption of H2O for 1d and 3d are also comparable to those reported 
for [Co(34pba)2] isomers and chromium(III) terephthalate (MIL-101).
20,23 There are no previous 
reports of desorption of ammonia from MOFs, so we compared our values to those reported for 
the desorption of NH3 from Brønsted acid sites in zeolite ZSM-5 derivatives,
24 which were found 
to have activation energies between 50 and 60 kJ mol−1. Activation energies determined in this 
study are of the same order of magnitude, suggesting that intermolecular interactions such as 





4.2.5.2. Isothermal kinetics 
The kinetic desorption from 1d of several halogenated VOCs was performed using an isothermal 
method. In each case, the compound was held at a temperature a little below its desorption 
temperature for a period of time until complete desorption had occurred. The experiment was then 
repeated at a number of close temperatures. Each desorption curve was then fitted against a range 
of plausible desorption mechanisms,25 and activation energy (Ea) was determined at each 
temperature. The results of the conversion vs time curves are shown in Figure 4.16, and the 
activation energies determined are given in Table 4.9. The kinetics of desorption for 
dichloromethane, iodine, and dibromomethane were all fitted to a 3D diffusion model. This means 
that the guest particles interact with the wall of adsorbent in a spherical zone. Recall that 1d 
contains 1D channels. The Ea of desorption of dichloromethane and dibromomethane are almost 
the same while that for iodine is higher. This can be related to the higher temperature range as well 







































































Figure 4.16: Isothermal curves for desorption of CH2Cl2, I2, and CH2Br2 performed at different temperatures. 
 






The use of 1d and 3d for the adsorption of halogenated and amines VOCs was appreciable. Single 
crystal X-ray diffraction showed supramolecular interactions of guest-host in the chlorinated 
samples. Other halogenated and amine VOCs led to crystals with poor quality for single crystal 
diffraction. It was observed that the halogenated VOCs have stronger interaction within the 
channels of the framework in the order of VOCs containing iodine > bromine > chlorine. PXRD 





1dCH2Cl2 69.50 0.963 
1dCH2Br2 68.50 0.6649 




was drawn from the fact that amine VOCs showed even amorphous phases. Furthermore, the 
amines VOCs were characterized by the excess of the loading capacity and this was attributed to 
their stronger hydrogen bonding. In this regard, BzNH2 was recorded with the highest as it has 
additional benzene ring stacking interactions. Thus, the nature or polarity of the VOCs plays a role 
in the interactions within the channels of the adsorbents. Selectivity for chlorinated VOCs from 
binary mixtures showed that guest solvent with higher vapour pressure was preferentially included. 
The recovery of 1d and 3d was achieved from the new phases, showing the robustness of the 
adsorbents.  
1d showed the chromophoric properties depending on the nature of the guest molecules. To this 
end, the sorption of iodine in 1d was characterized by the colour change relative to the amount of 
iodine in channels. Crystal structure analysis showed that iodine dimers in the channels have 
stabilizing interactions within the framework. The level of iodine in the adsorbent was also 
important as it affects structure as indicated by changes in the PXRD patterns. Furthermore, 1d 
showed colour change from red to purple on the sorption for H2O and amine. On the desorption, 
the purple colour turns to grey and this corresponds to a phase change. The colour changes were 
recyclable but do not return to 1d. 
The kinetic studies based on the non-isothermal desorption of different guest molecules such as 
DMF from 1 and 3, H2O and NH3 from both 1d and 3d showed comparable activation energies to 
similar systems. Stronger interaction was recorded in 1d adsorbent. Also, the isothermal kinetic 
desorption of I2, CH2Cl2, and CH2Br2 from 1d indicates that iodine requires more energy for the 
desorption in the range of the reported ones. Moreover, the two adsorbents showed appreciable 
adsorption for CO2 and H2. This study shows that, even though both adsorbents (1d and 3d) 




is higher guest-host interaction in 1d than in 3d influenced by the nature of metal centre and 
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CHAPTER 5. REMOVAL OF INCLUDED WATER FROM 










In 2005, Saha and Bernal reported the interconversion of several hydrated forms in a cobalt(II) 
complex with triethylenediamine. Starting with [cis-α-(trien)CoCl2]Cl·3H2O (trien: 
triethylenediamine) in which the water of hydration was stabilized in the channels through 
water-chloride interactions,1 a series of different hydrated forms could be obtained by varying 
factors such as humidity and temperature. In this chapter, an investigation was carried out on the 
related compound cis-[Co(en)2Cl2]Cl·H2O (where en: is ethylenediamine) (Coen·H2O) to 
determine whether a similar process might occur. Furthermore, we investigated whether, in the 
presence of water, only the monohydrate or a range of hydrates can be formed, as well as the ability 
of the dried material to absorb a range of organic solvents. The activation energy associated with 
the removal of one water molecule was determined using a non-isothermal thermogravimetric 
method.2  
The synthesis of Coen·H2O was performed according to a previous report.3 In a vial, 1 mL of  
70% (0.10 mol/L) solution of en was added to a solution of 1.6 g of CoCl2·6H2O in 12 mL of 
water. Oxygen was passed through the solution with stirring for 6 h and then the system was left 
open to the air for 1 h. 8 mL (0.8 mol/L conc.) HCl was added and the solution was then evaporated 
upon heating at 90 oC until 6 mL remained. The resulting green solution was left in a vented vial 
for three days to collect green crystals of trans-[CoCl2(en)2]Cl (previously reported, CSD refcode 
ETDCOC).4 The crystals were washed with ethanol followed by ether and dried at 110 oC for 2 
hrs. The solid was then dissolved in 6 mL of water and evaporated to 2 mL on heating in a water 
bath. Purple crystals of cis-[Co(en)2Cl2]Cl·H2O (Coen·H2O) were formed after 5 days. Crystals 




could not be removed from the channels. Thus, we attempted to displace the water molecules by 
leaving crystals of Coen·H2O in the environment of different solvent vapours.  
5.2. CHARACTERIZATION AND SORPTION STUDY 
5.2.1. Crystal structures and exposure to methanol vapour 
A search of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)5 found that the [Co(en)2Cl2] has been 
reported over 40 times, but only CENCOC6 and CLECOC7 correspond to cis-[Co(en)2Cl2]Cl·H2O 
and are thus directly comparable to Coen·H2O. In addition to those two structures, a sesquihydrate 
was reported by Bernal and Lalancette in 2020.8 The isomer trans-[Co(en)2Cl2] has also been 
reported as the chloride (ETDCOC4) and the chloride monohydrate (ETDCOH9).  
Coen·H2O crystallises in the monoclinic system in space group P21/n. Cobalt centres are 
octahedrally coordinated by two en in a wing-like shape and two chloride ions (Figure 1a). Two 
nitrogen donor atoms from each en coordinate Co3+ centres. One wing-like (en) is almost in the 
right angle from the adjacent wing. Similarly, two chloride ligands make almost a right angle 
between themselves. The complexes contain chlorides as counter ions and water as guest 
molecules. Coen·H2O is most similar to CLECOC but less similar to CENCOC. By comparing 
the packing diagrams in Figure 5.1 viewed onto the a-c plane, two adjacent complex units are 
oriented in the opposite direction for Coen·H2O while they are oriented in the same direction for 
CLECOC. However, their unit cells are similar except the lengthening of the c axis. CENCOC has 
unit cell dimensions which are different from those in both CLECOC and Coen·H2O, and the 








Figure 5.1: Comparison of the packing of cis-[Co(en)2Cl2]Cl·H2O structures as packed viewed onto the a-c plane. 
Coen·H2O was then exposed to various organic solvent vapours for 1 to 5 days at 40 oC 
(Table 5.1). The effect of exposure was only observed in the experiment (Expt) 2, 3, and 11 and 
these were characterized by PXRD and TGA, while DFT calculations were used to attempt to 








Table 5.1: Performed experiments of the exposure of Coen·H2O to different solvent vapours  
Experiment 
(Expt) 
Exposure to the 
vapours 
Period  Results 
1 [Co(en)2Cl2]Cl·H2O - Coen·H2O 
2 Coen·H2O in methanol 2 day Coen 
3 Coen in H2O 1 day Coen·H2O 
4 Coen·H2O 10 mins after 
heating at 180 oC 
10 mins in air Coen·H2O 
5 Coen·H2O in H2O 1 day Coen·H2O 
6 Coen·H2O in ethanol 5 days Coen·H2O 
7 Coen·H2O in propanol 5 days Coen·H2O 
8 Coen·H2O in acetonitrile 5 days Coen·H2O 
9 Coen·H2O in toluene 5 days Coen·H2O 
10 Coen·H2O in 
benzonitrile 
5 days Coen·H2O 
11 Coen·H2O in 
methylamine 
1 day Coen·ma 
12 Coen.ma in H2O 1 day Coen·ma 
  
Experiment 2 was the exposure of Coen·H2O to methanol vapour (MeOH) to form a new crystal 
of Coen. The coordination in the latter crystal is similar to that of Coen·H2O, Figure 2a and b. 
The crystal structure of Coen differs from Coen·H2O in the absence of H2O molecule in channels 
as characterized by SCXRD. They have the same crystal system as in Coen·H2O (monoclinic in 
P21/n space group). However, its unit cell is different from that of Coen·H2O (Table 5.2). Selected 
bond lengths between nitrogen and cobalt centre were recorded in Table 5.3 and are in the expected 
range. Some differences in the two structures were observed as the higher bond length of Co1-N2B 





Figure 5.2: (a) As made cis dichloro-bis(en)cobalt(III) chloride monohydrate (Coen·H2O), and (b) its 


















Table 5.2: Crystal data and refinement parameters 







Mass (g.mol-1) 285.51 303.51 285.49 303.51 303.51 
Crystal size (mm3)  0.120 x 0.160 x 0.210 0.020 x 0.060 x 0.090   
Temperature/K 283-303 293(2) 293(2) NA NA 
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 
Space group P21/a P21/n P21/n P21/c P21 
a/Å 9.490 11.9297(17) 7.3661(8) 12.000 12.070(8) 
b/Å 8.960 6.7924(9) 7.7791(9) 6.870 11.520(7) 
c/Å 6.260 14.3691(19) 19.604(2) 16.480 8.330(5) 
Β (o) 109.27 103.644(3) 95.012(2) 122 96.9(2) 
V/Å3 502.468 1131.5(3) 1119.1(4) 1152.168 1149.868 
Z 4 4 4 4 4 
Dc/g cm−3  1.7814 1.6943   
μ(Mo−Kα)/mm−1  0.71073 0.71073   
F(000)  624 584   
range scanned, θ/°  2.001 - 33.662 2.819 - 28.336   
index ranges (h, k, l)  -17 - 17, -10 - 6, -20 – 21 -9 - 9, -10 – 10, -26 - 26    
no. reflections collected  18073 21806   
no. unique reflection  3975 2789   
no. reflections with I 
>2σ(I) 
 3355 2169   
data/parameters refine  121 109   
GooF     1.021 1.033   
final R indices            
(I >2σ(I)) 
 R1 = 0.0265 
WR2 = 0.0535 
R1 = 0.0409 
WR2 = 0.0981 
  
Final R indices (all data)  R1 = 0.0358 
WR2 = 0.0572 
R1 = 0.0599 
WR2 = 0.1093 
  






Table 5.3: Comparison between lengths in the coordination of nitrogen (from ethylenediamine) to cobalt for both 
Coen·H2O and Coen 
Coen·H2O Coen 
Coordination Distance (Å) Coordination Distance (Å) 
Co1-N1A 1.959(1) Co1-N1A 1.949(3) 
Co1-N2A 1.956(1) Co1-N2A 1.965(3) 
Co1-N1B 1.958(1) Co1-N1B 1.967(3) 
Co1-N2B 1.951(1) Co1-N2B 1.976(3) 
 
Figure 5.3 shows weak interactions between H2O molecule with both chloride ion and a hydrogen 
atom from the en ligand. This shows that the presence of H2O molecules in the channels of 
Coen·H2O was stabilised by its supramolecular interactions with the chloride anions similarly as 
was observed in [cis-α-(triethylenetetramine)CoCl2]Cl·3H2O.
1 Selected torsion angles in CA-NA-
Co-NB showed the differences in both structures (Table 5.4). Depending on the properties of the 
coordination complex, the removal of guest molecules from the channels can cause the change in 
crystal parameters10,11 or even shrinking.12  






          Coordination  
                    Compound 
Angle (°)                 
Coen·H2O Coen 
C1A-N1A-Co1-N2B -85.4 -79.2 
C2B-N2B-Co1-N1A -162.0 -168.3 
C2A-N2A-Co1-N1B -157.0 -166.4 





Figure 5.3: Interactions involving H2O with channels of cis-dichloro-bis(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) chloride. 
DFT was used to understand the mechanism of the interaction between H2O and methanol (MeOH) 
in the channels. The calculations showed that there is a possibility that three molecules of MeOH 
could exert hydrogen bonding with one H2O molecule to form H2O·3MeOH complex as shown by 
Figure 5.4. Literature on the similar complexations states that the structural formula depends on 
the ratios of both H2O and MeOH in the media.
13,14    
 
Figure 5.4: Possible interactions between H2O and methanol. 
Using Gaussian Density Functional Theory (DFT),15 energies involving the interactions of guest 
molecules in the channel were determined. Total energies involved in the interaction between 
H2O-Coen·H2O channels (EINT - Coen·H2O) and energies between H2O-MeOH (EINT - MeOH) 




accurate results, where EINT - MeOH = -19.80 kcal mol
-1 has more interaction energy than 
EINT- Coen = -16.91 kcal mol
-1, thus suggesting that the interactions in H2O-MeOH complex were 
stronger than those in H2O-Coen·H2O complex. It was assumed that the formed complex 
decomposed into CO2 and H2 gases which could easily be evacuated from the channels to form 
Coen leaving empty channels. This can be related to the previously reported reaction of H2O and 
MeOH to produce CO2 and H2 upon heating under Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst.
16  





EINT-Coen -17.47 -16.91 
EINT-MeOH -19.30 -19.80 
 
The Gaussian calculations also allowed the determination of lattice energy for both crystal 
structures as shown in Table 5.6. The calculated difference in lattice energies showed that 
Coen·H2O has a more negative lattice energy (-158.702 kcal mol-1) than Coen (-102.025 kcal 
mol-1). These results are supporting the fact that Coen could easily adsorb H2O even in a short 
period for a reversible sorption process forming Coen·H2O. Obtaining the latter compound from 
the reversible reaction, it is safe to assume that the wings of the ligand are flexible to exhibit a 
dynamic motion in the presence of guest H2O.
1 Thus, higher lattice energy in Coen·H2O indicates 
a more stable phase compared to the one of Coen.  
Table 5.6: Difference lattice energy in both Coen·H2O and Coen 




difference in lattice 
energy (Hartrees) 
difference in lattice 
energy (kcal mol-1) 
Coen·H2O -12880.8 -12880.6 -0.25191 -158.702 





Figure 5.5 (a) shows the thermal behaviour of Coen·H2O and its corresponding derivative phases 
from the effect of methanol and water reabsorption. The mass loss of 6.3% at 120 oC in Coen·H2O 
corresponds to the removal of one H2O molecule (calculated mass loss 6.0% ). Coen did not show any mass 
loss and this confirms the absence of any guest molecule in the SCXRD structure. However, the mass 
losses in Expt 3 and Expt 4 were found to be 5.94%, closer to that in Coen·H2O. Therefore, this 
mass loss confirmed the reversible uptake of H2O by Coen. 
Coen·H2O and Coen (Figure 5.5 (b)) were also analyzed using DSC. The endothermic peak 
between 90 and 147 oC corresponds to the desorption of H2O from Coen·H2O. The DSC for Coen 
is featureless until the melt. Both Coen·H2O and Coen show endothermic peaks at 245 and 252 C 







Figure 5.5: TGA (a) and DSC (b) curves of both Coen·H2O, Coen, and derivative phases. 
PXRD patterns in Figure 5.6 shows that the transformation of Coen·H2O to Coen is characterized 
by the disappearance of a peak at 8.8o, and the emergence of a new peak at 13.3o. This is attributed 
to the absence of H2O in channels and the shortening in the unit cell a and b axes and the 
lengthening c axis. It might also be linked to some dissimilarities in torsion angles and related 
change of the parameters of the crystal structure as shown above. On the other hand, these peaks 






















Figure 5.6: Effect of methanol on Coen·H2O and water reversible 
The effect of MeOH could be explained by its smaller kinetic diameter (Table 5.7) than other 
solvents which may make it easier to enter into the channels. Furthermore, it reacted with H2O due 
to its higher polarity.17 The size18 and nature of the guest molecules19,20 are reported among the 
factors that influence the sorption process.  
Table 5.7: Kinetic diameter of solvents which is among factors that govern their sorption   
Solvent Kinetic diameter 
(Å) 
Ref 
Methanol 3.6  21 
Ethanol 4.5  21 
Propanol 4.7  21 
Acetonitrile 4.3  21 
Toluene 5.25  22 
Benzonitrile > 5.25  21 




5.2.2. Exposure of Coen·H2O to other organic solvent vapours 
Figure 5.7 shows that the weight loss in Expt5 (5.9 %) is close to that of freshly made Coen·H2O, 
thus confirming quick reabsorption of H2O into Coen. For Expt6, Expt7, Expt8, Expt9, and 
Expt10, which correspond to exposure of Coen·H2O to various solvent vapours, the mass loss 
(6.2 %) is similar to that in Coen·H2O. The sample exposed to methylamine, Expt11.Coen·ma, 






























Figure 5.7: TGA curves of Coen·H2O and corresponding forms of Expt5, Expt6, Expt7, Expt8, Expt9, 
Expt11.Coen·ma, and Expt12.Coen·ma1. 
Figure 5.8 illustrates PXRD patterns of Coen·H2O and its exposure on water, ethanol, propanol, 
toluene, acetonitrile, and benzonitrile. As in TGA results, there is no observable change of patterns 




other hand, Expt11.Coen·ma shows a new phase. Its exposure to water vapour does not show any 
PXRD change so the reversible change to Coen·H2O does not occur.  






















Figure 5.8: PXRD patterns of Coen·H2O, and its corresponding forms of Expt5, Expt6, Expt7, Expt8, Expt9, 
Expt11.Coen·ma, and Expt12.Coen·ma1. 
Solvents such as ammonia, methylamine, propylamine, and butylamine were reported to 
coordinate with Coen·H2O by replacing coordinated chloride from cobalt centre.23 In general, 
alkylamines are the simplest donors which offer the possibility to coordinate on metals and form 
complexes.24 They have a strong nucleophilic attack which can allow them to replace some 
existing ligands.25 Methylamine does so (Expt11.Coen·ma), to give unit cell parameters that 
match those of ZIXMAU, the methylamine adduct of Coen. To the best of our knowledge, this 




5.2.3. Kinetics of desorption of water from Coen·H2O 
The kinetics of the desorption of H2O from Coen·H2O was investigated following the model 
established by Ozawa to determine the activation energy (Ea) involved.2 Using TGA, four different 
heating rates of 5, 10, 20, and 30 oC min-1 were used from room temperature to 180 oC as shown 
in Figure 5.9(a). Figure 5.9(b) illustrates the plotting of logarithm of heating rates versus reciprocal 
absolute temperature (in the form of 1000/T K-1) associated with the removal of H2O molecule. 
The percentage weight loss along with the corresponding temperature for each heating rate allows 
one to determine the Ea using Equation 1: 
logβα = log(AαEaα/g(α)R) – 2.315 – 0.457 (Eaα/RTα) Equation 1 
where βα is the heating rate, Aα is the frequency factor, Eaα is the activation energy, Tα is the 
temperature at each conversion level, and g(α) refers to the kinetic model. The thermogravimetric 
traces were converted to the extent of the reaction (α) versus temperature curves. The Ea was then 




, the average of calculated Ea corresponded to 58.77 ± 0.64 kJ mol-1. 
This value corresponded to the necessary energy to break down the weak interactions which hold 
the water molecule in the channel. It was in the range of 59.1 − 68.6 kJ mol−1 that had been reported 
for the dehydration of {[Co(34pba)2]}n·H2O (34pba = 3-(4-pyridyl)benzoate).
26 Slight difference 
in the activation energies for both Coen·H2O and {[Co(34pba)2]}n·H2O could be attributed to the 
























































Figure 5.9: (a) Desorption of H2O molecules by Coen·H2O at 5 K/min, 10 K/min, 20 K/min, and 30 K/min heating 
rates, (b) Plots of logarithm of heating rates versus reciprocal temperature in Kelvin for desorption of H2O.    
5.3. SUMMARY 
Monohydrate Coen·H2O did not form any other hydrated forms in the presence of water vapour. 
Through supramolecular interactions, MeOH reacted with H2O to result in empty channels of a 
new single crystal as Coen. The calculated lattice energy in Coen·H2O (-158.702 kcal mol-1) is 
more negative than that in Coen (-102.025 kcal mol-1). Thus, Coen could be rehydrated and 
returned to the more stable Coen·H2O. Kinetic studies associated with non-isothermal desorption 
of H2O gave a value of 58.77 ± 0.64 kJmol
-1 for the activation energy. The remaining tested organic 
solvents neither displaced nor removed water from the channels. Therefore, the sensitivity of 
Coen·H2O to MeOH could be due to factors such as higher polarity and lower kinetic diameter of 
MeOH. However, a similar structure, [cis-α-(triethylenetetramine)-CoCl2]Cl could form a range 
of hydrated forms depending on the amount of water vapour environment. One may assume that 
the existence of an additional ethyl group changes can influence the formation of hydrated forms. 
Experiment 12 shows that Coen·ma did not revert to Coen·H2O when exposed to H2O vapour 
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6.1. GENERAL SUMMARY 
MOFs can be prepared using a wide range of synthetic methods and this is done by the variation 
of reaction conditions. Some MOFs present interesting properties to withstand high temperature 
and chemical alterations. They are characterized by pores structures and channels that facilitate 
various application. In this thesis, we have synthesized a series of MOFs using pyridylcarboxylate 
ligands and divalent metal centres. Mixed 44pba and 34pba ligands were used in connectivity with 
Co2+ and Zn2+ to form frameworks 1, 2, and 3. The three MOFs were characterized as 3D 
structures. Using 34pba as a single ligand in connectivity with Cu2+ afforded 4 which is a 2D 
structure. On the other hand, the same 34pba afforded a 3D structural framework (7). 
Functionalized ligands longer than 34pba and 44pba and were use to coordinate Cu2+ centre and 
formed two 1D structures, 5 and 6 which then form layers via hydrogen bonding. The sorption for 
a range of VOCs was investigated using the activated frameworks 1d, 2d, and 3d from 1, 2, and 
3. Similarly, gas sorption for carbon dioxide and hydrogen was studied. The compound 4 was 
tested for solvent exchange with methanol. Crystal structure analysis of the synthesized compound 
was characterized using single crystal X-ray diffraction. Phase changes were analyzed using 
powder X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy. Thermal analysis was used to characterize the 
behaviour of the compounds. Hot stage microscopy also assisted to monitor the colour change 
associated with VOCs sorption.  
6.2. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
Isomorphous MOFs 1 and 2 were solvothermally synthesized where the reaction conditions differ 
only in the use of dimethylformamide/ethanol and water/acetonitrile respectively. The guest 




unexpected. Conversion of acetonitrile to acetone is likely to proceed via hydrolysis to acetic acid 
followed by ketonization to form acetone. The dissimilarity of the crystal structures in the two 
MOFs was characterized as a hinge-like expansion or contraction due to the response on the solvent 
stimulus. The ligands in both frameworks respond to this stimulus by performing the torsion and 
rotation at different extent. The latter property is enabled by the single ligand between pyridyl and 
benzoic ring to result in flexible ligands. Isostructural MOF 3 was synthesized using the same 
reaction conditions as in 1 except Zn2+ metal salt was used rather than Co2+. These three 
compounds contain 1D channels which can include guest solvents. An important property in solid 
adsorbent, the stability on the removal of guest molecules by heating under vacuum was 
characterized in 1d, 2d, and 3d. The activation on heating under vacuum resulted in stable and 
retained structures 1d, 2d, and 3d which is an important property for solid adsorbents.  
Frameworks 4 and 7 were solvothermally synthesized through similar reaction conditions, except 
a slightly higher volume of HCl was used in the reaction mixture for 7. Framework 4 has a square 
planar geometry coordinated through two oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the ligand. Heating under 
vacuum and soaking in methanol resulted in the removal of guest DMF with two different phases 
being formed. This was observed by comparing single crystal structures as the layers in the 
structures could contract and nest each other at different extent. Additionally, the ligands display 
different conformations. Compound 7 has square pyramidal geometry where chloride coordinate 
in addition to the coordination in 4. The void volume in 7 was 5102 Å3 corresponding to 46.9% of 
the unit cell contained disordered guest molecule which was refined using the SQUEEZE routine 
in PLATON. The channels run in all direction to form 3D channels. Unfortunately, there was not 




Functionalized single ligands 44paba and 34paba only differ by the position of the bent (-(pyridyn-
4-ylmethyl)amino) branch allowed the preparation on slow evaporation of 5 and 6. Framework 5 
is formed by chains with Cu2+ centres coordinated in tetrahedral geometry. The chains are 
connected through hydrogen bonding to result in layers. There are hydrogen bondings that bridges 
DMF, H2O guest molecules, and finally the framework. The compound is unstable and collapses 
on losing its guest molecules even at r.t. The collapse of the frameworks could be due to the 
breakage of hydrogen bonding. Framework 6 has a square pyramidal geometry due to the 
additional coordination of one water molecule on the metal centre. It is constructed by three 
different Cu2+ centres which form three different chains. Two chains are then connected by 
hydrogen bonding to form layers while the third chain forms its layer hosted in the middle of the 
two. The guest molecules can be removed at different temperatures on heating and result in a new 
phase.  
The stable solid adsorbents 1d and 3d showed the sorption capacity for both halogenated and 
amine VOCs. Halogenated VOCs such as dichloromethane, chloroform, chlorobenzene, 
dibromomethane, bromoform, bromobenzene, diiodomethane, iodoform, and iodobenzene were 
characterized by different effects of interaction within the channels of the frameworks. Crystal 
structures of chlorinated VOCs showed C−H···π,  C−H···C−H, and π···C−H interaction. Powder 
patterns indicated that halogenated VOCs containing iodine have more effect on the structure of 
the adsorbent followed by halogenated VOCs containing bromine and lastly chlorine. This shows 
that less polar and heavier have a stronger interaction with the channels. Higher sorption capacity 
for aliphatic halogenated VOCs was recorded from those with two halogen atoms, while, 
bromobenzene showed higher among aromatic halogenated VOCs. The test for the sorption 




Amine VOCs showed different interaction effects within the adsorbent depending on the sorption 
capacity. The TGA sorption percentage of BzNH2 in 1d at 40% was still crystalline while that at 
52% led to an amorphous phase. Their recorded loading capacities were even higher than the 
theoretical ones as they interact through a strong hydrogen bonding. For example, benzylamine 
showed a higher loading capacity with 575% in 1d and 300% in 3d. This is due to the presence of 
the aromatic ring as an additional feature for stacking interaction with the channels of the 
adsorbents. However, phenylethylamine showed a lower loading capacity with 57% in 1d and 43% 
in 3d. Thus, the loading capacity was influenced by the nature of the VOC and steric effect.  
1d contains Co2+ as the metal centre and its sorption for some compounds led to the colour change. 
This chromophore was due to the interactions such as I···π, Co2+···O, and Co2+···N from iodine, 
H2O and NH3 respectively. The interactions cause the electron excitation associated with d-d 
transitions1 and the tune the degree of charge delocalization2 and result in visible colour changes. 
The reversible sorption for iodine was characterized by the colour change and the activated 
adsorbent could be recovered. The solvatochromism of 1d for the adsorption of H2O and NH3 has 
changed from red to purple colour. Upon desorption, the red colour could not be recovered rather 
a grey clour of a new phase. The change from purple to grey colour was a reversible process.  
Appreciable sorption for carbon dioxide and hydrogen was recorded at lower temperature 195 K 
and 77 K respectively. The sorption for carbon dioxide in 1d was more than a double 114 cm3 
(STP) g−1 (2.35 molecules per ASU) compared to that of 3d with 52 cm3 (STP) g−1 with little 
hysteresis. The sorption for hydrogen was recorded only in 1d as there might be less interaction in 
3d. These adsorbents are characterized by micropores with some mesopores features.   
In the whole study, 1d showed higher sorption capacity than 3d. Kinetic studies for some solvents 




was 74.97±1.93 and 63.94±4.67 respectively and the one for ammonia 67.57±1.70 and 60.47±1.82 
respectively. In addition to the nature of a metal centre, 1d has a cell the volume of  549.0 Å3 
which allow close contact and high sorption capacity than 3d with a cell volume of 571.4 Å3 1d. 
The activated frameworks, 1d and 3d can be used as solid adsorbents and they showed the 
important property of the selectivity on the removal of some VOCs. The desorption showed that 
they are robust and recyclable. An additional interesting property was the breathing mechanism 
observed on adsorption/desorption of benzylamine to recover 1d. However, the same mechanism 
could not be observed with the sorption for H2O and ammonia.  
MOFs assembly offers a wide range of tunability to synthesize different frameworks. The 
variability of metal centres, functionalization of ligand, and the solvent mixture allow to achieve 
the diversity of MOFs. It was also noted that MOFs of the same topology (1d and 3d) performed 
different sorption properties depending on the metal centre and cell volume. Therefore, a wide 
range of MOFs can be synthesized for a potential application. The comparison between 4 and 6 
shows the functionalization of the linker, while the comparison between 5 and 6 shows the bent of 
the linker. This was expected to construct MOFs with functionalized and/or increased size of a 
stable framework.3 However, it was not the case with these results.  
This work also included the investigation of cis-dichlorobis(ethylenediamine) cobalt(III)chloride 
monohydrate on the interaction with some organic solvents. This was done in comparison with 
similar complex, a cationic and anhydrous structure, [cis-α-(triethylenetetramine)-CoCl2]Cl that 
could form a range of hydration forms.4 On the other hand, the compound did not show any effect 
with a range of organic solvents except for methanol. The effect of methanol resulted in emptying 
the channels of the compound. Yet, the nature and the size of the solvents were suggested as factors 




6.3. FUTURE WORK 
The objectives of this study were successifully achieved through the approach used and created an 
ongoing work. The vapour pressure during selective adsorption of VOCs in MOFs were not 
compensated and only binary mixture was perfomed. Thus, the optimized sorption considering 
both factors are attractive. The synthesis of Cu-34pba compounds using HCl in mixture need to be 
optimized using other solvent mixtures or metal centres for a thorough investigation. The activated 
forms of MOF 4 should be tested for sorption of hydrogen carbon dioxide gas. Further attempts to 
produce MOFs using functionalized ligands (3-(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid and 4-
(pyridyn-4-ylmethyl)aminobenzoic acid) i.e 34paba and 44paba will be carried out. Additionally, 
MOFs containing both (mixed i.e: 34paba and 44paba) ligands would be interesting to compare to 
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These appendices provide some supplemental data divided into two parts. Figures and Tables are 
presented according to their respective chapters. Similarly, CIFCHECK crystallographic data are 
presented in their corresponding chapters. Crystallographic files are available on google drive at 
link. 
1. FIGURES AND TABLES  
1. Chapter 3 
This chapter contains Figure S1.  
 
  









2. Chapter 4  
This chapter contains Table S1 and Figure S3-S5 





































Figure S3: DSC sorption behaviour for chlorinated VOCs in 1d (top) and 3d (bottom). 
 
Selectivity from 1d 
 
• CH2Cl2:peak at 5.7 ppm: 0.6 dividing by 2 corresponds to 0.3 
• Chloroform: peak at 8.1 ppm: 1 dividing by 3 corresponds to 0.3 





• CH2Cl2: peak at 5.7 ppm: 3.4 dividing by 2 corresponds to 1.75 
• ClBenzene: peak at 6.7 ppm: 1 dividing by 5 corresponds to 0.2 
Molar ratio CH2CL2:ClBenzene 8.3:1 
 
• Chloroform: peak at 8.1 ppm: 1 
• ClBenzene: peak at 6.7 ppm: 0.6 dividing by 5 corresponds to 0.12 







Selectivity from 3d 
 
• Chloroform: peak at 8.1 ppm: 1 
• CH2Cl2: peak at 5.7 ppm: 2.55, dividing by 2 corresponds to 1.275 
Molar ratio: CH2Cl2_Chloroform: 1.3:1 
 







Chloroform: peak at 8.1 ppm: 1  
ClBenzene: peak at 6.7 ppm:  1.25 dividing by 5 corresponds to 0.25 
• Molar ratio Chloroform: ClBenzene 1:0.3 
 




























2. CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA: CIFCHECK reports 
The data are from compound in chapter 3, 4, and 5.  
1. Chapter 3 
Compound 1 
CIF Check 
• checkCIF/PLATON report 
• Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_1 
• THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW 
PROCEDURE 
• FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN 
EXPERIENCED 
• CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
• No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
• Datablock: C_1 
• Bond precision: C-C = 0.0041 A Wavelength=0.71073 
• Cell: a=9.2030(18) b=17.823(4) c=14.718(3) 
• alpha=90 beta=92.75(3) gamma=90 
• Temperature: 293 K 
• Calculated Reported 
• Volume 2411.3(9) 2411.3(8) 
• Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
• Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
• Moiety formula 
• C24 H16 Co N2 O4, C3 H7 N 
• O 
• ? 
• Sum formula C27 H23 Co N3 O5 C27 H23 Co N3 O5 
• Mr 528.41 528.41 
• Dx,g cm-3 1.456 1.456 
• Z 4 4 
• Mu (mm-1) 0.756 0.756 
• F000 1092.0 1092.0 
• F000’ 1093.84 
• h,k,lmax 12,23,19 12,23,19 
• Nref 6022 5981 
• Tmin,Tmax 0.920,0.941 0.920,0.941 
• Tmin’ 0.920 
• Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.920 Tmax=0.941 




• Data completeness= 0.993 Theta(max)= 28.341 
• R(reflections)= 0.0482( 4089) wR2(reflections)= 0.1197( 5981) 
• S = 1.034 Npar= 327 
• The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
• test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
• Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
• Alert level C 
• PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C6B has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.3 prolat 
• PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C7B has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.2 prolat 
• PLAT220_ALERT_2_C NonSolvent Resd 1 C Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 3.3 Ratio 
• PLAT911_ALERT_3_C Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.600 3 Report 
• Alert level G 
• PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
• PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
• PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
• PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
• PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co1 (II) . 1.95 Info 
• PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do 
! 
• PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 38 Note 
• PLAT941_ALERT_3_G Average HKL Measurement Multiplicity ........... 3.8 Low 
• PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 7 Info 
• 0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
• 0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
• 4 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
• 9 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
• 4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
• 4 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
• 2 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
• 1 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
• 2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
• Validation response form 
• Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your 
CIF. 
• # start Validation Reply Form 
• _vrf_PLAT213_C_1 
• ; 
• PROBLEM: Atom C6B has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.3 prolat 




• PROBLEM: NonSolvent Resd 1 C Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 3.3 Ratio 




• PROBLEM: Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.600 3 Report 
• RESPONSE: ... 
• ; 
• # end Validation Reply Form 





• minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
• strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the 
more 
• serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
• refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the 
more 
• serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental 
section of a 
• paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to 
identify 
• outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not 
important 
• in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there 
are no 
• aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
• results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
• Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
• A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all 
CIFs 
• submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
• Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to 
Acta 
• Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication 
checks 
• are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
• Publication of your CIF in other journals 
• Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions 
relating to 
• CIF submission. 
• PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 





Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_2 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_2 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0056 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.068(4) b=15.632(5) c=15.399(5) 




Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 2396.4(14) 2396.4(14) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
Moiety formula C24 H16 Co N2 O4, C3 H6 O ? 
Sum formula C27 H22 Co N2 O5 C27 H22 Co N2 O5 
Mr 513.40 513.39 
Dx,g cm-3 1.423 1.423 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 0.757 0.757 
F000 1060.0 1060.0 
F000’ 1061.83 
h,k,lmax 12,18,18 11,18,18 
Nref 4262 4250 
Tmin,Tmax 0.947,0.978 0.934,0.978 
Tmin’ 0.934 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.934 Tmax=0.978 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.997 Theta(max)= 25.088 
R(reflections)= 0.0493( 2860) wR2(reflections)= 0.1239( 4250) 
S = 1.023 Npar= 318 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT244_ALERT_4_C Low ’Solvent’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C1C Check 
PLAT601_ALERT_2_C Unit Cell Contains Solvent Accessible VOIDS of . 37 Ang**3 
PLAT911_ALERT_3_C Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.597 12 Report 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT380_ALERT_4_G Incorrectly? Oriented X(sp2)-Methyl Moiety ..... C2C Check 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co1 (II) . 1.98 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT909_ALERT_3_G Percentage of I>2sig(I) Data at Theta(Max) Still 47% Note 
PLAT941_ALERT_3_G Average HKL Measurement Multiplicity ........... 4.3 Low 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 0 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
3 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
10 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
2 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
3 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
2 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT244_C_2 
; 













PROBLEM: Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.597 12 Report 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 





Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_3 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_3 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0046 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=9.3389(15) b=17.677(3) c=14.735(3) 
alpha=90 beta=93.189(5) gamma=90 





Volume 2428.7(8) 2428.8(7) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
Moiety formula 
C24 H16 N2 O4 Zn, C3 H7 N 
O 
? 
Sum formula C27 H23 N3 O5 Zn C27 H23 N3 O5 Zn 
Mr 534.87 534.85 
Dx,g cm-3 1.463 1.463 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 1.055 1.055 
F000 1104.0 1104.0 
F000’ 1105.57 
h,k,lmax 12,23,19 12,22,19 
Nref 5607 5584 
Tmin,Tmax 0.963,0.969 0.909,0.969 
Tmin’ 0.909 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.909 Tmax=0.969 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.996 Theta(max)= 27.579 
R(reflections)= 0.0468( 3713) wR2(reflections)= 0.1108( 5584) 
S = 1.005 Npar= 327 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT220_ALERT_2_C NonSolvent Resd 1 C Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 3.5 Ratio 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C6A Check 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C7B Check 
PLAT244_ALERT_4_C Low ’Solvent’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of N2 Check 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT232_ALERT_2_G Hirshfeld Test Diff (M-X) Zn01 --O1B_b . 5.1 s.u. 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 24 Note 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Zn01 (II) . 1.90 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 23 Note 
PLAT941_ALERT_3_G Average HKL Measurement Multiplicity ........... 3.9 Low 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 1 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
4 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
11 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
5 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
1 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
3 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
















PROBLEM: Low ’Solvent’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of N2 Check 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_4_a 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_4_a 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0040 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=23.443(3) b=5.5300(6) c=18.487(2) 
alpha=90 beta=96.425(2) gamma=90 





Volume 2381.6(5) 2381.6(5) 
Space group C 2/c C 2/c 
Hall group -C 2yc -C 2yc 
Moiety formula 
C24 H16 Cu N2 O4, C3 H9 N 
O 
? 
Sum formula C27 H25 Cu N3 O5 C27 H27 Cu N3 O5 
Mr 535.05 537.05 
Dx,g cm-3 1.492 1.498 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 0.962 0.962 
F000 1108.0 1116.0 
F000’ 1109.71 
h,k,lmax 30,7,23 30,7,23 
Nref 2731 2720 
Tmin,Tmax 0.822,0.972 0.817,0.972 
Tmin’ 0.817 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.817 Tmax=0.972 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.996 Theta(max)= 27.473 
R(reflections)= 0.0420( 2169) wR2(reflections)= 0.1031( 2720) 
S = 1.120 Npar= 201 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level A 
PLAT310_ALERT_2_A H2B Deleted (Close to H7B ) Dist ... 0.118 Ang. 
Author Response: Deleted H2B is an error due to the hydrogen from disordered DMF 
PLAT722_ALERT_1_A Angle Calc 54.00, Rep 50.8(6) Dev... 3.20 Degree 
C3B -C2B -H7B 7.556 1.555 7.556 # 78 Check 
Author Response: Error in the angle is due to the disordered carbon from DMF 
PLAT722_ALERT_1_A Angle Calc 120.00, Rep 116.5(11) Dev... 3.50 Degree 
N1B -C2B -H7B 1.555 1.555 7.556 # 79 Check 
Author Response: Error in the angle is due to the disordered carbon from DMF 
Alert level B 
PLAT722_ALERT_1_B Angle Calc 102.00, Rep 105(4) Dev... 3.00 Degree 
H3B -C2B -H7B 1.555 1.555 7.556 # 82 Check 
Author Response: Error in the angle is due to the disordered carbon from DMF 
Alert level C 
PLAT041_ALERT_1_C Calc. and Reported SumFormula Strings Differ Please Check 
PLAT043_ALERT_1_C Calculated and Reported Mol. Weight Differ by .. 2.00 Check 
PLAT068_ALERT_1_C Reported F000 Differs from Calcd (or Missing)... Please Check 
PLAT223_ALERT_4_C Solv./Anion Resd 2 H Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 4.7 Ratio 
PLAT250_ALERT_2_C Large U3/U1 Ratio for Average U(i,j) Tensor .... 2.2 Note 
PLAT303_ALERT_2_C Full Occupancy Atom H9B with # Connections 1.50 Check 
PLAT411_ALERT_2_C Short Inter H...H Contact H9B ..H9B . 2.11 Ang. 
1/2-x,-1/2-y,1-z = 7_546 Check 
PLAT711_ALERT_1_C BOND Unknown or Inconsistent Label .......... H2B Check 
C2B H2B 
PLAT712_ALERT_1_C ANGLE Unknown or Inconsistent Label .......... H2B Check 
C3B C2B H2B 
PLAT712_ALERT_1_C ANGLE Unknown or Inconsistent Label .......... H2B Check 
N1B C2B H2B 




C1B C2B H2B 
PLAT712_ALERT_1_C ANGLE Unknown or Inconsistent Label .......... H2B Check 
H2B C2B H3B 
PLAT712_ALERT_1_C ANGLE Unknown or Inconsistent Label .......... H2B Check 
H2B C2B H9B 
PLAT712_ALERT_1_C ANGLE Unknown or Inconsistent Label .......... H2B Check 
H2B C2B H7B 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 2 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT083_ALERT_2_G SHELXL Second Parameter in WGHT Unusually Large 10.98 Why ? 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of O1B Constrained at 0.5 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of C1B Constrained at 0.5 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of C2B Constrained at 0.5 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of C3B Constrained at 0.5 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of H5B Constrained at 0.5 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of H6B Constrained at 0.5 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of H7B Constrained at 0.5 Check 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 2 ) 80% Note 
PLAT412_ALERT_2_G Short Intra XH3 .. XHn H1B ..H5B . 1.30 Ang. 
1/2-x,1/2-y,1-z = 7_556 Check 
PLAT412_ALERT_2_G Short Intra XH3 .. XHn H1B ..H6B . 1.21 Ang. 
1/2-x,1/2-y,1-z = 7_556 Check 
PLAT412_ALERT_2_G Short Intra XH3 .. XHn H3B ..H7B . 1.66 Ang. 
1/2-x,1/2-y,1-z = 7_556 Check 
PLAT412_ALERT_2_G Short Intra XH3 .. XHn H7B ..H9B . 1.57 Ang. 
1/2-x,1/2-y,1-z = 7_556 Check 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 1 Note 
PLAT721_ALERT_1_G Bond Calc 1.02000, Rep 0.96000 Dev... 0.06 Ang. 
C3B -H7B 1.555 1.555 ........ # 32 Check 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 11 Note 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 7 Info 
3 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
1 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
14 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
22 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
18 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
10 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
0 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
11 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
1 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 




Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT041_C_4_a 
; 








































PROBLEM: ANGLE Unknown or Inconsistent Label .......... H2B Check 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 








Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_4d2 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_4d2 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0034 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=20.2073(12) b=5.5595(3) c=18.4988(10) 
alpha=90 beta=110.641(2) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 1944.80(19) 1944.80(19) 
Space group C 2/c C 2/c 
Hall group -C 2yc -C 2yc 
Moiety formula C24 H16 Cu N2 O4 ? 
Sum formula C24 H16 Cu N2 O4 C24 H16 Cu N2 O4 
Mr 459.94 459.93 
Dx,g cm-3 1.571 1.571 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 1.159 1.159 
F000 940.0 940.0 
F000’ 941.64 
h,k,lmax 28,7,26 28,7,26 
Nref 2968 2968 
Tmin,Tmax 0.831,0.977 0.596,0.746 
Tmin’ 0.831 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.596 Tmax=0.746 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 1.000 Theta(max)= 30.513 
R(reflections)= 0.0469( 2376) wR2(reflections)= 0.1010( 2968) 
S = 1.149 Npar= 142 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT250_ALERT_2_C Large U3/U1 Ratio for Average U(i,j) Tensor .... 2.1 Note 
PLAT906_ALERT_3_C Large K Value in the Analysis of Variance ...... 4.029 Check 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 2 Info 
PLAT083_ALERT_2_G SHELXL Second Parameter in WGHT Unusually Large 8.49 Why ? 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Cu1 (II) . 2.05 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 9 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 




2 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
7 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
3 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
3 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
1 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
0 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT250_C_4d2 
; 





PROBLEM: Large K Value in the Analysis of Variance ...... 4.029 Check 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_5 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 





No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_5 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0028 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=7.9712(9) b=11.9326(14) c=17.924(2) 
alpha=90 beta=96.718(3) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 1693.2(3) 1693.2(3) 
Space group P 21/n P 21/n 
Hall group -P 2yn -P 2yn 
Moiety formula 
C26 H26 Cu N4 O6, 2(C3 H7 
N O) 
? 
Sum formula C32 H40 Cu N6 O8 C16 H20 Cu0.50 N3 O4 
Mr 700.25 350.12 
Dx,g cm-3 1.373 1.373 
Z 2 4 
Mu (mm-1) 0.703 0.703 
F000 734.0 734.0 
F000’ 734.94 
h,k,lmax 10,15,23 10,15,23 
Nref 4255 4236 
Tmin,Tmax 0.869,0.913 0.869,0.913 
Tmin’ 0.869 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.869 Tmax=0.913 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.996 Theta(max)= 28.406 
R(reflections)= 0.0381( 3241) wR2(reflections)= 0.0953( 4236) 
S = 1.034 Npar= 294 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT314_ALERT_2_C Small Angle for H2O: Metal-O1B -H1B . 84.87 Degree 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 1 Info 
PLAT045_ALERT_1_G Calculated and Reported Z Differ by a Factor ... 0.50 Check 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT164_ALERT_4_G Nr. of Refined C-H H-Atoms in Heavy-Atom Struct. 17 Note 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT380_ALERT_4_G Incorrectly? Oriented X(sp2)-Methyl Moiety ..... C2C Check 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Cu1 (II) . 2.09 Info 
PLAT804_ALERT_5_G Number of ARU-Code Packing Problem(s) in PLATON 1 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 19 Note 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 9 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
1 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
12 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
5 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
2 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 




3 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
3 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT314_C_5 
; 
PROBLEM: Small Angle for H2O: Metal-O1B -H1B . 84.87 Degree 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_6ab_a_a 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_6ab_a_a 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0038 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.3559(4) b=16.5278(8) c=21.954(1) 
alpha=70.845(2) beta=78.490(1) gamma=73.568(1) 





Volume 3380.9(3) 3380.9(3) 
Space group P -1 P -1 
Hall group -P 1 -P 1 
Moiety formula 
4(C26 H24 Cu N4 O5), C26 
H22 Cu N4 O4, 2(C3.01 
H7.04 N O), 2(C3 
? 
Sum formula 
C142.03 H146.08 Cu5 N24 
O28 
C71.01 H73.04 Cu2.50 N12 
O14 
Mr 2955.00 1477.48 
Dx,g cm-3 1.451 1.451 
Z 1 2 
Mu (mm-1) 0.858 0.858 
F000 1535.3 1535.0 
F000’ 1537.44 
h,k,lmax 13,22,29 13,22,29 
Nref 16803 16767 
Tmin,Tmax 0.857,0.910 0.850,0.910 
Tmin’ 0.850 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.850 Tmax=0.910 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.998 Theta(max)= 28.301 
R(reflections)= 0.0521( 14524) wR2(reflections)= 0.1170( 16767) 
S = 1.083 Npar= 957 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level B 
PLAT097_ALERT_2_B Large Reported Max. (Positive) Residual Density 3.23 eA-3 
PLAT971_ALERT_2_B Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.78A From Cu2 3.32 eA-3 
Author Response: Residual density is close to copper atom and could be 
caused by inadequate adsorption collection 
Alert level C 
DIFMX02_ALERT_1_C The maximum difference density is > 0.1*ZMAX*0.75 
The relevant atom site should be identified. 
Author Response: Residual density is close to copper atom and could be 
caused by inadequate adsorption collection 
PLAT094_ALERT_2_C Ratio of Maximum / Minimum Residual Density .... 2.01 Report 
PLAT222_ALERT_3_C NonSolvent Resd 2 H Uiso(max)/Uiso(min) Range 5.8 Ratio 
PLAT244_ALERT_4_C Low ’Solvent’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of N1I Check 
PLAT314_ALERT_2_C Small Angle for H2O: Metal-O1C -H2C . 89.02 Degree 
PLAT314_ALERT_2_C Small Angle for H2O: Metal-O1E -H2E . 84.47 Degree 
PLAT352_ALERT_3_C Short N-H (X0.87,N1.01A) N1G - H5G . 0.75 Ang. 
PLAT355_ALERT_3_C Long O-H (X0.82,N0.98A) O1E - H1E . 1.01 Ang. 
PLAT355_ALERT_3_C Long O-H (X0.82,N0.98A) O1E - H2E . 1.06 Ang. 
PLAT369_ALERT_2_C Long C(sp2)-C(sp2) Bond C1D - C2D . 1.53 Ang. 
PLAT420_ALERT_2_C D-H Without Acceptor N1A --H5A . Please Check 
PLAT420_ALERT_2_C D-H Without Acceptor N1D --H5D . Please Check 
PLAT420_ALERT_2_C D-H Without Acceptor N1G --H5G . Please Check 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H1G ..N1F . 2.70 Ang. 




PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H2G ..O2D . 2.61 Ang. 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H9D ..O1H . 2.61 Ang. 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H8D ..O1H . 2.61 Ang. 
PLAT601_ALERT_2_C Unit Cell Contains Solvent Accessible VOIDS of . 66 Ang**3 
PLAT906_ALERT_3_C Large K Value in the Analysis of Variance ...... 4.142 Check 
PLAT910_ALERT_3_C Missing # of FCF Reflection(s) Below Theta(Min). 8 Note 
PLAT911_ALERT_3_C Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.600 3 Report 
PLAT972_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.64A From Cu2 -2.13 eA-3 
PLAT975_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.99A From O1D 1.38 eA-3 
PLAT975_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.95A From O1H 0.40 eA-3 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 1 Info 
PLAT045_ALERT_1_G Calculated and Reported Z Differ by a Factor ... 0.50 Check 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT068_ALERT_1_G Reported F000 Differs from Calcd (or Missing)... Please Check 
PLAT083_ALERT_2_G SHELXL Second Parameter in WGHT Unusually Large 6.61 Why ? 
PLAT164_ALERT_4_G Nr. of Refined C-H H-Atoms in Heavy-Atom Struct. 2 Note 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 4 ) 20% Note 
PLAT412_ALERT_2_G Short Intra XH3 .. XHn H6I’ ..H4I . 2.04 Ang. 
x,y,z = 1_555 Check 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 4 Note 
PLAT789_ALERT_4_G Atoms with Negative _atom_site_disorder_group # 4 Check 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Cu1 (II) . 2.08 Info 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Cu2 (II) . 2.08 Info 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Cu3 (II) . 2.28 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 25 Note 
PLAT913_ALERT_3_G Missing # of Very Strong Reflections in FCF .... 1 Note 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 13 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
2 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
25 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
19 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
7 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
16 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
8 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
11 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
4 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT097_C_6ab_a_a 
; 














































































PROBLEM: Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.99A From O1D 1.38 eA-3 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 




minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_7_a 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_7_a 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0046 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=17.7559(10) b=17.7559(10) c=18.689(2) 
alpha=90 beta=90 gamma=120 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 5102.7(8) 5102.8(8) 
Space group P -3 1 c P -3 1 c 
Hall group -P 3 2c -P 3 2c 
Moiety formula 




C72 H48 Cl4 Cu3 N6 O12 [+ 
solvent] 




Mr 1521.61 507.19 
Dx,g cm-3 0.990 0.990 
Z 2 6 
Mu (mm-1) 0.769 0.769 
F000 1546.0 1546.0 
F000’ 1549.66 
h,k,lmax 22,22,23 22,22,23 
Nref 3493 3495 
Tmin,Tmax 0.794,0.857 0.794,0.857 
Tmin’ 0.794 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.794 Tmax=0.857 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 1.001 Theta(max)= 26.367 
R(reflections)= 0.0468( 2500) wR2(reflections)= 0.1418( 3495) 
S = 1.070 Npar= 148 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level A 
PLAT431_ALERT_2_A Short Inter HL..A Contact Cl2 ..O2 . 2.29 Ang. 
2-y,2-x,-1/2-z = 4_774 Check 
Author Response: O2 is a free carboxylate oxygen which forms a 
non-covalent interaction 
PLAT431_ALERT_2_A Short Inter HL..A Contact Cl2 ..O2 . 2.29 Ang. 
2-x+y,y,-1/2-z = 5_754 Check 
Author Response: O2 is a free carboxylate oxygen which forms a 
non-covalent interaction 
PLAT431_ALERT_2_A Short Inter HL..A Contact Cl2 ..O2 . 2.29 Ang. 
2-y,x-y,z = 2_755 Check 
Author Response: O2 is a free carboxylate oxygen which forms a 
non-covalent interaction 
PLAT431_ALERT_2_A Short Inter HL..A Contact Cl2 ..O2 . 2.29 Ang. 
x,y,z = 1_555 Check 
Author Response: O2 is a free carboxylate oxygen which forms a 
non-covalent interaction 
PLAT431_ALERT_2_A Short Inter HL..A Contact Cl2 ..O2 . 2.29 Ang. 
x,x-y,-1/2-z = 6_554 Check 
Author Response: O2 is a free carboxylate oxygen which forms a 
non-covalent interaction 
PLAT431_ALERT_2_A Short Inter HL..A Contact Cl2 ..O2 . 2.29 Ang. 
2-x+y,2-x,z = 3_775 Check 
Author Response: O2 is a free carboxylate oxygen which forms a 
non-covalent interaction 
Alert level C 
PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C3 has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.5 prolat 
PLAT220_ALERT_2_C NonSolvent Resd 1 C Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 3.1 Ratio 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C3 Check 
PLAT242_ALERT_2_C Low ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of Cu1 Check 
PLAT242_ALERT_2_C Low ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C4 Check 
PLAT250_ALERT_2_C Large U3/U1 Ratio for Average U(i,j) Tensor .... 2.9 Note 
PLAT905_ALERT_3_C Negative K value in the Analysis of Variance ... -1.134 Report 
PLAT923_ALERT_1_C S Values in the CIF and FCF Differ by ....... 0.011 Check 
PLAT934_ALERT_3_C Number of (Iobs-Icalc)/Sigma(W) > 10 Outliers .. 1 Check 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 1 Info 




PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT232_ALERT_2_G Hirshfeld Test Diff (M-X) Cu1 --Cl1 . 25.3 s.u. 
PLAT606_ALERT_4_G Solvent Accessible VOID(S) in Structure ........ ! Info 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Cu1 (II) . 1.97 Info 
PLAT802_ALERT_4_G CIF Input Record(s) with more than 80 Characters 1 Info 
PLAT869_ALERT_4_G ALERTS Related to the Use of SQUEEZE Suppressed ! Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT910_ALERT_3_G Missing # of FCF Reflection(s) Below Theta(Min). 1 Note 
PLAT933_ALERT_2_G Number of OMIT Records in Embedded .res File ... 1 Note 
PLAT965_ALERT_2_G The SHELXL WEIGHT Optimisation has not Converged Please Check 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 5 Info 
6 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
9 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
15 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
6 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
16 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
3 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
3 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT213_C_7_a 
; 






































PROBLEM: Number of (Iobs-Icalc)/Sigma(W) > 10 Outliers .. 1 Check 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 
Datablock C_7_a - ellipsoid plot 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) 
C__Users_Adrien_Desktop_1D_COR~1_NEWFOL~1_1d_a 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: 
C__Users_Adrien_Desktop_1D_COR~1_NEWFOL~1_1d_a 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0067 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.3931(14) b=16.027(2) c=14.996(2) 
alpha=90 beta=98.243(2) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 2472.1(6) 2472.2(6) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 




Moiety formula C24 H16 Co N2 O4 ? 
Sum formula C24 H16 Co N2 O4 C24 H16 Co N2 O4 
Mr 455.32 455.32 
Dx,g cm-3 1.223 1.223 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 0.722 0.722 
F000 932.0 932.0 
F000’ 933.77 
h,k,lmax 13,21,19 13,20,19 
Nref 5938 5859 
Tmin,Tmax 0.925,0.944 0.904,0.944 
Tmin’ 0.904 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.904 Tmax=0.944 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.987 Theta(max)= 27.963 
R(reflections)= 0.0639( 3863) wR2(reflections)= 0.1687( 5859) 
S = 1.044 Npar= 336 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level A 
PLAT601_ALERT_2_A Unit Cell Contains Solvent Accessible VOIDS of . 260 Ang**3 
Author Response: This is due to the evacuated guest molecules. 
Alert level C 
PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C3 has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.4 prolat 
PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C6B has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 4.0 prolat 
PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C7B has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.5 prolat 
PLAT220_ALERT_2_C NonSolvent Resd 1 C Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 4.1 Ratio 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C6A Check 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C9A Check 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C10A Check 
PLAT242_ALERT_2_C Low ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of N1A Check 
PLAT242_ALERT_2_C Low ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C8A Check 
PLAT341_ALERT_3_C Low Bond Precision on C-C Bonds ............... 0.00675 Ang. 
PLAT906_ALERT_3_C Large K Value in the Analysis of Variance ...... 3.168 Check 
PLAT911_ALERT_3_C Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.600 42 Report 
Alert level G 
PLAT002_ALERT_2_G Number of Distance or Angle Restraints on AtSite 3 Note 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT083_ALERT_2_G SHELXL Second Parameter in WGHT Unusually Large 5.05 Why ? 
PLAT172_ALERT_4_G The CIF-Embedded .res File Contains DFIX Records 2 Report 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT301_ALERT_3_G Main Residue Disorder ..............(Resd 1 ) 19% Note 
PLAT367_ALERT_2_G Long? C(sp?)-C(sp?) Bond C1B - C2B . 1.51 Ang. 
PLAT367_ALERT_2_G Long? C(sp?)-C(sp?) Bond C4A - C8A . 1.50 Ang. 
PLAT410_ALERT_2_G Short Intra H...H Contact H2B ..H5B . 2.00 Ang. 
x,y,z = 1_555 Check 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 5 Note 
PLAT860_ALERT_3_G Number of Least-Squares Restraints ............. 2 Note 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT910_ALERT_3_G Missing # of FCF Reflection(s) Below Theta(Min). 4 Note 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 28 Note 
PLAT933_ALERT_2_G Number of OMIT Records in Embedded .res File ... 37 Note 
PLAT941_ALERT_3_G Average HKL Measurement Multiplicity ........... 3.9 Low 
PLAT965_ALERT_2_G The SHELXL WEIGHT Optimisation has not Converged Please Check 




1 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
12 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
20 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
18 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
7 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
3 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
1 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT213_C__Users_Adrien_Desktop_1D_COR~1_NEWFOL~1_1d_a 
; 

































PROBLEM: Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.600 42 Report 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 





Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_1dCH2Cl2 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_1dCH2Cl2 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0037 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.5973(11) b=15.3082(15) c=14.8848(15) 
alpha=90 beta=99.964(2) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 2378.3(4) 2378.3(4) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
Moiety formula C24 H16 Co N2 O4, C H2 Cl2 ? 
Sum formula C25 H18 Cl2 Co N2 O4 C25 H18 Cl2 Co N2 O4 
Mr 540.24 540.24 
Dx,g cm-3 1.509 1.509 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 0.981 0.981 
F000 1100.0 1100.0 
F000’ 1102.97 
h,k,lmax 14,20,19 14,20,19 
Nref 5822 5821 
Tmin,Tmax 0.790,0.851 0.715,0.851 
Tmin’ 0.715 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.715 Tmax=0.851 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 1.000 Theta(max)= 28.141 
R(reflections)= 0.0454( 4338) wR2(reflections)= 0.1092( 5821) 
S = 1.015 Npar= 335 





Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT260_ALERT_2_C Large Average Ueq of Residue Including Cl3 0.125 Check 
PLAT260_ALERT_2_C Large Average Ueq of Residue Including Cl1 0.158 Check 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT232_ALERT_2_G Hirshfeld Test Diff (M-X) Co01 --O005_b . 6.0 s.u. 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 2 ) 100% Note 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 3 ) 100% Note 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 47 Note 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co01 (II) . 1.95 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 1 Note 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 9 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
2 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
12 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
4 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
0 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
4 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT260_C_1dCH2Cl2 
; 
PROBLEM: Large Average Ueq of Residue Including Cl3 0.125 Check 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 








Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_1dCHCl3 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_1dCHCl3 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0040 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.0048(16) b=16.371(3) c=15.036(3) 
alpha=90 beta=97.402(3) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 2442.2(8) 2442.3(7) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
Moiety formula 
C24 H16 Co N2 O4, C H0.84 
Cl3 
? 
Sum formula C25 H16.84 Cl3 Co N2 O4 C25 H16.83 Cl3 Co N2 O4 
Mr 574.52 574.52 
Dx,g cm-3 1.563 1.562 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 1.066 1.066 
F000 1163.4 1163.0 
F000’ 1166.93 
h,k,lmax 13,21,20 13,21,20 
Nref 6087 6062 
Tmin,Tmax 0.761,0.888 0.707,0.888 
Tmin’ 0.707 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.707 Tmax=0.888 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.996 Theta(max)= 28.310 
R(reflections)= 0.0479( 4504) wR2(reflections)= 0.1293( 6062) 
S = 1.019 Npar= 326 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT041_ALERT_1_C Calc. and Reported SumFormula Strings Differ Please Check 
PLAT244_ALERT_4_C Low ’Solvent’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C00Z Check 
PLAT260_ALERT_2_C Large Average Ueq of Residue Including Cl1 0.131 Check 
PLAT977_ALERT_2_C Check Negative Difference Density on H00B -0.34 eA-3 
Alert level G 




_chemical_formula_sum and the formula from the _atom_site* data. 
Atom count from _chemical_formula_sum:C25 H16.83 Cl3 Co1 N2 O4 
Atom count from the _atom_site data: C25 H16.84 Cl3 Co1 N2 O4 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT068_ALERT_1_G Reported F000 Differs from Calcd (or Missing)... Please Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT232_ALERT_2_G Hirshfeld Test Diff (M-X) Co01 --O006_b . 6.1 s.u. 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 2 ) 25% Note 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 50 Note 
PLAT779_ALERT_4_G Suspect or Irrelevant (Bond) Angle(s) in CIF . # 110 Check 
CL4 -C00Z -CL3 1.555 1.555 1.555 13.40 Deg. 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co01 (II) . 1.92 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 25 Note 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 13 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
4 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
14 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
6 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
5 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
0 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
5 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT041_C_1dCHCl3 
; 















PROBLEM: Check Negative Difference Density on H00B -0.34 eA-3 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 




results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_1dClBenz 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_1dClBenz 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0055 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.2944(16) b=16.272(3) c=15.248(3) 
alpha=90 beta=95.232(4) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 2543.6(8) 2543.6(7) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
Moiety formula C24 H16 Co N2 O4, C6 H5 Cl ? 
Sum formula C30 H21 Cl Co N2 O4 C30 H21 Cl Co N2 O4 
Mr 567.87 567.87 
Dx,g cm-3 1.483 1.483 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 0.820 0.820 
F000 1164.0 1164.0 
F000’ 1166.42 
h,k,lmax 13,21,20 13,21,20 
Nref 6303 6296 
Tmin,Tmax 0.880,0.921 0.849,0.921 
Tmin’ 0.849 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.849 Tmax=0.921 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.999 Theta(max)= 28.263 
R(reflections)= 0.0550( 4493) wR2(reflections)= 0.1571( 6296) 
S = 1.038 Npar= 343 





Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT243_ALERT_4_C High ’Solvent’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C012 Check 
PLAT244_ALERT_4_C Low ’Solvent’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C00Z Check 
PLAT250_ALERT_2_C Large U3/U1 Ratio for Average U(i,j) Tensor .... 2.1 Note 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H00G ..CL00 . 2.97 Ang. 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H00O ..CL00 . 2.92 Ang. 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT231_ALERT_4_G Hirshfeld Test (Solvent) C00X --C00Y . 6.3 s.u. 
PLAT231_ALERT_4_G Hirshfeld Test (Solvent) C00X --C011 . 8.0 s.u. 
PLAT231_ALERT_4_G Hirshfeld Test (Solvent) C00Z --C010 . 5.2 s.u. 
PLAT232_ALERT_2_G Hirshfeld Test Diff (M-X) Co01 --O006 . 6.1 s.u. 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 59 Note 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co01 (II) . 1.92 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 8 Note 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 6 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
5 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
13 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
3 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
0 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
9 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT243_C_1dClBenz 
; 















PROBLEM: Long H...A H-Bond Reported H00G ..CL00 . 2.97 Ang. 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 




paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_di2_a 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_di2_a 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0099 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.114(3) b=16.501(4) c=14.700(4) 
alpha=90 beta=97.159(4) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 2434.2(11) 2434.3(11) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
Moiety formula 
C24 H16 Co N2 O4, 
2.2(I0.20), I0.20 
? 
Sum formula C24 H16 Co I1.60 N2 O4 C24 H16 Co I1.60 N2 O4 
Mr 658.36 658.36 
Dx,g cm-3 1.796 1.796 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 2.766 2.766 
F000 1271.2 1271.0 
F000’ 1270.02 
h,k,lmax 12,20,18 12,20,18 
Nref 5013 4970 





Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.478 Tmax=0.633 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.991 Theta(max)= 26.425 
R(reflections)= 0.0685( 3691) wR2(reflections)= 0.1903( 4970) 
S = 1.089 Npar= 334 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT077_ALERT_4_C Unitcell Contains Non-integer Number of Atoms .. Please Check 
PLAT094_ALERT_2_C Ratio of Maximum / Minimum Residual Density .... 3.48 Report 
PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C6B has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.2 prolat 
PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C7B has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.2 prolat 
PLAT220_ALERT_2_C NonSolvent Resd 1 C Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 4.9 Ratio 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C6B Check 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C7B Check 
PLAT242_ALERT_2_C Low ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C2B Check 
PLAT242_ALERT_2_C Low ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C5B Check 
PLAT260_ALERT_2_C Large Average Ueq of Residue Including I3 0.129 Check 
PLAT260_ALERT_2_C Large Average Ueq of Residue Including I5 0.163 Check 
PLAT334_ALERT_2_C Small Aver. Benzene C-C Dist C2B -C7B 1.37 Ang. 
PLAT342_ALERT_3_C Low Bond Precision on C-C Bonds ............... 0.00992 Ang. 
PLAT906_ALERT_3_C Large K Value in the Analysis of Variance ...... 3.853 Check 
PLAT911_ALERT_3_C Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.600 25 Report 
PLAT934_ALERT_3_C Number of (Iobs-Icalc)/Sigma(W) > 10 Outliers .. 1 Check 
PLAT971_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 1.47A From I5 2.09 eA-3 
PLAT977_ALERT_2_C Check Negative Difference Density on H6B -0.34 eA-3 
Alert level G 
PLAT002_ALERT_2_G Number of Distance or Angle Restraints on AtSite 6 Note 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT068_ALERT_1_G Reported F000 Differs from Calcd (or Missing)... Please Check 
PLAT083_ALERT_2_G SHELXL Second Parameter in WGHT Unusually Large 19.04 Why ? 
PLAT172_ALERT_4_G The CIF-Embedded .res File Contains DFIX Records 3 Report 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of I1 Constrained at 0.3 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of I2 Constrained at 0.3 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of I3 Constrained at 0.3 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of I4 Constrained at 0.3 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of I5 Constrained at 0.2 Check 
PLAT300_ALERT_4_G Atom Site Occupancy of I6 Constrained at 0.2 Check 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 2 ) 100% Note 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 3 ) 100% Note 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 4 ) 100% Note 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 5 ) 100% Note 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 6 ) 100% Note 
PLAT302_ALERT_4_G Anion/Solvent/Minor-Residue Disorder (Resd 7 ) 100% Note 
PLAT432_ALERT_2_G Short Inter X...Y Contact I4 ..C5A 3.46 Ang. 
x,y,z = 1_555 Check 
PLAT764_ALERT_4_G Overcomplete CIF Bond List Detected (Rep/Expd) . 1.11 Ratio 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co1 (II) . 2.00 Info 
PLAT860_ALERT_3_G Number of Least-Squares Restraints ............. 3 Note 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT910_ALERT_3_G Missing # of FCF Reflection(s) Below Theta(Min). 1 Note 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 17 Note 
PLAT933_ALERT_2_G Number of OMIT Records in Embedded .res File ... 15 Note 
PLAT941_ALERT_3_G Average HKL Measurement Multiplicity ........... 3.7 Low 
PLAT965_ALERT_2_G The SHELXL WEIGHT Optimisation has not Converged Please Check 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 1 Info 




0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
18 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
30 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
19 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
7 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
16 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT077_C_di2_a 
; 




































































PROBLEM: Check Negative Difference Density on H6B -0.34 eA-3 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 




Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_1dI2d 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 





Bond precision: C-C = 0.0049 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=10.4014(11) b=16.1330(17) c=14.6878(15) 
alpha=90 beta=98.482(2) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 2437.7(4) 2437.7(4) 
Space group P 21/c P 21/c 
Hall group -P 2ybc -P 2ybc 
Moiety formula C24 H16 Co N2 O4 ? 
Sum formula C24 H16 Co N2 O4 C24 H16 Co N2 O4 
Mr 455.32 455.32 
Dx,g cm-3 1.241 1.241 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 0.733 0.733 
F000 932.0 932.0 
F000’ 933.77 
h,k,lmax 12,19,17 12,19,17 
Nref 4312 4301 
Tmin,Tmax 0.900,0.943 0.876,0.943 
Tmin’ 0.876 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.876 Tmax=0.943 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.997 Theta(max)= 25.043 
R(reflections)= 0.0430( 3067) wR2(reflections)= 0.1071( 4301) 
S = 1.031 Npar= 358 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level A 
PLAT601_ALERT_2_A Unit Cell Contains Solvent Accessible VOIDS of . 238 Ang**3 
Author Response: This is due to the evacuated guest molecules. 
Alert level C 
PLAT018_ALERT_1_C _diffrn_measured_fraction_theta_max .NE. *_full ! Check 
PLAT213_ALERT_2_C Atom C91 has ADP max/min Ratio ..... 3.8 oblate 
PLAT220_ALERT_2_C NonSolvent Resd 1 C Ueq(max)/Ueq(min) Range 3.4 Ratio 
PLAT234_ALERT_4_C Large Hirshfeld Difference C8A --C121 . 0.19 Ang. 
PLAT241_ALERT_2_C High ’MainMol’ Ueq as Compared to Neighbors of C6A Check 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H6 ..O2A . 2.61 Ang. 
PLAT911_ALERT_3_C Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.596 11 Report 
Alert level G 
PLAT004_ALERT_5_G Polymeric Structure Found with Maximum Dimension 3 Info 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT093_ALERT_1_G No s.u.’s on H-positions, Refinement Reported as mixed Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT301_ALERT_3_G Main Residue Disorder ..............(Resd 1 ) 26% Note 
PLAT410_ALERT_2_G Short Intra H...H Contact H2 ..H4B . 2.05 Ang. 
x,y,z = 1_555 Check 
PLAT410_ALERT_2_G Short Intra H...H Contact H2 ..H41 . 2.12 Ang. 
x,y,z = 1_555 Check 
PLAT410_ALERT_2_G Short Intra H...H Contact H26 ..H121 . 2.11 Ang. 
x,y,z = 1_555 Check 
PLAT726_ALERT_2_G H...A Calc 2.37000, Rep 2.38000 Dev... 0.01 Ang. 
H2 -O1B 1.555 4.556 ........ # 56 Check 
PLAT764_ALERT_4_G Overcomplete CIF Bond List Detected (Rep/Expd) . 1.12 Ratio 
PLAT811_ALERT_5_G No ADDSYM Analysis: Too Many Excluded Atoms .... ! Info 




PLAT909_ALERT_3_G Percentage of I>2sig(I) Data at Theta(Max) Still 48% Note 
PLAT933_ALERT_2_G Number of OMIT Records in Embedded .res File ... 7 Note 
PLAT941_ALERT_3_G Average HKL Measurement Multiplicity ........... 3.2 Low 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 3 Info 
1 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
7 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
17 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
6 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
10 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
4 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
3 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT018_C_1dI2d 
; 

































PROBLEM: Missing FCF Refl Between Thmin & STh/L= 0.596 11 Report 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 






Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_Coen.H2O 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_Coen.H2O 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0020 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=11.9297(17) b=6.7924(9) c=14.3691(19) 
alpha=90 beta=103.644(3) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 1131.5(3) 1131.5(3) 
Space group P 21/n P 21/n 
Hall group -P 2yn -P 2yn 
Moiety formula C4 H16 Cl2 Co N4, Cl, H2 O ? 
Sum formula C4 H18 Cl3 Co N4 O C4 H18 Cl3 Co N4 O 
Mr 303.50 303.50 
Dx,g cm-3 1.782 1.782 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 2.196 2.196 
F000 624.0 624.0 
F000’ 627.26 
h,k,lmax 18,10,22 17,10,21 
Nref 4507 3975 





Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.624 Tmax=0.768 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.882 Theta(max)= 33.662 
R(reflections)= 0.0265( 3355) wR2(reflections)= 0.0572( 3975) 
S = 1.021 Npar= 121 
The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format 
test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. 
Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H4B ..CL3B . 2.96 Ang. 
PLAT480_ALERT_4_C Long H...A H-Bond Reported H3B ..CL3B . 2.88 Ang. 
Alert level G 
PLAT007_ALERT_5_G Number of Unrefined Donor-H Atoms .............. 10 Report 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT232_ALERT_2_G Hirshfeld Test Diff (M-X) Co1 --Cl1B . 6.4 s.u. 
PLAT232_ALERT_2_G Hirshfeld Test Diff (M-X) Co1 --Cl2B . 5.8 s.u. 
PLAT790_ALERT_4_G Centre of Gravity not Within Unit Cell: Resd. # 2 Note 
Cl 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co1 (III) . 3.41 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 499 Note 
PLAT941_ALERT_3_G Average HKL Measurement Multiplicity ........... 4.5 Low 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 2 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
2 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
12 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
3 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
1 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
4 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT480_C_Coen.H2O 
; 
PROBLEM: Long H...A H-Bond Reported H4B ..CL3B . 2.96 Ang. 
RESPONSE: ... 
; 
# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 




submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 





Structure factors have been supplied for datablock(s) C_coen_a 
THIS REPORT IS FOR GUIDANCE ONLY. IF USED AS PART OF A REVIEW PROCEDURE 
FOR PUBLICATION, IT SHOULD NOT REPLACE THE EXPERTISE OF AN EXPERIENCED 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFEREE. 
No syntax errors found. CIF dictionary Interpreting this report 
Datablock: C_coen_a 
Bond precision: C-C = 0.0050 A Wavelength=0.71073 
Cell: a=7.3661(8) b=7.7791(9) c=19.604(2) 
alpha=90 beta=95.012(2) gamma=90 
Temperature: 293 K 
Calculated Reported 
Volume 1119.1(2) 1119.1(2) 
Space group P 21/n P 21/n 
Hall group -P 2yn -P 2yn 
Moiety formula C4 H16 Cl2 Co N4, Cl ? 
Sum formula C4 H16 Cl3 Co N4 C4 H16 Cl3 Co N4 
Mr 285.49 285.49 
Dx,g cm-3 1.694 1.694 
Z 4 4 
Mu (mm-1) 2.208 2.208 
F000 584.0 584.0 
F000’ 587.22 
h,k,lmax 9,10,26 9,10,26 
Nref 2799 2795 
Tmin,Tmax 0.853,0.957 0.820,0.957 
Tmin’ 0.820 
Correction method= # Reported T Limits: Tmin=0.820 Tmax=0.957 
AbsCorr = MULTI-SCAN 
Data completeness= 0.999 Theta(max)= 28.336 
R(reflections)= 0.0409( 2174) wR2(reflections)= 0.1093( 2795) 
S = 1.043 Npar= 109 





Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test. 
Alert level C 
PLAT975_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 1.08A From N006 0.80 eA-3 
PLAT975_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.98A From N005 0.76 eA-3 
PLAT975_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 1.01A From N007 0.68 eA-3 
PLAT975_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 1.07A From N008 0.59 eA-3 
PLAT975_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 1.01A From N005 0.46 eA-3 
PLAT976_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.88A From N005 -0.54 eA-3 
PLAT976_ALERT_2_C Check Calcd Resid. Dens. 0.89A From N006 -0.42 eA-3 
PLAT977_ALERT_2_C Check Negative Difference Density on H00A -0.58 eA-3 
PLAT977_ALERT_2_C Check Negative Difference Density on H00C -0.80 eA-3 
PLAT977_ALERT_2_C Check Negative Difference Density on H00E -0.54 eA-3 
PLAT977_ALERT_2_C Check Negative Difference Density on H00G -0.85 eA-3 
Alert level G 
PLAT007_ALERT_5_G Number of Unrefined Donor-H Atoms .............. 8 Report 
PLAT066_ALERT_1_G Predicted and Reported Tmin&Tmax Range Identical ? Check 
PLAT199_ALERT_1_G Reported _cell_measurement_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT200_ALERT_1_G Reported _diffrn_ambient_temperature ..... (K) 293 Check 
PLAT303_ALERT_2_G Full Occupancy Atom H00A with # Connections 2.00 Check 
PLAT303_ALERT_2_G Full Occupancy Atom H00C with # Connections 2.00 Check 
PLAT303_ALERT_2_G Full Occupancy Atom H00E with # Connections 2.00 Check 
PLAT303_ALERT_2_G Full Occupancy Atom H00G with # Connections 2.00 Check 
PLAT720_ALERT_4_G Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Labels .......... 28 Note 
PLAT764_ALERT_4_G Overcomplete CIF Bond List Detected (Rep/Expd) . 1.50 Ratio 
PLAT779_ALERT_4_G Suspect or Irrelevant (Bond) Angle(s) in CIF . # 18 Check 
CO01 -N005 -H00A 1.555 1.555 1.555 39.10 Deg. 
PLAT779_ALERT_4_G Suspect or Irrelevant (Bond) Angle(s) in CIF . # 24 Check 
CO01 -N006 -H00C 1.555 1.555 1.555 37.80 Deg. 
PLAT779_ALERT_4_G Suspect or Irrelevant (Bond) Angle(s) in CIF . # 30 Check 
CO01 -N007 -H00E 1.555 1.555 1.555 38.20 Deg. 
PLAT779_ALERT_4_G Suspect or Irrelevant (Bond) Angle(s) in CIF . # 36 Check 
CO01 -N008 -H00G 1.555 1.555 1.555 35.70 Deg. 
PLAT794_ALERT_5_G Tentative Bond Valency for Co01 (III) . 3.36 Info 
PLAT883_ALERT_1_G No Info/Value for _atom_sites_solution_primary . Please Do ! 
PLAT912_ALERT_4_G Missing # of FCF Reflections Above STh/L= 0.600 4 Note 
PLAT978_ALERT_2_G Number C-C Bonds with Positive Residual Density. 2 Info 
0 ALERT level A = Most likely a serious problem - resolve or explain 
0 ALERT level B = A potentially serious problem, consider carefully 
11 ALERT level C = Check. Ensure it is not caused by an omission or oversight 
18 ALERT level G = General information/check it is not something unexpected 
4 ALERT type 1 CIF construction/syntax error, inconsistent or missing data 
16 ALERT type 2 Indicator that the structure model may be wrong or deficient 
0 ALERT type 3 Indicator that the structure quality may be low 
7 ALERT type 4 Improvement, methodology, query or suggestion 
2 ALERT type 5 Informative message, check 
Validation response form 
Please find below a validation response form (VRF) that can be filled in and pasted into your CIF. 
# start Validation Reply Form 
_vrf_PLAT975_C_coen_a 
; 
















# end Validation Reply Form 
It is advisable to attempt to resolve as many as possible of the alerts in all categories. Often the 
minor alerts point to easily fixed oversights, errors and omissions in your CIF or refinement 
strategy, so attention to these fine details can be worthwhile. In order to resolve some of the more 
serious problems it may be necessary to carry out additional measurements or structure 
refinements. However, the purpose of your study may justify the reported deviations and the more 
serious of these should normally be commented upon in the discussion or experimental section of a 
paper or in the "special_details" fields of the CIF. checkCIF was carefully designed to identify 
outliers and unusual parameters, but every test has its limitations and alerts that are not important 
in a particular case may appear. Conversely, the absence of alerts does not guarantee there are no 
aspects of the results needing attention. It is up to the individual to critically assess their own 
results and, if necessary, seek expert advice. 
Publication of your CIF in IUCr journals 
A basic structural check has been run on your CIF. These basic checks will be run on all CIFs 
submitted for publication in IUCr journals (Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied 
Crystallography, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation); however, if you intend to submit to Acta 
Crystallographica Section C or E or IUCrData, you should make sure that full publication checks 
are run on the final version of your CIF prior to submission. 
Publication of your CIF in other journals 
Please refer to the Notes for Authors of the relevant journal for any special instructions relating to 
CIF submission. 
PLATON version of 18/09/2020; check.def file version of 20/08/2020 
Datablock C_coen_a - ellipsoid plot 
 
